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Robert IV Thomas in lus new almanac
lor 1875, just issued from the
press, in
speaking on the subject of Associated
1 buries says, that the
great reputation
which American cheese has gained abroad
ma\ lie traced to the
system of cheese laces which may be
regarded as a char■ictcnstic feature of our recent
progress in
tau-v husbandry.
A few tacts will serve
'now how
rapid lias been the grow Lh ui
t;e dairy interest,
owing chiefly to the unitin
higher quality in the product.
In 18,-•‘.i the total amount ol
cheese made
untrj was estimated at only 105,,,M
M,n
In I860 at 104,000,000
pounds
1
actual falling off
according to
su-. ot ti mi two to three
per cent,
v 18, at *1:15,ih)i),o00 pounds. The
price
chevse in Json w as Irom live to seven
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Enforce The Dog Laws.

My

Sheep raising i» undoubtedly looking up.
Wool brings satisfactory prices.
Early

lambs are in brisk demand, and the market
would take a great many more. We can
have mutton, at least in the winter, and
farmers look cheerful in view ot the
profits
of the dock at the close of the year. The
pastures, where the sheep have been are
;l I'ctiinl,
blooming with white clover, and the inin i.siio it,, highest price
'•
w 1
rk was cieven and a half cents, crease grassand the reduction of brush are
in favor of sheep husbandry
;
a\a
ig>- p,-iv.. in 1870 was about strong points
V om i 851■ to 1860, the But the dogs still worry the flocks and kill
the sheep,
farmer did not exceed
notwithstanding the legislation
Some of the States have
..
l
I ri ,m 1860 to 1870, against them.
laws
for
the protection of sheep. Tingood
;
was n, 4 tar from seven0
owners
ol
la is
nts
we exported about
dogs have t«> pay a license for
a
.on,,
|,slit) about 23,000,- every eur they keep, and the money goes
into
a land to
pay lor the losses of sheep
j'oiiinls, li S7'i about 61,000,000
owners made
w hen the
by dogs. This is a great
production
It not only reduces the numbei
market may be said to have security.
the gr, w'th and increase of dogs, but pays for the damage they do
\\ hat Is now most wanted is the strict on
at'M'sas
very slow, though
:.e i.Ltti-i
date it has been loreement ol the law where one exists.
a,:
xvry striking, till it has now at- Make every man pay for Ids dog, and
-1»i* *
commercial importance, kill the unlicensed
[Am. Agriculturist
-cocoa
;he excellent marketable
A
has
been
company
’■> ot i,a pioduct and the high stanorganized near
Beloit,\\ isconsin, for the manufacture anil
rm ots which can
of
butter
on
an
enormous scale.
I
lh, foreign market.
I shipping
The butter is bought from farmers direct
hange s due chiefly to the system
from
the
unwo'ked
and unsalted.
churn,
''.*!•
dairies, which have enabled
From a quarter to a half ton of this butter
e-tiireis
it
the
to
apply
highiivi
raetieai skill which the is worked at a time It is put into a square
box or vat wl ere it is washed and worked
develops
Something witli a wood.-n instrument
i'*ese laetnrv
resembling a
system hoe in
>■> tzerland lor
shape. Alter being turned, washed
many years, and
1 ■'
pressed by tiie hoe until it is quite
be in evidence that
appear^
lan \\ ere aware of free from buttermilk, it ts taken into ano

1

1

ace<

v

unt < f the origin
a recent edition

appears in

-fin
1

■:.it

i anil!r.
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«

;

an.:

a.-ii-r'.
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follows

as
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Dairy

spring of 1852,

the

built in the town
runty .New Vork. by
was

other vat

wire screen bottom,
through which the butter is pressed by a
strong lever at the rate ol 200 pounds pel
minute
li is colored in winter and aftei
nemg saiteit, oy still another process, it is
ready to pack for market. From two to
three tons may be packed in a dav,

having

a

requir-

ing the labor of only two men. A good
George deal
of
is tints saved to the
1
-umstanees
leading larmers' dish-washing
wives, while the butter, being ol
vt re these—
uniform color and quality, sells at better
ms
began the cheese making
than if finished in the kitchens of

\\

two

U
ect
—

the spring

A

sons,

lis3:i,
tee
r twenty years of exv
enabled him to make a su•heese, which readily
'■
■1
ents a pound, while his
ii i.i
some of whom had
beenequalhi business—sold for live cents
-i
difference of over onev\ :i' due to the excellent
‘"•esiIlls son George had
id made < lieese one season
•>d
.mg farm, 11 is wite chiefly at•••
la
and George looked after
rh< r sue :ess in cheese
o
>
uh ».‘en about the same as
.. :
them, George sold
••
"nts a pound while his
lather got seven
as
.Msi. r.i in those
days to sell
of cheese in advance—
‘•contract” it for a cert;i
<
When in the winp. :i:id
sse W
hams went to Home
ese for seven cents
md. hi :ii,.nght he would do
George
>■
contracting nis at the same
that
the quality id
guaranteeing
.h uld equal that of his
s
t he father to help the
n
who u
just beginning in the world.
;>■■■.iripr-. aim !■• assume this responsibilior

■

prices,

the farm houses.

..

■

1

■

..

1

>

" illi mis ni xt met his
son,
what :.
.1.1 done.
George
1 *k
in
lead and told his lather he was
iidh
id taken abad job on his hands
urged ina! he should begin
tin spring, and
■' ’■'•••
-1
..id com.' over and work
him. when i.i- would teach her what
h.e making; besides,
a a-1:
she got to work at home, he could
inn ovei
occasionally and keep her all
lould
an v need of it
t.eorge continued skeptical about the
i-'eessof such a project, and the question
argued at some length. Finally, the
!:i
'ail
Well, you can bring your
k to me, and 1 can make it
up with
"In:: there an be no doubt about
a
quality ot the cheese being the same."
in
suggestion was conclusive, and
e
rge at once replied, “That is so; and
I
an make
up mv lmlk in that way,
■w
-ai 't
you mako up the neighbors’milk I
md have a full business ol it?”
hat was the germ of the associated
system. The other son, DeWitt C.,
ailed into tlie oounsel, and the
plan
•is
1'lie difference
pronounced leasible
II
the price received by their
neighbors
...d that obtained
by Jesse W illiams for
w
cheese
old constitute a handsome
w
i.a-relieving the neighbors ot the
u
o? .md
expense of manufacture, substituting theretor the trouble of drawing
til--ir milk to Mr Williams.
But would the contractors take so much
h'-oge at that price '-'
A visit was made
1. no to iseertain
1 he answer was
solI hey would take all of the
I, that Mr Williams could
'■

■

■

■

■

\\ bile this is tin- great
grain-producing
country of the world, the bulk of the barley
which is used here is imported from other
countries, and the demand grows with
every year. From Canada alone during
the past four years we have drawn a
yearly
average ol nearly 4,500,000 bushels, ’while,
owing to a short crop there last year, large
importsAwere made from Europe. The
New York Bulletin gives figures to prove
that cultivation of this cereal is much
more profitable tuan wheat-raising, and
thinks that the matter should commend
itself to the attention of formers. The
market is enlarging yearly, the prospect
being that England alone will have an
annually increasing demand.
i lie cost ot

raising

a

coarse,

misshapen

and unthrifty animal is just as great as it
is to raise a
finely formed, thrifty growing
animal. When the selling time comes it
becomes apparent which is the more profitable for a farmer to produce.
i'be Maine Farmer says that experience
has shown that clover will not flourish as
well when it follows most other farm
crop-.
The potato crop may be a very profitable
one, but it is certainly a very
to the soil.

one

exhausting

the editor ol the
Ploughman recommends for removing warts from cows' teats
the following remedy
Muriate of ammo-

nia, oneounce, water, eight ounces; mix,
to ibe sore warts morning ami nivht

apply
alter

milking.

"

Castle in Spain.”

A

by the llock of Despair,
Heavily (.tripping with rain—

wreck of mv patience ami care—
liises my "Castle in Spain."

l-o! I had l>ui]t on tlic shore.
Expecting my fabric to stand ;
Stealthily waveward it bore,
Moored on Uu> treacherous sand.

Conquered, ami battered, and
(her the sad moaning sea,
Knitted it stands, and forlorn.
Nothing hut rock left to me

worn.

:

Wilt thou, when novelty palls.
E'en as my weak shelter, fail,
l.cavc me, without its cold walls,
I ortl of mv "Castle in Spain?"

Joy

Hatfield's

Courtship.

It was toward the end of

August

when

received a
long, loving letter from
Cousin Joy, inviting me to spend the
balance of my vacation with her at hoi
lather » country-house in Pennsylvania,
.Mv vacation had already lasted three
weeks, and as the school did not open until the end of September, I had still about
Ihe weeks, in which I might recruit
myself after mv long and weary period ot
teaching, broken only by these three
weeks ot hot, dusty New York.
I was wearied out, body and soul ; and
1 could hardiy express sufficient thankfulness at the prospect which now
opened
before me, of country air and fare, mountain stream and rural rambles, health and
relaxation
i

Fires

in

Ohio

nuil

Indiana.

Nkw Y’okk, Oct.
special has accounts of

A Cincinnati
ol.
fires in the Western
forests. On Thursday, at Crestline, Ohio,
great alarm was felt'lest the lire from the

woods,on the west,would cross the corpora-

tion line and communicate with the town
The citizens remained up ail night and
fought the flames, which thev at last got
umiei control by felling immense quantities of timber. Great excitement prevails
in Logan, Ohio, for fear that the forest
fires would destroy that place. At Dodson, Ohio, sparks from a
passenger train
ignited a pile oi wood, and the wind drove
the flames through tin- woods and fields

destroying

a

large quantity

of

cordwood,

--

■

just hatching,

Board of Finance five hundred certificatas
of stock valued at ten dollars each, two
consumption of hay in the city of hundred silver medals valued at $3 each,
Boston, is believed to have doubled with- and 4t>0 bronze medals valued at $1 each.
in the past lew years.
The daily require- Fhese medals are struck
by the authority
ments at the present time are about :100
of Congress for the Centennial commistons. One Horse Railroad Company uses sion and
protected by the coinage law.
ten tons, and others from four to six tons.
1 hey will he sold
by Col. Riddle
A large proportion ot the hay comes from who will be
immediately appointed in all
Maine and New Hampshire.
the larger towns, and the
proceeds applied
towards defraying the
expenses of the National
celebration
A California paper tells of a co rn field
to be held in Philadelnear Santa Barbara, where the corn now
phia, in 1876. The certificates of .stock
stands ovei eleven feet in height. Three are each for a ten dollar share in the capital
or four ears are now
growing on each of stock of the Centennial Board of Finance,
these lofty stalks, many of which are larger which bears interest at six per cent, to
be paid out ot the assets of the exhibition.
than a man’s wrist at the base.
1 lie

am?agents
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The Light ia the Window.
tain such a magnificent follow as Charlie!
—hut this is nonsense.
lie plodded on through sleet and snow
That day I had felt a little ill—a headwith step awkward and
shuffling, jet with
ache, or something—-and 1 lay down aftet a certain
resolution in it.
(Hher men
lunch, to try and sleep it off. JJy-and-by
have turned aside unwilling to
1 woke up, and started to find Charlie and might
breast the three of such a storm. Not so
Cousin .Toy, but could see nothing of them
with Daniel
Newton—“.Shuffling Dan,”
about the house or grounds. Finally a
hi> fellow workmen called him.
lie was
servant told me in answer to my
injury, no tavorite among them, silent, broodthat she thought they were
strolling up ing, sullen fellow t.hev thought him, hut he
the road, so ! to]lowed in that, direction.
lived a life of which they understood
very
About a quarter ot a mile from the house
little.
It had been consecrated for fouri heard their voices, a little off the road,
teen years to One
object and there was
and turning into the wood in the direction
in it an element of chivalrous self-saeritiee
of the sound J came upon them
suddenly, of which lie was utterly unconscious himt hey made a pretty
picture—I will say self. He passed a store, where some of
that tor them.
his comrades were
laughing, then the
Charlie was lying lazily at the loot ot a
forge, with its door invitingly open, and
great tree, reading Owen Meredith aloud, the
bright red light streaming out ot it
and Joy, resting one hand upon his
in the murky gathering
night.
shoulder, over which she glanced, now at cheerfully
l-'or a moment he was tempted just to
go
the book, now at his handsome eyes, |
in ami warm himself a little in that
glow :
seemed hardly to be certain whether site j
but he shook ins
and
turned
shaggy head,
was most interested in the author or the j
I
She will he waiting," he said as
reader
J gave a low ‘Tlein!’’ after with- away
be drew up ilie collar of his coarse coat,
drawing a little; and when i loitered “little lamb, she'll lie waitin’.” And then
slowly toward them she was seated quite as it the
thought had given him new life,
a distance from him, and
evidently quite lie plodded on again valiantly.
absorbed in Ids rendering of ■Lucille."
Dn through sleet and snow, till he came
i confess 1 was a bit disheartened at
at last ii. trout of a low

Close

cottage, standing
the midst of a square lot. A
stream t!U forth from its
front window
over the white
pathway. It had shown

this little scene: but I did not think much
it, particularly a* Charlie was to leave
us in a few
days.

in

ot

light

lie had been with us a week, which was
there tin him every winter
nightfall for
all the time that could be spared him ; and
many a year, ami iie never saw that beathough Joy begged harder than 1 did lora con
ray without blessing his “little lamb”
lew extra days, he was not one to let
°ver and over
again, llow warm she had
pleasure, however sweet, interfere with
Cl course I accepted the invitation at
kept his heart! And yet among the hard
lbs real interest.
in his life, people who took flit1
once, and equally ot course 1 told Charlie
i was. however, to receive a shock be- tilings
trouble to speak of him at all, alwavs
Cartwright all about it the same evening. fore his departure which should teach me reckoned
“that crippled child.”
j
Charlie and 1 had been engaged now how little one can
rely upon that which is
'then ins wife died, and left him her
for about a year, alter a courtship which not
I
in
one’s
actually
possession. Tiie les- hour-old baby to
1 think lasted only as
bring up as best he
long. \\ e were to son v as a severe one, but l fancy I have could,
be married in the Winter, when Charlie's benefited
they commiserated him. and wondit, alter all.
by
ered
what
lie
was to do.
And when it
uncle was to take him into
l lie morning Charlie was to leave us I
partnership;
was lound that die child would never be
and i did really wish lor an opportunity rose
as tiie wagon would call tor
early,
able to walk they thought his burden was
to gain a little health, and a little llesh on him at
eight o'clock to take him to the heavier than lie could belr. But lie knew
my bones, and not give him such a skeleton station, lint, early as I was, 1 was
pre- —only he could not have told them or
tor a wile as I looked then, after
my sea- ceded by Joy, for 1 heard her solt, musical reasoned
about it—what hail been his
son ol grinding at the
daily routine of voice on the piazza as i went to my win- sweet
At first, to be sure,
teaching; for though I would'go back to dow. 1 never was a listener, and I don’t it wascompensation.
a hard blow when he found that
tiie school, it would be only for two think 1 should ever be
after
what
1
one,
the little one lie loved was never to be
months, and then good-by to it forever!
heard there. The morning was so still
like others—that she would never
quite
How Charlie ever come to care for me that 1 heard
every word, and this is come
J could not imagine.
toddling down the path to meet
"’hat Joy was saying: "No, Mr. Cartto his hard
him,
1 was such a little freckled
clinging
palms with rosv
so
dili
shall
thing;
not accept you.
Not bewright,
tident, when cut of my daily walk of life; cause 1 do not like you, lor I do very much ; littie hands—but this very grief about her
made his love all the more tender.
and knew so little that seemed to interest but I really could not
giye myself away
•sue was the one idea of his life.
The
him. Yet. he certainly professed to love after such a short
And here I
courtship.”
he had ever known
me very devotedly; and his attentions to
heard her clear, ringing laugh, which al- only absorbing feeling
was for her.
He had liked her mother
me had been
unremitting. He was such ways had something ot tiie artificial in it. well
a great, handsome, stalwart fellow, that 1
enough, but it had been an ordinary
"f will make the courtship as
as
long
you common place regard, until she died ana
suppose he mistook the protective interest like, Joy, but have you I will some time.”
left this tender blue-eyed blossom, which
he felt in me for love; any
This was Charle’s answer, delivered in
way, J did.
he was afraid to touch. The child conseWell, i told of my invitation, and he the intense accents 1 knew so
and
well;
crated the mother's memory, and he eared
was delighted at the
opportunity it gave i knew, too, that he would have her after
me to recuperate.
He delighted' me, too, that, if lie had to move heaven and earth for her dead more than he ever eared for
by promising to come and pay me a visit to get her. She laughed again, still more her living. But it was little Kuniee who
filled His heart lull, and sat on her throne
after 1 had got fully settled; and so i
and then I leftconstrainedly. I
queen regent forevermore. He had her
started off w atched him from the carriage the window and thought. went down a
id nursed
presently
window as lie waved iiis handkerchief joined them.
carefully, and he cheerfully gave
alter me—and wondered whether Cousin
J up every hour of his life to the task of
1 am quite sure there was no
in my
sign
.by was as big a flirt as ever, and whether face or manner which could have told any- | being father and mother to her both in
one.
When she was old enough to sit in
Charlie would run an'.- risk if he really
thing ot what 1 knew, for 1 possessed con- a little wheeled chair in which
she could
kept his promise and f ame to see me at siderable power of self-restraint, being a !
trundle herself about the room, his de‘•Mountainside'’—as Joy Hatfield’s father
practical little lady But the truth was | fight knew no bounds. In summer -lie
had prettily named the suiumci home in
my heart was just broken, and that’s the was
always at the door to meet him, and
the country.
whole truth ot it. When 1 joined them
in winter her cliecr; lamn burned alwavs
Mr. Hatfield was a wealthy city merchant they were
about
the
fire in tiie at tli"
talking
cottage window.
who had married my aunt: and Joy was woods—we had seen the distant
" lien she was twelve
light for
his only child.
years old, -he
a week now, and the smell oi the smoke
herselt proposed to keep liou-e for him
She and l ha I been playmates together was this
morning very perceptible. Charlie There were three rooms in their little cotyears before. and close correspondents had to hurry, however, and after
snatching tage. all on the same door, besides the unever since: and both from my personal a cup ot cofiVe and a roll, the
wagon ar- finished garret overhead. From room to
ot
and
mv
letters
from | rived, and lie said "hood-live! hastily,
her,
knowledge
| room of these three she eouid trundle
her, 1 knew she was, as I -niil before, a ; jumped in, and was gone.
herself around, She contrived to do a.
flirt
big
Joy and 1 stood silent for a moment. good mam household tasks: and with a
Indeed, she detested the Summer, be- I and then-—what possessed me 1- can't I
neighbor hired to come and help each
"Let’s have out the ponies
cause, instead of being taken lo the \ annus think—I said
I day, she managed nicely, and was the
and
for
a
ride
the
where
her
inMountain
!"
go
watering-places,
up
coquettish
) proudest of little housewives Of late,
stincts could have had lull swing, site was,
Joy assented, and the ponies were sad- however she had been
growing weaker,
as she insisted on
and
we
started.
off
died,
pitting it, dragged
i and her father had insisted that she should
\\ e set off at a -harp anter, and about
into the Pennsylvania wilderness to vegenot be left alone
So the neighbor who
j
tate with the ground hogs and chipmunks.’’ two miles from the house turned into a
her stayed all day now, but went
It did seem rather hard, for she was a wood-road, and, I should think, rode about helped
home at nighi when Han came: for lie
or
live
six
we
miles before
lovely, giddy creature, only eighteen years
hardly spoke a was not ready to give up the pleasure of
old, and seemed only fitted for the gossa- wordor noticed anything I was immersed
hating his darling quite to himself those
mer lite of the ball-room.
But Mr. Hat- in my own thoughts, and 1 suppose Joy'
long evenings.
field insisted that she had enough ol that was in hers
aow, as no entered the
bis steps
|
through the long Winter, and that in the
Suddenly 1 pulled up short, with .a sense grew quicker. All that wasyard,
shuffling and
Summer she must retire to the mountains of suffocation, and then I discovered that
uncertain passed out of his manner, and
and “build himself up,” a favorite ex- we were in tiie midst ot a dense mass ot
he walked with the strong sure
step of
pression ot her lather's. “Just as it,” she smoke, while not a breath of air seemed one sure of his welcome.
*
Drawing neatwould say,
1 were a church, or a barn, stirring.
lie saw her face at the window which the
or some other edifice.”
"Joy !’’ said i. “what a terrible sumki ; light illumined—a face ot almost ideal
However. Mr. Hatfield always had his The lires must be near us !
h'.-autv. Not the features so much when
w av, and a very sensible,
1 turned to look at her as t spoke, and you analyzed them;
pretty way I
they were fur from
considered it, when on that dry, dusty was startled at her
She regular and bore a curious likeness to
paleness.
ghastly
evening the wagon from the town of Sars- answered no word, but pointed back in his own. But the great blue
eyes were
tield stopped before the low-roofed house the direction wo had
just come. 1 turned lull of light; and the color came and
lie called tiie “Mountainside."
Right on and looked, and never shall 1 forget the went oil her cheek in faint pink flushes,
the mountain side it was, too; and be- horror and tear that rushed
upon me. All ami the skin was transparent as the most
hind it the gloomy forest rose t lick and behind us the woods were
one roaring,
delicate crystal. Around this wistful,
green, extending high up in the distance, seething mass of (lames. The fires had
loving, wailing lace floated a mass of soil
while beside it trickled gently down the coma down
upon us, and had rut us off. golden hair, like the halos ou see someslope a rippling brook, that became a The wood-road ended where we were ; times in old pictures aroundy the brows of
mountain torrent before it wandered down dense lorestand underbrush
Wheu she saw him the blue ey es
lay all around sail::
to the big river.
us, through which we could never hope t<; kindled, the face
j1
disappeared from the
Such a welcome as 1 got trout Joy, and
struggle, even had we known our way window and when he opened the door
from Aunt Hatfield, and even silent Mr. Death
encompassed us. Joy was cooler there she was in front of it. with her lips
Hatfield himself! 1 felt at home at once, than 1, and as her
The neighbor stood
pony was rearing, scared uplifted for a kiss
and drew in each inspiration of the fresh at the terrible
scene, she threw herself to by, her tilings on ready to go, and it
mountain air with renewed thankfulness, the
ground, and I followed her axample. struck Dan that ihere was a look of pityand blessed my fortunate stars that had The
ponies, finding themselves free, dash- on her lace.
brought me to the “Pennsylvania wilder- ed into the brush and were soon out of
‘•You'd better not get to near the child
ness.'’
sight. We seized each other’s hand and with those wet things on,’’ she said kind\V hat «■ •: did in those happy days 1 could hurried up the mountain, in a direction
“She's but a weak little thing and
ly
not half remember even if 1 now cared to. away from the flames.
she musu’t get cold.”
was
How
more
like a lain in
He started back remorsefully and did
Joy
brighter,
long we were in struggling thro'
gossamer than ever. The woods around the thick foliage I have no idea, but we i not go up to the girl again until ho had
were presently noisy
enough with our found ourselves, at length—bleeding, torn, i take all his wet things off in his own
wild shouts of laughter; and the babbling with our clothes in ribbons, and on. laces room and made himseli
dry and tidy.
little brook where we fished for trout—and and hands scratched, and our bones bruised By this time the
neighbor was gone and
caught them, too—seemed to echo our en- —on the main road. On both sides of us, he and Eunice sat down together to the
joyment, and keep measure with its music and away up the mountain, the blazing supper which waited. He had the keen
to the songs we sang.
trees seethed and hissed.
We hurried I hungry appetite of a workingman, but it
'Then we went pony-riding up the wild with weak and filtering steps, down the did not keep him from
noticing presently
mountain road, startling the squirrels and steep declivity, and in Lite only direction that the food on his child’s plate remainrabbits: or we gathered roses and ferns where there did not seem to be fire.
ed untouched
Ho laid down his knife
for our scrap-books and lunched luxuriantWe were completely exhausted, and and fork, and looked at her
anxiously.
“Ain’t you going to keep father comly beneath the shadowy gloam ot the huge after going but a few roils we both tripped
forest monsters, Sometimes we astonished and fell—Joy fainting and senseless,*and
pany a little, deary? You ain’t never
the neighboring town by cantering on the 1 but little Letter.
1 tried to lift her; 1
hearty, 1 know, but 1 want to see you eat
ponies through the singletree-embowered called her by name ; I begged and prayed something."
street on our way tortile “store;” while her to make an effort tc go on. tor I saw
She smiled faintly
the country beaux gossiped and looked that the fires were about crossing tho road
“You know you don't let me work any
askance at us, as being from another in front of ns. and the little sense I hud more, father, and I can’t get hungry like
world. I forgot that 1 was a homely little left told me plainly that now was our only you that are busy all day,
working for
.New York school-teacher, as the reflection chance. It was no use; I could not rouse me.”
ot Joy’s wondrous beauty seemed to shine her, and I was sinking helpless by her side,
res, lamb, for you." he repeated, as
upon me, and render even my freckled j when I heard loud shouts; a pair of horses il this words gave him pleasure.
“God
and a wagon burst through the smoke, knows it's all for
phiz attractive.
you, and lie know^ how
n course i wrote Charlie
thankful 1 am to have you to work lor. i
long letters, and in an instant halted beside us.
Trent the wagon Charlie
describing our various doings, and equally
sprang to tho Folks talk about my lot beiir' hard, but
of course—like the witless thing I was—1 ground and seized Joy—not me—in his that is all
they know. 1 would change
pictured Joy in all her radiant beauty as arms and bore her to the seat. Then he places with no man. So long as he leaves
it
was
a
turned
to
but
1
to
be
me,
something
daily delight
helped myself in ; he me you. I'll never doubt that God loves
associated with. And Charlie’s letters followed me, took the reins, turned the me,”
as
and
in
a
were quite
moment we were tearing
long as mine, and made horses,
The girl
sighed and a look of white
especially charming by frequent mention down the Hill through tire and smoke that pain quivered a moment about her lips.
of Joy, and an occasional message to her, nearly blinded me as I buried my face in
■Take me up, father,” she said halt an
to which she was nowise slow to respond,
my dress.
hour after, as they sat before the bright fire
" hen t raised my head we had
and that so wittily that 1 could not bul
passed together. No mother’s touch could have
forward them duly, as half-jestingly de- sal'ely through, and Charlie sat with Joy’s been more tender than that
rough man’s
sired. And so by the time Charlie wrote head resting on his shoulder. She had re- as lie lifted the little twisted form
into his
that lie was actually
covered
her
low
as they whissenses;
these
two
and,
arms and laid the sunny head carefully
coming,
people were as well acquainted as two pered, I heard her say in answer to a ques- against his bosom. She rested there for
"You have saved uiv a while
young folks well could be who had never tion front Charlie:
silently, looking fondly up into
seen each other.
life, and it is yours!”
his face, and now and then touching his
And when the
had
the
train
Charlie
and
missed
returnstation-wagon drove up,
cheeks gently with her thin lingers
At
aud Charlie leaped out of it, and shook
ing to the house, somewhat alarmed at the last she said with an air earnest, yet hesme warmly by the hand—he didn’t kiss me
news he got ol the fires from the townsitating—
—Joy received him as an old acquaintance, people, had learned of our absence and
“You do believe God loves you, don’l
and we were pretty soon all as happy and followed us.
you father
as
lie returned home the day following,
iriendly
possible.
“Yes, lamb, ves; so long as lie leaves
Now our rambles and mountain rides only saying to me as we
parted: "1 shall me you.”
obtained a new zest, since one had a have something important to
say to you
“But, il He didn’t leave me,” she percavalier; and though Charlie treated me when we meet in New York.”
sisted. “wouldn’t you believe that, too,
as kindly as ever, I could see
Did he take me for a fool?
easily enough
was because he loved you ?”
that Joy found great satisfaction in his
I wrote him that
very night, in spite of
The man’s face darkened with a sudden
society, and he in hers—which, alter all, my scratches, and told hint all I had seen, sick terror.
was not wonderful.
beard anti divined.
“Look here,” said lie, in a voice of pasIn the evenings and on rainy days we
That ended our acquaintance.
sionate entreaty, “don’t talk about Hint,
or had music, or
Cousin
and
]
on
played
excellent
Joy
parted
played
don’t. It couldn’t be love, noway that
billiards—that is, Joy and Charlie did, for terms. You don’t suppose J was
going to wouldn’t leave you. You’re all I’ve got
1 couldn’t play billiards; we had facilities let her think 1 cared
anything about it!
child—all. God don't want to take all
for all sorts of indoor amusement, and
They were married in December; am! away does He ? That ain’t love.”
time never hung heavily on our hands. I am a poor school-teacher yet, as freckled
The girl stretched her hand up and
Only now and again I had a little heart- and homely as ever.
drew it around iiis neck, and laid her lace
twinge, when Joy seemed a bit more tenon bis shoulder to hide the tears she could
der with Charlie than I thought was quite
A Havana despatch savs orders from Spain not keep back. But she made no answer.
necessary; but it did not disturb me much. have been received directing the Captain-Uen- After a while he asked a sudden question
One day, though, I did have a real sharp eral not to enforce the tax of 5 per cent, on capif a suspicion had pierced
ital. The tax on incomes is to be increased breathlessly,
pang, which might have taught me a les- from 10 to 20
him with a pang too sharp to be borne.
cent.,
and
an
per
export duty on
son— if I had nut been such a confident
“Has Dr. Peters been here to-day,
sugar is to be enforced to the extent of 8b per
goose. What sort of beauty was I, to re- boK and 81b per hogshead.
Knniee ?”

|

|

■

Forest

many valuable fences and an enormous
quantity ol harvested corn. The region
of Kenton, Ohio, also swept
by a tjrest
lire that destroyed large quantities ol corn,
fences and farm buildings, A
reign of
terror is reported from- Muncie, and Fort
Wayne, Indiana, on account of forest fires
raging two days. The woods have been
on fire in
places for several weeks past,
but the high winds have fanned the flames
into a fierceness that caused the
largest
timbers to fall before them like dried
i-;
J;
w as
A
enough
bargain
cornstalks.
Nearly
r'OUO
acres ol pine
w i- .made w: th the
neighbors to give them forest timber are already consumed, and
cents a pound for their
presses, curd the flames are still
progressing through
or green cheese, and the milk of 160 cows
dense woods, with a still' breeze stimulatw
'.'cured
Jesse W'illiams and his two
them
into
destructive action. One
ing
ms, George and DeWitt <
associated thousand cords of firewood have
been
themselves together tor the
purpose of consumed. Alarm is felt that Kushville.
naiiutaetuiing cheese on a grand scale. J ndiana, will be consumed
by the fire from
DeWitt ( was to run the three farms, and
the surrounding woods.
rge and Ms lather were to attend to
Cincinnati. Nov. 1. The fires in the
heese making
.Suitable buildings forests in Ohio are
reported abating The
wo-:-, erected the nee.
was
ssary apparatus
town of Summit, Indiana, is reported in
cured, and in due time associated dairydanger from a forest fire in its vicinity.
was auspiciouslv inaug,ng *n Aim.-i s
urated
1 he Mind Reader, John Brown, ot town,
ii.im tins
-tarting point the system of is
causing quite an excitement in New
associated dairies has spread
throughout Haven, which has extended to the grave
grea; dairy section ot the country from
Maine to Kansas, and the number ot lacto- professors of Yale. He disclaims all belief in
or standing in
has grown up to
any
nearly fifteen hun- special spiritualism,
relation to kingdom come, but
1; has been efficient in
bringing simply avers that he possesses the power
rue commercial
principles into the busi- to tell the thought of
any person in the
c-s. and in
relieving the farmer’s family audience, aud
the Yale savaus
challenges
ol a vast amount of
It
lias
drudgery.
to any number of trials.
At a meeting
substituted machinery for the slower prolast week the following committee was
«*ssos
,1 hand lain r, and added
largely, chosen to have in charge the
the improvement ot the
quality ol our the first four being named investigations,
bv Mr. Brown
t:or
to
the
commercial
products,,
pros- and the last four by Dr. Beard, the chairperity ol the country.
man being chosen by the members : Prof.
t iic
tvijnir*?ni(*Mt..s »»i :i successful enter- Brevar of
Yale; Prof. M. S. Phelps, a
"I
this
Pns,a
character are a suitable location within easj reach of the farms that graduate ol Yale in 1868; Judge E. C.
Foster and Judge Robinson ; Dr. I, J Santre to
supply the milk, so that the distance ford of Yale
Medical school; and Dr ('has.
transport ttion shall not exceed two or
and the lion. Collin M. Ingersoll.
miles, and the milk of not less than Lindsley
fred eows. The milk of live or Prof. Newton, the celebrated mathemati- ;
eiun ol the Yale faculty, was elected chairHundred sbuuld be secured if possible,
man.
The most rigid examination was
'iie.v is greater economy in a
large opt i.
lroui si v hundred to one thou- gone through with, every imaginable experiment being tried with success. For
■a■,
emvs is still better
Plenty ol the
a member of the committee would
be~’- >i water is essential, and good drain- example
think ol" a text in the Bible and Mr. Brow n i
.-ol
the
Careful
age
highest importance.
would at once repeat it.
He would,
and honest
management both on the ptwt though blindfolded, pick out
persons in
u tiie
the
who
superintendent and
patrons
the audience which the committee had
turmsli the milk. is. of course, essential.
mentally selected. Articles like small
1 -ood
executive ability is equally imporcoins and pins were hidden in the most
tant ,n tlm business
inanageineiit, especi- impossible places and Brown would find
allv in
etleeting purchases and sales,
them with the greatest facility. The experiments were considered perfectly satisfaclu a ‘ominunieation to the Middleburv
tory by the committee who reported ac(Vt.) Registci Hon. Samuel Swift says
cordingly.
that he has found a wash of
soap suds and
tobacco juice, applied to his fruit trees
Col. George \V. Riddle,
Centennial
from the roots as high up as the borers
of Manchester, Financial Agent of the
ever enter, lobe sure death to
every borer
of Revenue
It should be applied with a stiff brush Auxiliary Board to the Bureau
for raising funds for the Centennial celeof
about the first
May, when the eggs of
bration. has received from the Centennial
the borers are

I

Speeches of the Victors.
Alter the glorious result iu Massuchiksetts, the Democracy held a meeting in
i ancuil Hall, and the old Cradle of
Liberty
rocked to its foundation with their
jubilant cheers.
Below are some of the
speeches made :
SPEECH OF GEN. BANKS.

Mn. President and Gentlemen—I scarcely know how to thank you for your generous
We don’t want any
reception.
[Voices,
thanks.”] Gentlemen say they want no th: nkstill it is no more than rigid that vve should b<*
at least thankful to Almighty < »od for the vi«
tory lie has given us to-day.
Loud applau-e.]
Gentlemen, it means more than we understand
it is a great event; it is not
merely a political
event, the triumph of one party and the defeat
of another, but it is a great national
event, and it will hi; a<;< feted by Tin

NUMBER la

She trembled

a little, but she answered
Tfce Old Story,
lather.”
1 lie Washington correspondent ol the
“And he says you’re goiu' does he, the
Louisville Courier Journal says: “The
Child don't | other
way your mother went?
day. lor the first time, i read in your
you believe him! You shan’t go. My
love will keep you alive. Hasn’t it kept paper Theodore Tilton's views on the one PEOPLE <>K THIS
COUNTRY A> AN INDICATION
great sin. \\ hen I read the concluding OF
THEIR
you now, fourteen years? Why the docPATH
IN THE
FT
L RE.
[Apwhere lie speaks of the woman
I do not say it now to-day because we
tor said you wouldn’t live the first time paragraph,
plause.]
he laid you ou my arms! But you have being brought to the temple, to lie stoned, have succeeded; for I have said it oftentimes in
and asks so pertinently, -Where was the the past. And 1 am
especially thankful, genlived and here you are, and here 1’li hold
man ?' and answers his own
tlemen, that the campaign which you have
question in closed
Hasn’t
love
so
?”
you.
the achievement of this grand and
my
kept you
long
by
this wise
-The
man probably went
"Your love and God’s love father— but
away descisive victory has not been stained or blotted,
his companions to laugh ; indeed, or in
what if lie thinks, uow, that’s time for among
way marred by aught that is dishonthere is no evidence that he was not her orable.any
me to go home ?”
[Applause.] We are proud that there
was
And then they sat on silently, tor a long, ehjef accuser, and the ringleader in her dred nobody of all the live thousand tive hunmajority that vve have-[A Voice—“Its
still hour, and the wood lire burned punishment,—after reading this I thought six
thousand.”] Who bids any more!' Lust
ot a similar ease in our midst.
To-day chance, gentlemen. Who -ays more than live
brightly and now and then a brand drop- there walks, with head
erect, a man (per- thousand live hundred*/ [Loud laughter.] ]
ped on the hearth, and that and the storm
but
this
one
J
haps
men,
many
say we are proud that iu all that great majority
outside were the only sounds which broke
speak of of
six thousand voters, not one vote that has
the stillness, save when, once or twice, a especially) who, after ruining one inno- been east was stained w ith the blood or moistcent, unsuspecting girl, married another
ened with the tears of an honest and honorable
great gasping sob tore up from Shuffling who was
almost her near neighbor. His wife
Han’s deep chest. At last he bent over,
poor man.
They have all been
is very beautiful and attractive. When the the free end [Applause.]
voluntary offering of the peopleand turned his girl’s face toward him, and
as
the
reached
of
what
her
ears
and
given
"tory
the poor little
expression
they, according
looked in it with eager hungry eyes
babe was brought to her notiee her heart al- to their honest judgment ami conviction, be“it'll be a sorry world, lamb,” lie said,
lieved to be the course calculated to best submust broke, and s ie resolved to leave the
"when you’re not in it—when there’s noserve the interest of the
I have seen,
man
lie had only been her hus- as you may well believe, people.political crises,
many
body waiting at the door and no light band although
|! but 1 base
a few months.
never seen one yet where the people
Relations thought it
j burning in the winder.”
to their work with such splendid unity of
to take no
steps in the matter, and she came
She looked up her blue eyes full ol tears. I best
j
and
sentiment
harmony of purpose, with such
was dissuaded from
obtaining a divorce.
"Father,” said she gently, "don’t you i
| know
Rut the smooth faced villain was not cor.- spirit and feeling, and wi.hal, with such triumphant success as in this campaign which lias
you've told me sometimes, how the
j
I thought that 1 was waitin' made it easy tent with the misery he had wrought, but closed to-day. [Loud applause.] Again. 1 may
to regain his
over
the
say with great satisfaction that vve have not
j
o-irl
lor
-ougiit
power
to
I
you
get home, when the storm
dealt
in personalities, and have not made
a
temporary absence of his wife. our much
drove ever so hard, and kept vuii Irom | during
to depend upon personal assuccess
L i'
she
was trying so hard to be
tiling,
saults; there lias been very little ul that upon
wanting lo turn into store or tavern
ot trie forgiveness of her father
worthy
lour side;*hut on the other side there have
"Yes, lamb, but what’ll keep me on : and sister
who had not cast her off. fine 1 been most extensive efforts to make u>c
1 my way when you're gone
he asked
of pecuniary
d ty a ear tilled with
advantage against u>. Nut
I bitterly"
passengers was passUJA>
f'lll
1 IX 4 >
A M >,
AND
rtlling down the street. One young man in l-r-Sa
H A PS
SEVENTY-FIVE lllOI SAND DOLLAR*,
thought ot the tunes you I said that the car
called
the
attention
of
another
to
MUST IIAVF. BEEN EXPENDED IN ifl v! NaYY
father, after Dr. Peters went away, to-day ; a
beautiful girl who was about
and I wondered if it wasn't God’s love
entering a Yard District which has given t s eigh! store and named her as the mistress ot teen HUNDRED VIA * »1T1Y IN THE \ GTE CU
that was going to take me to the lieavenHe hail mistaken the innocent IHI3 DAY. Now, fellow-citizen*, ii my opinI Jy home, so as to make it easier for you *
ion the (lection in which wi lijiu* hern engaged,
to come,
i ll wait for yon there, father; | young sister, ami a woman in the car. and which has hus rcsiilicd >.* hap.*;/. u i; i’ inwho overhear'.! tie- remark and knew dicate to tin I'Otmin tin x u : lim- >f
and I won't be lame any more, and PI!
thought
the girl, made it her business to call at and action which it i- g* «-*—* t \ tor tin* Americome to meet you when you get on that
the house of the two sisters and re- can people to pinsu<
tie
At
'.os.--of this great
threshold—is 1 never could hero—strong
late
what had occurred in the cars. contest, which *■ .*st us million- **f money, and
and free. Won’t it. make it easy for you
a million of tie*
..f th
oe-t people
nearly
1 he young lady turned upon her unforof this* country, he-id*in spite of storms, and not turn aside by
h.
■<.*-■ ..n th«* oilier
tunate sister, and with vehemence reproeh- side—probably half a- mitr'i
.*. —a!;
to !.*•
the way, when, you know Pm waiting
ed her tor the disgrace she had
taken away Irma the vouth and
brought 1 counted as
there just as sure as ever I waited here F"
the family, and added that she would strength, the flow*r of (lie Pu.d —in*- ,..>*■ <u
But tiie father said nothing, lie mil} upon
this great contest w =•• .in. stumi* am -md :umno longer live in the same house with
her,
held her hand against his aching heart,
:
tin*!
along. after nine yen'
liut would hereafter live with a relation bering interest
of e\**r>
o
....
nl ••>
with a grasp that almost hurt her, as if
♦•very
in another city where she could
distracted
an«l
disorder;
d.
An
\v'e
disturbed,
l
escape inI to ease his pain—held her till bedtime sults. i he
poor wounded heart gave way, say to the people now that ti m* patrA•; isiu wi'
then
her
to her room and
carried
came,
nh* t rej lelt her
and the forsaken one fell to the floor in lead us all to maintain, a- <m m *i
!
there with a long, sad, silent kiss,
gard toour dill'*renc«.s *»f opin* -n tin fruit* and
convulsions.
In three days she results of the wat
•strong
thos
rioi
Once
the
iiis
of
i
alone,
gn
passion
agony died. Her
••••>* ..i tin
betrayer sat upon the step- of ( onstitutioiial result* whi'-h .;•••
; clutched him in its
grasp; but lie suffered h;s lather-in-law’s
•
w*
’r
of the (.•rnnn'nt, at, :
*\
dwelling and watched record
| no sound to escape him which should the funerals as it passed.
which the G*»\eminent i* adm.
\Y
He
was in the
; reach her ears.
will sustain these pvsiiits a nni:.
Rigid as a stone lie sat best ot
spirits, and was quite ready to join niously, permanently, without :*n>
before the tire, and never heeded when |
with those who would stone her to death. but
; v
at tin* sum*' tin.--* v.
will
.a
the room grow cold, and the last brand
He associates with
ngentleman, and will unanimity, the same ’iar:n«m\ and
burned out and tell into gray ashes.
'in doubt work the same ruin in
another termination turn our at; •n'ion t<» t!n v ru n. *- \
Alter that night, he never returned
I
all
the
abuses
have
m»\which
<;r»pt in:• r:.
household when ho has tie opportunitv
ernment, and thus hold up to tin- *••>..i n a;
| again to that subject. He saw that >: c
r inclination.
!
failed every day. but he could not talk
! proving world tin- -p*<;acl.- of a g.gautie wa
ending in the triumph of liberty, in ti,..igand she understood too well to
l about it,
ot the equal rights <d all in* u ami. at its
Lag" i-ueino lies high among the Ap- nition
urge him. Every day he went ;o his
termination, a people directing- their atn ntimi
i work ; now was not the time to tail, when peal lies of the Abruzzi, walled in by moun- to reforming tin* abuses engeiiu* red through the
it is a lake without any visible out- war.
she needeiT unwonted luxuries, and might tains
Loud and prolonged applause/ That,
need them no one knew how long, Ev- 'er. The waters at times of floods rise and gentlemen, is tile honorable dury w«* arc ii*>v\
! to perform, an*! I thank (rod that 1 lur. iiv. d
| cry night he came to her his face pallid no great damage l he level of the waters to take
Veit
part in it. [ltenew* *! applause..
with apprehension. At last she grew too also year by year encroached on the neigh- | cannot know how
many anxious *ia\s an;
| weak to sit up any more, and lay patient- boring lamia. Eighteen hundred years ago nights I have spem waiting l'«*r 111i> .onic-i.
dreaming of th*- triumph that w:g i.. at| lv on her little bed, bearing without a the Roman- undertook ti lead the waters never
oil' by a tunnel.
moan her torturing pain, and never forIt was commenced and tend its close, and yet 1 knew 'md this triunq.i
whieli yo have earned to-*lay was •*» oiu*1.
getting at night to have a lamp put in completed. But an examination ol it shows I have waited tor it patientiv. and I ha, workthe window—the beacon-light for the that the Roman contractors were great ed for It honorably; I hav* I * n mv put.
rascals, lhe two ends are well eonstruct- meaning no injury to any human being, amid*
lather coming home.
d. But flic middle of the
nothing but the good of the people, m
Just at the last, there was a time when
passage is rough, siring
whom I am * id*. and the honor '■(' the (bn emali knew that the end was near
That irregular,and unfinished. The consequence inent. to wliicil I UU uletl-e.i
*! me Hi;
; 1 hav
.as been that it choked
week her father did not go to his work.
tip and failed el its humble duty in tin- way and to-nigh; is the
a
There was money enough for all she purpose. In 1
company was formed, happiest of dl my life. [.Loud applause. [ V
would need in this world, and more
S... under a gram ot dl the reclaimed lands, because 1 am elect'd, but bemm-e 1 a ui* comto
drain
1Lake
ncin.> completely
The missioned a*4 the servant *>1 tin p.-opm t this
.motionless, except when lie could do
aiG.1 nils i>ay is an v &pibut
something lor her comfort, lie sat all dav cmnpaev did little, and Prime Tnrlonia country;
CIOUS’ONE I“R Tin: WHOLE CO IN R Y : and
long by her pillow, and watched her, save took •> ti..- matter in charge at his own ex- its result- will b*• **•« opted as •mmim ..g. and
The lake was thirty-five mile ill harmoniously at ibe South a- :t will
when sometimes his agonv grow too pen
her** in
North, [Great applause.j And though it
mighty to be borne, and lie had to rush Ciiviimfereuec The engineer ot the Prince, the
v ill follow, ultimatelv, the re-e-t.ibli.-hmeit: ot
away from her, out under the desolate at great cost, ran a tunnel entirely indepen- the
peace of thi* country ; though it will follow
the previous Roman one. Ruder
sky, where the winds were blowing, and dent
the re-establishment *>f that'’industry upon
its drainage 1- u.-ino has been
to the
shriek out the madness ot his w.
w»* are all dependent,
which
aud our whole
|
gradually
hanging into a vast, fertile, green plain, 1 people will be happy, contented and prosperpitiless heavens Eunice watch, | him.
ous.
And then, gentlemen, it is an auspkvus
f rty-lii e thousand acres have
too, in her turn, with hr. mg, anxious,
already day. because
it will relieve tho-e -hoe-maker*
searching gaze, but she saw no hope in been reclaimed and the lake is reduced to that were flooding the Xav\ Yard; aud tin
his lace. She knew that he was harden- a cipjuuitei'euee ot three miles. Already can go back to their
heel-taps and their to*
There eaiuc a night, at tiie tomier bed ot the lake is rich with pieces and whittle awhv at their shoes, which
ing his heart
a
ii better than buildim.1
..I
understand
mu*
vinewhen
was
with
iiiai/c.
and
he
tier
streaked
they
alone. A
with long
length,
ships.
lines ,,f poplars where centuries
[I'proarous laughter.] 1 he people
woman who had come to watch had fallen
ago the will be happy,
1 say, mid peaceful, whilst \ io*
asleep in the other room. Dan would galley mil laudiiis float ml
will be restrained, for vice and crime vanish
not wake her—he was greedy of everv
where there is no distress to feed it. and where
Judge Pitmau'* rhim.im lias lieon foul every honest and *-apaMe man cuu tind einpiovmoment in which lie could have his girl
:
mu- time, ami wh mi at! mentioned
ment.
We ha\e established in
Applause.
all to himself. So he sat as usual, look- tor
this District to-dav an example for tlie first
the
ing at her silently, and she as silently he fact at the drug .,t»re Mr Squills said time bv this immense majority
of -ix thousand
gazed back into his face w ith her great, •t (void easily clean it out bv exploding votes, and we *an safely si and now behi t.‘:e tire-place.
iitlp
1 lie idea fore THE PEOPLE Ol THIS I'MoN AND saY.
At
powder
blue
ast
site
said
eyes
tar---•■sing
seemed to Pitman to be a good one, and “YOU CAN" EOLI-OV. OUR EXAMPLE AND At.
••men 1 must not war tor v.iv, then-,
in- bought almost ten
lather
You won't come ?"
pounds of powder CEPT OUR LEAD.” is net to
in order to do the work
you and I urn-even
iu■ looked at her with startled gaze
thoroughly at the toBut,gentlemen.it
the active ulid energetic, and I may almost
lli had never thought 01 the mattet in first blast, lhe men were busy gravelling say sleepless men, because there are’those in
that light before. She waited a monte it his roof that day, and just as the Judge my presence who have scarcely slot t during th *
was about to touch off lhe
that this glorious result .s due; it j>
and then went on
charge, a work campaign,
not to us, but to the intelligent, tin* honorable
man named
“1 thought you'll want to come, lather
Snyder leaned over the top and
the
itrioti
x«
tions of th wh<
\
I thought you’d see how God meant to of the chimney to call n the man below that we owe thivictory. [Prolonged applause.
to
tar
send
more
fnen
the
lit
up
draw you to him by taking me first
And
Faithful they nave been to their dutv, and J
Judge
I thought I could die easy, feel in’ sure of the shm match. The view which met the wish I could recall the name- of each .me
J Mr Snyder, is he went
those towns and cities that have coutribun d t.*
eve
up was a this
your coinin', and then wait for you there j
grand result. There was Ui.uic<'mi;,
a little while.
But you won't sec God’s : tine one embracing ns it did Capo Mav where
they had turn*-I men into the Xu, Yard
love ; anil you won't leel that I’m waitin'." and Otrail and Coustar.finopie and Balti- by dozen-, and manufactured vote- b\ -on
more and tin- Sandwich Islands, and when
arid
she has given u» eighteen hundred maheart
touched
at
last—
his
yet
•Something
her look, perhaps, or her words, or her he pc enough of drinking in the scenery jority And there is tin- : ••.vn <■:' Lynn. which
c
has
irne
down in the river apparent!',
given u- t'VW huu-lred luaj city, w
tone ot piteous pleading, or all these; he
the .same powerful iuil r-.r es w- v- ordu^ht
combined, lie sank sobbing on n*- knees witii the intention of exploring tin bottom
bear upon the people
Then there is ml
rWl'ci:
a a- fished out he was
beside her.
glad to native town of Waltham and it- peon
.j
L
“God pity me!” he gasped; God for- learn nt only time tin; Judge's ehimnav applause.: I knew :: would do something tor
was
us, X knew it would
outri-uu
i 1::i,•. out [
give me. Wait lor me there, land l'il need thoroughly clean, but that it would knew the people tlicr w ere being ahard
about lour car-loads ot bricks to rupro.vd
i’ll walk in His way
come, surely,
and I did not expect that they Wou.d have eonDoes not my story fitly end Store, w ierp pa r damages. Alter this the Judge will tributed so much. 1 never put its \ ote over
Eunice’s work ended? Her life went clean his Hues with a brush fastened to a 'vvo hundred, and Waitmun has give:: i>
clothes prop
hundred majority. ^Renewed eif.-, ritu
,\: :
[Max Adder.
out
alter that, painlessly and ijuietly
uovv, gentlemen, thed ampaiga is .\er. m i \.
Her hand was in iter lather s to the wry
j
hay- heard the great mawivn winch t.
last, and he murmured, in answer to the i (i Ail by \\ oeioiex. 1 the industrious cities
and town- of till- district hn\ e roll., [
appeal in her dying eyes, “I’ll come, iamb, ; workman who takes a deep interest in his so great that I begg* d my f: i< : .is. eurlv u; :.v
work, and who desires to be ‘‘let alone,” evening, to stop the r> 'urns, as 1 km v.
surely I”
would be too much f ir u-.
1
Laughter.
He buried his girl bolide her aiotlii r
nothing is more annoying than one next is due, 1 repeat, to the integritv.
::i«- hone.;-, th.'
but to him she is not dead, lie belives. him who is continually talking of current
fidelity and the patriotism df the pe«»j !*-. It •simple, literal soul, that God's love has events or ot volunteering advice relating to to the people, under God, that v\e ow e our t:
neti:
t o
umpli, and it is achieved for tin.
given him one of the many mansions, arid the business the former iias in hand
that she waits for him there at it- window,
I'hese talkative mechanics are soon country and not our ow n. Liu: 1 tru
your time and patience. I than*
iter face illumined by a light that will | singled out by the foreman or proprietor, long upon
from the bottom of my heart; and iet nr
never grow dim or fade aw a;
and when dull times come are “men who you. gentlemen, that never, never slut:. I
can be spav-I,"
and consequently dis- to remember and be guided and inspired
i!:1magnificent, that uiti.estu: and wise putrid:i-iu
charged.
which you have •■\hibu
andevoavInterviewed by Wasps i p a 1 Tar a
always
While xve do not object I men enliven- wherc.
I shall stand by the iv-ui!s of the w
gentleman ot Hartford, Conn., the •>U>lt ing t!ie hours ot tod by an occasional and
by the tonstitution, and the laws that ema
obtained
access
to
tree
for
the
day
pur- j"ke or ar a
ami consecrate those
we inresults «.*f

quietly, Yes,

1

1

...

...

..

■

...

■

1

[

■*

...

—

4

lively

pose of fastening a rope at some distau
from the ground, with which to form a
connection with an upper window of his

house, the objective point being a clothes
line. The tree standing on a neighbor s
laud, permission was obtained to occupy

j

popula

song,

upon it that mechanics have no right
to carry such matters to the extent of interfering with the proper execution of the
work in lmml of their inunedi
neigh
bor. and while we advocate the ai.
anee
to the operative ot the largest latitude,
that privilege should not be exercised to
the prejudice of either the employer or the
customer.
[Newark Manufacturer.
sist

In order to have no serious obstacle to ,
climbing, the gentleman stripped down to
pants and shirt, and “harnessed" the tree j
bareheaded. He made a successful ascent i
to an elevation of twenty feet at least, and
Traverse the world over, search the hiswas about to tie a sailor’s knot w hen a j
tory ui our race in all times, and wherever
wasp interviewed him. He dismissed the I
you find a man truly superior to his fellows,
rope lor a second and brushed the wasp a natural
king of men', born to command,
away, and turned his attention to the rope 1
you will find him attentive to the interest
More
arrived
and
j
again.
wasps
suddenly,
an t to the
feelings and to the dignity of
several ol them stood upon his head, which ! those
who execute ills will. If he is not
is slightly bald, and he dropped the rope |
man enough to be so hum
good ieeling,
which was not yet tied. By this time there
it; is man oi business
enough to do it from
were 1978 wasps holding a convention
it
there
is
any one who snubs
about his person. He thought he would j policy,
persons dependent upon him. begrudges
adjourn, and did, hurriedly, fairly sliding ! them their just compensation, cares nothdown the tree and leaving patches of his
for their interest or their honor, that
trousers along at intervals to show that he ing
man is not naturally a master: he is one
had been there. Some of the wasps come
by accident only ; he belongs by birth or
down, too, but most of them remained
or both, to the class of the dearound the rope apparently wondering breeding,
feated and the servile.
He is merely a
what it was for. There are times when it
on horseback, and
perhaps stole
is pleasanter to be a wasp than a man— beggar
tiie Horse. [Tartun.
it.

body

that
great
terrible struggle. ^Applause.
\; t:r saimtime I will do jcsiia: alike i<»
hi
wui
MEN AN 1» THE III.ACK, atul giv e
tlr
-g
man to the extent of my ability and t
ur influence the protection which lid is cmith d to in
common with even other class of men
out the country.
With this declaration ; mv
views l thank you again most heartily ; i
I
most deeply the honor <»f meeting
ou this
occasion, and I pray God to bu s> tiie people of
the old Fifth District of Massachusetts, which
has marked an era in thchisto-v of the countrv
to-dav, glorious as Bunker Hill*un-i mem .n. li
as Lexington,giving to all the
people of America

through-

y<*u"

example of integrity, independence and patriotism which they will not be slow to follow
nor tardv to endorse,
f Loud and continued
cheering.] With this, gentlemen, allow me to
retire. As Gen. Hanks -upped down from tl c
stand tile cheering bccam* uproarious an 1 lasted several minutes.
an

SPEECH BY llOX.

.1.

K.

I.VBBOX

10 o’clock II ’ll. .I. h. I.[i' 1 n'x
Hpnrnrid
upon the stage and his appearance was
nal for another outhurst of unregtraiiied enthusiasm. As soon as order ivas obtained M •.
Tarbox spoke as follows
KEU.OW-CtrrZEXSOl' Bosiox-I ex'pe’-ded
my ammunition before the election, and i can
assure you luy voice is
pretty well exhausted.
[A voice: ••Cherry Pectoral."] Hut I have just
left
vou
to
witli
in one grand shout
enough
join
of victory. [A voice: "Vou have had considerable Aver, haven't you:-”] (ienth nnu, there
is hii old adage which tells us to speak nothing
“up a tree.
of the dead but what is good. [Applause.] ft
Four eases of shovel handles—about 25dozen is enough for me here to-night to give voice to
There was a man in Oswego, Kansas, to a case—were shipped to London last week, the thanksgiving oft lie people of Massachusetts.
who. alter long wailing, have achieved their
110,11 the establishment of A. Sanborn & Sons
who thought that he had lallen into a tat ot
Norway. They have also received an order deliverance to-day. [Applause.] I am prouder
of
medical
He
full
a
discovered
well
than
ever of the old Commonwealth,for
J from Hamburg for a lew eases of samples,
thing.
she has
shown a spirit of independence such as the tore
water on his premises. He had it analyzed, I "'Inch the will probably fill in a short time.
fathers did when they broke the old-time tliralland it gave iodine, bicarbonate ot potash,
y
dom. W e,of Masseelmsetts.liave labored under a
chloride of lime, and compound extract of
Vi live preparations are already in progress
party despotism that was galling to independent
for
the
of
old
Dr.
Townsend’s
held
with
a
trace
second
to
be
annual
buchu,
souls, thank Uod.it is broken now.
poultry show,
j Applause. I
in Portland next January. 'It will far surpass
owner
The
fortunate
And now, fellow citizens. I
sarsaparilla.
began the show ol last
speak to you tli«*
year, good as that was. Over words of soberness.
to think of building a hotel, and in his
You will sen-!, as l
S50DU art offered in premiums. There will he understand it, to the next
Congress a Demomind’s eye lie saw no end of rheumatic a very
large representation from other States, cratic delegation. [Tremendous cheering.]
and dyspeptic patients from all parts of especially from Connecticut.. Among the curi- And should
the election of tli next President
the country playing bluff and drinking the ous birds exhibited will be a pair of ostriches, chance to devolve upon the House of
RepreAlas! an enemy examined that which Capt. Russell Lewis will import, ex- sentatives, then the vote of -Massachusetts
water.
for the show.
will be given for a Democratic President.
well a little closer. Two defunct cats were pressly
[Applause.] But mv word of counsel Is this; I
there, and an equally defunct rabbit added
A Professor having stated that one cannot
nave seen the Democratic party, through the
to the potency. The hotel will not be built. taste in the dark, as nature intends us to see our folly of its leaders, since l have’been in
politifood, was nearly floored by a pupil who asked, cal life, throw awav its best and golden oppor"How is it with a blind man at dinner?” but he tunities.
of “That's so! That's
[Cries
so!’’]
Why is a school-mistress like the letter C ? spontaneously recovered by answering—"Na- An 1 now we do not pro| o*e that here, when
Because she makes clases of classes.
ture, sir, hu« provided him with eve-teeth.”
everything is so auspicious for our prospect, to
■

At

the'-ig-

j

;

it by any folly of this kiml. 1 have had
enough of an old Bourbon leadership. [Applause.1 I said to the people of my Congress-

mar
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mal District that a new life and a new blood
bad come into the Democratic partv [applause i :
fhai we had turned our backs oil the
past; that
we had rejected all false
leadership, and intended u» lead the Democratic partv to a
grand victory. 1 believe we have, all personal reference
of
course
being
excluded, elected to Congress
gentlemen to represent the Democratic sontimeut of Massachusetts wh > arc actuated by
the sentiments 1 have expressed. We hope
and believe that we shall revive the ancient
honor and glory of the Democratic party, and
that by wisdom, by prudence and by moderation rib- Democratic vnajority in the next National lions.- of Representatives will be able to
secure and establish a glorious victory in the
nation two years lienee.
[Loud and continued
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to

chronicling

the

magnificent

results and to congratulations over the
been said o*

downfall.

The

ho

Dous

with

It /

in a review of the
wnich contributed to its disasters.
It says that, like all organizations builded
upon fraud and falsehood the Republican
party’s downfall has been sudden and
crushing. It lias stood for years an im-

causes

; the part\ of salary grabs and
and Credit Mobiliers and press-gags; the

terday

.Jayne
the

Representatives

ongress, there
w

can

ill scan

in tlm next
doubt. The
its action critically

lie

no

grand meeting at iammain Hall, at which rights ol selt-government and the robbery
congratulations were exchanged and ot the people painfully fresh in their
speeohe- made. Below we give the re- memories, will look anxiously to see
whether their new trust is to be
and whether they have merely

-ELECT Til.PEN.

citizens—When I received a me.—
-anv that then;- w a- an
assemblage of democrats
here who de.-ired to see me 1 was not able to
lenv myself the pleasure
f coining among
them.
I congratulate vmu. my tellow-citizeiis,
“U the transcendent
victory which to-day lias
been.achieved. It is a v ictory we may rejoice
in without any elements of -< Itishiies- in our reioieing, for veil those of our opponent? over
whom tin-triumph has been won. equally with
ourselves, participate in the beneficial influence
! the re-nit.
It i- a victory, not for ourselves
alone, but tor ail tin* peoph—tor all the country
Irom Maine to Beorgia.
n'heer-.) 1 had not
designed, my fellow euj/en.-. again to enter into
-itch :i contest.
] had -o often served with you
.md f light v air 1» at ties side by side, that I
thought, at length, l wa- entitled to an lionord»le di-eharge. But on an occasion like this,
w hen I
It that tin rank and tile ot the democracy leu and -d i should lead them in
person. 1
tine
tin* l .redroiit of the battle to receive'
d- blow- and it) lead
\ou^to \ictory (cheers) ;
and to guide that great revolution
;‘ '*rg:
m vv hi I• we have
to-day accomplished the first
-tep. and which, in mv judgment, is a greater
veil' and
greater duty than any genera-;
Bon ha- bet n called upon to perforin.* What is
it. my t -1 low citizens, we are to save? We are
to sac- tin
government of the people for the
people n tlie-i 1'nited Status. (Cheers.) W<
ar»* to dri\*
back the tide of centralism, of
abu.-e- md of corruption that i- llooding tin*
country. Ami to restore the government to
what it u-ed to be in the days of Jefierson. the
father of the democratic party, and as it was in
the days of Andrew Jack-011, ((treat cheerHi!.';,
in tins great work the
democracy of New
York and their aiiir-i, gathered from every quar>*r. have to-day accomplished a work which j
vill resound throughout the country and to turn- ag--' as creating a new era of American
free government.
o heers.
| have not come
nerc m-night to make a speech on the
topics of j
the canvas-, for the battle for the present is I
1 come t<< tender to you. to tender to the
won.
hard listed and warm hearted workingmen of'I
he cirv. my thunks lor the support l have re- i
cived from them in this content
i believe under God. if our country i> to be redeemed and
-avcl. ii i by the workingmen, the farmers and
the mechanics of'the country (cheers): and as
i hav< stood always hitherto in their coutrover.Mes by their side, to uphold their
rights and
indicate their interests, i believe their interests |
•oc far greater than any others in the
perserva’»on "l civil liberty and constitutional government in our country.
I propose that we make
lie victory achievt-d to-day a step a stage in the
.rand and glorious future that to-dav dawns
open ev.vv American. i<’heers.) Thanking
."U for f.r: your -import 1 bid you
good night.
>

■

«
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black-mailings;

customs-revenue
ot

party

and subsidies and

monopolies
grabs; the party

We

ot lluL-

Congress,

working majority of over sixty. The
lowing tabic indicates the changes—
4:5t) conc.ukss.
1).
K. Lib.
5
1
:i
l
1
o

•States.

Alabama,.2
Arkansas,.:{
Delaware,.o
Florida,.o

Jiippie-AIitchell, ol Poland and ol Carpenter; in line the party of all imaginable

New Jersey,.1
New York,.8
North Carolina,
•»

and

things

that

inlamous and

are

odious; it is not too much to
this Republican party never
as

a

assume
can

that

be re-

controlling

politics.

y
u
ci
2

11

power in
Its sole prestige was

y
::
4

l
o
ci

Pennsylvania,

lu
s

a

1
lo

8
2
o

o

l
5

ci

o

;
0

0
u
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Tennessee,.:i

7

ci
Texas,
Vermont,.0

o
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o
u
o
u
u
o
1
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o
0
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u
u

2
o

o
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o
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1
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u

o
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o
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0
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o
0
0
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o

1
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0
0
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Virginia.4
West Virginia,

o
u
o
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u
o
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Rhode Island,.
South Carolina,.

0

1
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Ohio.»;
Oregon,.1
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0

1
u
0
o
u
0
u
u
o
0
0
0
o
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1
o
2
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0

set ot oppressors and

one

another.

Wo

glad

are

Popular scrutiny
istration,

It bad outlived its usefulness for years.

betrayed,
exchanged
plunderers for

that it is to be

so.

ol the acts of an admin-

any branch ot the government is not only a
right but a duty. It
lies at the very foundation of civil liberty.
It w as this careful and jealous scrutiny
in!" the acts ot King George the Third
or

and ol his

prime minister. Lord North,
1
which detected the purpose to oppress and
overawe the colonies.
It led to remonstrance, remonstrance led to resistance,
and resistance led to separation and liberin a government like ours, those in,
ty
power are always on trial before the people. The forgetting of this fact has placed
‘lie republican party and the President
where they are.
And let the Democracy
not also
forget it.
In another portion ot
tu-<lay's paper we

Its organization was seized upon by as
graceless a crew of adventurers, pirates,
and

frebooters as ever besmirched the
history of a nation. It has taken this
foul crew just eight years to exhaust the
magniticent resources of a party which
won a war and triumphed in a revolution,
it has taken them eight years to turn such
words as loyalty and patriotism into synonymies ol' that contempt which men always cherish lor cant and hypocrisy. It
has taken them eight years to so debauch

Republicans seals. j It align r
Whig.
The Whig must not Hatter itself that the
Democrats will put weapons in the hands
ot their enemies in that way.
Tliev know
too well that the prevalanc.e of corruption
and dishonesty in the republican party as
much as a ruinous public policy, has given

them the power in the popular branch of
Congress—and they will not disappoint
the people and harm themselves by any

dishonesty

sides the

of

setts, in which the party was cradled and
whence it lias always drawn its brains and

gained by
other humbug.

m

House, there

the

to be

is

such

no
a

party advantage
Try

course.

some

its vusra/c, now spit upon it and trample
The Lewiston Journal says—
it into the dust. What it has done ot evil
A New York democratic papa’, commenting
could not be recounted upon this page.
on the election of Tihlen as
governor of that
What it has tailed to do of good could not State, remarks that the presentation of the fact
be summarized upon the next page. lint That Mr. T. yeas astrong Southern sympathizer,
during the year to crush rebellion, did not weakits work for good or evil is almost done. en his vote at all; and adds:
"War records are noyv so dead that Mr. TilIts beaten and demoralized cohorts are todon would not have lost fitly is tns had he commanded
the attack oil Fort Sumter.”
routed
and
scattered
day disorganized,
From this text the Journal proceeds to
Its whipped, spurned and repudiated lead

hopelessly

arc

who has

ruined. Let no man
led in the later infamies of Re-

publicanism

xvrite

or

even

There

come.

domineering sentiment has
is a leeling of profound grati-

tude that the power of the lam i- being
withdrawn from the hands of loose who

have dishonored it,—there are sentiments
declaring for a revival of the old time feelings of brotherhood in a common country
—there are fraternal hands reaching out
from a redeemed North, to he met by the

memory.
brood of the lbitlers and their kind,
the. kennel-keepers and whippers-in of
the party's curs and spaniels, they are toi^
dead to characterize. The time is one

er

make

no

for favors received.
such

mistakes

in

din for like favors.
The first thing a stranger does on entering
Boston, is to get something to eat; and of eat-

ing houses there are many, which will adapt
themselves to any man’s wallet. The same meal
can be had for various prices.
You can choose
whichever you please, but we notice the cheaper the steak the more the eater chews—and in
getting

a

steak one is very liable to make

a

mistake.
ruesuay was election day. You have heard
about it, everybody has—even Ben Butler. The
1 >einoerats make a clean sweep, and the result
made the Republican's weep too.
The day

passed

off very

quietly,

and resembled election

home, only a little more so. Perhaps the
tobacco juice was a trifle deeper at the polling
places, but there were more mouths to make it.
at

The odor from the Medford distilleries could be
a man with a quick nose;
but with a favorable wind we have got a similar sniff even at as great a distance as Belfast.
There was one thing about voting that strikes a
.Maine man as strange. R made us blush to
think how small and mean our ballot-are. Instead of a ballot two by three inches in size, as
we use, they have them here illuminated, and as
large as posters. The man that easts it brings it
along on a wheelbarrow, and 'tis lifted into a
huge box with a derrick and stowed away by a
stevedore. The expens e of an election is considerable, it requires so much help and machinIn the evening as the returns came in the
ery

grappled with, by

city presented a lively appearance, and truth
(with the memory of Washington’s hatchet fresh
in our mind) compels us to say that every person we saw seemed pleased with the result.
We saw the Governor elect that evening. He
was as much surprised as any one, but managed ti* keep his cigar going. The next morn-

ing we saw Gen. N. 1’. Banks at the Barker
House. He was receiving congratulations from
friends, and seemed calm and happy as a man
could he, who didn’t have his hair combed and
We presume the
who wore red stockings.
latter were colored by the blood that flowed
during the canvass.
To-day is the second anniversary of the big

buildings

remarkably

line. The new Rost Office is very handsome
and imposing, and it seems as if it was imposing on the people to ask them to pay for it. It

nearly ready for occupancy.
The old State House is being lixed up for w inter.
It is being painted throughout and the
dome has been gilded. It looks a good deal betis

It ought to; they put $1700 worth of gold
it. It can be seen as far as you can see

ter.

leaf

on

anything, and as it looms up it looks like a huge
ripe Bermuda onion, with the yellow jaundice.
There appears to us to he one class of articles
here that are more ornamental than useful, and
those arc hacks. We never saw anybody ride
in one, but they look well drawn up in front of
a house.
The only times they are brought into

damaging

patriotic

administer the government upon sound constitutional principles in the interest of the whole
people and all the States, and restore the simplicity, economy and purity "f tin* rurlv da\s
of the Republic".

in these ears,

so

as

to accustom

themselves to

The sailor that goes round Cape
Horn meets nothing so rough as he gets on this
line.
We have had quite warm days—Indian SumSonic are Ind'an and some
mer tljey call it.

the motion.

not.

are

store to

one

buy

a

cool day we stepped into a fur
seal skin overcoat, and when the

salesman asked us if we wanted a $400 or $000
one we remembered that it was warmer in the
middle of the day, and we didn't buy one.

up differently
doing
A gentleman in tins vicinity had twelve line
genuine rejoicing, it is auspicious of
turkeys stolen a few nights since. 'Tin* election, we notice—we mean those that have any. They
It
era.
and
better, purer
gives ton know. [Bangor Whig.
happier
braid it behind, and then turn it up under
assurance that the t treat Republic will
Well, there is really no excuse for such double, and tie it close to the head.
enter upon its second century ot existence aets.
The radicals will have a couple of
There is nothing that makes a man feel so
A pplausc. j
with a new lease ot lilc, before which years in office
and have no need to re- homesick as to meet an acquaintance who is
yet,
At a celebration by the Manhattan Club* warm brotherly clasp of an unfettered ail the shadows of centralism,
inebriated, and have him question you about
despotism, turn to their callings so suddenly.
home. You can't get rid of him, and can't
kindred -’leeches were made by Senator South—hut not one word of sectional bit- j and, it must be said, even possible monhim off any more than you can an attack
terness
shake
or
Tlie
hate
ot
the
«d‘
Thurman.
(>:i:•,. Senator Bayard of
passions
past archy, must vanish, never again to cloud
.The official count ol the vote of Cum- of chills and fever. This is one of the things
Delaware. Senutor-eiect Eaton of Con- are forgotten. Of the fierce war that raged the luture in our time.
berland County elects Mr. Swett, the we know.
necticut, senator Stockton of New Jersey, for many years, nothing is remembered
If you stand on the corner of Washington
Democratic candidate for sheritl"

1

and others
and read

Despatches

received
A m Gov.
Seymour, Francis
Kernan, William Gaston, .1. G. Abbott,
Charles II Thompson (the man who beat
Butler) .John It Tarbox, Hon. E. D. M.
Sweat (d

Portland, and from Democrats

u

the South.

the

following

i

were

From the latter we select
as

samples—

from

i.

[mT

nkp.y.

New Orleans, Nov. 4, 1*74.
Return congratulations to Manhattan Club in
Great rejoicing
name of redeemed Louisiana.
her*-: the manacles have been struck from us
Good
■it if by magic.
government, prosperity
.aid kindlier feeling- between the stetion- will
-iirciv conic of our glorious victories throughJoIIN McEXEUY.
out the land.
FROM

< '<

>XORESSM A V LAMAR.

Pyramid.
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Atlanta, Ua„ Nov.,0.
Senator Gordon concluded a speech at the
great jubilee to-day by an appeal for continued
prudence and forbearance, which was the t'hristiunity of all politics, lie said: "Utie boon 1
a-k in this hour of your deliverance.
to commission me. in your name, to

I

ask you

the floor of the Senate your
i nion under die constitution: your acquiescence ill laws passed in accordance with tlie
constitution, good and bad, until lawful!v repealed; your support ot all rightful authority;
your cordial friendship for every man and men
of all sections, who will aid in restoring peace
to tlie sections, justice to States, liberty to citizens, purity to all departments of the government and the constitution to its supremacy over
Presidents, Congress, parties and the people.
(Loud cheers.) I thank you, my countrymen,
for that response. You are as temperate in
triumph as you were great iu adversity. You
cherish malice to none and are hostile’only to
theives, usurpers and tyrants."

hailed with acclamations from

A

ocean, as the embodiment ot

ocean

to

principles

that will render this nation great,
prosperand enduring. We believe that the
party may and will so improve its golden
opportunities that during the last quarter
ous

of the nineteenth century there will be no
interruption to its rule in national affairs,
and no ebb in the country’s tide ot pros-

perity.

On the morning after the late elections,
prominent radical of Bangor, met Gen.
AVe learn from the Kennebec Journal Charles W. Roberts, and said with a melthat three men were severely injured—one ancholy 1 ace—“This is another Bull Run.”
fatally—in Ilallowell, last evening, while “Well,” replied the General,
thoughtful!}',
bring a salute on account of the recent
democratic victories. The gun, an old one “I was at the first Bull Run, and the
captured on the British vessel Boxer, in rebels were barely kept out ol Washingthe war ot 1812, was prematurely dis- ton. But now, if
you are
a

charged while it was being loaded. Mr.
Cleaves had bis arm completely blown oil',
and received such other bodily injuries
that there is small chance of his recovery,
His sufferings
being severely burned.
deter Jenness’ injuries
were terrible.
were principally burns about the body and
face, his eyes “being so severely burned
that he will undoubtedly be blind for life.
Mr. N. M. Stone’s hand was badly torn and
burned, but his injuries are probably not
of a serious nature.
Let us see. AVas something said about
term? [Portland Press.

a

third

correct,

have

overrun

nothing

more

Massachusetts!”

they

'i’fiere was

The

anil the
Law.

Journal

Now

Postage

By a Virginia

paper received from

our

friend, ex-sherit!" Grose, of Knox County,
effect on the
we should judge that Thomas is
feeling

less the postage shall be added thereto.
Rut, heavy as the burden will be, we have
decided to assume it, and to furnish the
Journal to subscribers anywhere in the
States at the old rates, and with

postage prepaid.

Tile

only return

which

we shall ask for this reduction in price,
will be more prompt payment; and this

shall have to insist upon. We recently sent out bills to subscribers who were
in arrears, from a large portion of whom
no response has bean received. That class
will see the need of attending to the mat-

we

ter at once.

The Rig ht Kev. Bishop Bacon, Catholic,
of the diocese of Maine, died in New York

immediately after landing from
Europe. The late Bishop was born in
Brooklyn, N. Y., in 1811, and pursued

last week,

his studies at Montreal and Baltimore, at
which latter place he was ordained a
priest in 1839. The scene ol his first labors was at the Cathedral in Baltimore,
when lie passed to St. Joseph’s Church
New York City, then to Ogdensburg and
surrounding missions, returning after a
time to St. Joseph’s, New York. lie next
held the pastorate of St. Mary’s Star ot
the Sea, Brooklyn, and finally that of the

his zeal
energy. When it was determined to erect the States ot Maine and
New Hampshire into a separate diocese,
he was, April 22, 18.io, appointed its first
bishop and consecrated. At his death he
left the diocese with more than fifty priests
an<l

a

Catholic

population

of

tenfold increase from (he
menced his labors.
—The Boston

good

over

—And

the recent elections.
the

ot

didn’t work so well in Massachusetts and
New-York as it did in Maine. The people
there didn’t scare worth a cent.

a

velocipede.

(Jcim.

women

much.
—When Secretary Bristow called at the
White House, the day alter election, to
see

and Winter street for an hour you can see every
lady in Boston that happens to be out shopping.
If it were not for.that fact, we would have this
letter longer; but facts can't be got around even
with

have got a new
garment, a substitute for the corset, called
the carryall. Mrs. Swisshelm invented it.
in many cases the carryall won't carry
now

the President on business,

he received was—“Be brief.

tlx?greeting
I am sick!’

—Butler was lilted out of Congress on
spoon, like a fly Irom a molasses pot.
—Barnabas was so affected by the election news that he sold two codfish and a

a

plug of tobacco

at less than cost

price.

The Boston Daily Advertiser, the hauling administration paper in Massachusetts,
continues to talk out in meeting. Hear it—
He (Grant) was not made for a statesman:
and if lie carries the country through his
second term without disgrace, In may consider
himself most fortunate.

No wonder.

reported ele-lion of Judge Abbott to Congress, in one of the districts
—The Washington correspondent of the
near Boston, was not correct.
The count
Boston Journal says—
gives his opponent. Frost, the place. GasThe Democrats threaten to make an early inton, for Governor has just G.GA8 majority. vestigation of all the Navv Yards with respect
—The

Kimball, of Bangor, known to
fame as an attorney of that city, sued
Postmaster MeFadden of Waterviile for
$2,000, and recovered two dollars and
15.

eighteen

cents.

—The Democrats of Knox Comity, always wide awake, fired salutes at Rockland and Eoekport, in honor of the late
victories. Kx-senator Webster of Vinalhaven, didn't contribute anything for the

powder.
In case of a failure to elect a President by the people in 1*7(1, the House of
Representatives will elect, each State be—

ing entitled to one vote. It is comforting
to know that the Democrats have secured
a majority of the States.

over

day

8000—a
he com-

Daily Advertiser, the lead-

—The New
a

which Cook paid for the influof the paper, in aid of the Northern
Pacific bonds, alleging that such a bargain
was against good morals. People do queer
things when their politics and religion get
ot bonds
ence

mixed.
—A committee

of the Democrats

of

Louisiana have recommended their friends
hold a special thanksgiving of their
own, in view of the recent qlections. They

to

adopted the following resolution—
reciprocity ing republican paper of Massachusetts, acResolved, that this committee invite the peoknowledges the Navy Yard frauds, and ple of Louisiana to meet in their respective
of
asks “How many good Republican votes places of worship on Thursday, the lsth(fod
November, to return thanks to Almighty
outside the Charlestown Navy Yard did ‘for deliverance from political bondage.
—Abundant harvests, pleasant weather, each vote inside of it cost ?” The AdverWe think we could attend services and
and Democratic victories
everywhere— tiser, also, with rare felicity of language, partake of turkey and fixings on that ocwhat more is needed lor the patriot’s com- speaks of “those who served their country casion, without doing violence to our senfort ?
timents.
by voting against Butler” !
bugbear

their hair

to

their alleged

We

use

hope they

serves a

for electioneering purposes.
will. Such rascality de-

complete exposure.

—Seth couldn't save New York. [Journal.
Republican candidates were elected in every
district where Mr. Millihcn took part in the

[Advertiser.
Then it is evident where
lie should have
came in.
old lady’s admonition to her
hail set on four dozen eggs,
canvass.

the trouble
heeded the
lien that site
and spread

himself.
—The Gazette says that on the western Mile
ot'Meguntieook mountain in Camden, is a large
cavern, discovered bv a Mr. Blake now residing
in Tliomaston. The total length of the cave is
ninety- teet, and depth twenty-two feet.

report prevailed in this region tor a
or
two after the late elections, that a
day
procession of radicals, headed by the custom house otlicial at 'Camden, was seen
A

At the annual spring meeting the monNews of the City and Connty.
ies raised for expenses for the municipal
This mild November weather is healthy for
BY AN O L11 SETTLER.
year were as follows: for the support of
schools 1800,00, for support of paupers the wood and coal piles.
CHAPTER xxxvil. (4843.)
600,00, for construction and repair of
Joseph Williamson, E««|. left on Tuesday for
The winter of this year is memorable high-ways 700,00 in
money and 5000,00 a ten day's trip to Chicago.
tor its extreme cold weather and the
quan- in labor, for payment of debts and exOn Mo inlay a number of Belfast shqecarpentity of snow which fell. The “oldest in- penses 1500,00. An effort was made to
ters left for Bueksville, S. C., where they will
habitant” spoke of it as the coldest winter
pass a vote instructing the Selectmen not
we had experienced and the one in which
to license retailers of ardent spirits; it be engaged for the winter.
more snow had fallen than for
thirty years failed because those engaged in the busiThis is the season of the year when cureless
previous. According to a memorandum ness, anil their friends, and tho3o who persons dump hot ashes into barrels and wonkept by a gentleman in this vicinity there disapproved of the arbitrary measures tier how the tire
originated.
were forty snow-falls between the. 24th ot
adopted by some ol the indiscrete advoThe engine \\\ 1). Sc wall has been placed on
November and the 7th of April; the depth cates ol temperance
opposed it.
of the snow which fell
The following town officers were re- the Belfast Branch for the winter campaign—:«
being twelve feet
and seven inches. The snow in the woods
elected; Nathaniel M. Lowney, Benja- very large and powerful one.
was three feet deep on a level on the first
min 1. lllackstone, -Samuel Ilayncs, SeDaniel Haraden says he has a gang of workday of April. Quite a number of deer lectmen, David \Y. Bothrop, Clerk, Timo- men who have not lost one hour's work on acwere seen in the immediate
vicinity of our thy Chase, Treasurer. Mess. Chase and count of weather, for the past live week*..
village, driven from the forests in search Blackstono are the only members of the
Tin* desultory remarks of wild geese to each
of food by the depth of snow or by the
municipal government lor the year who other as they llv over, are
frequently hoard now.
wolves, who were reported as being plenty are now living.
in the forests of Penobscot and WashingMr. Downey was the son of William It means that winter is at hand.
ton counties. One ot them—a deer, not a
Millikcu is back from New York, lie don't
Downey, a graduate ol Dublin College,
wolf—was captured in March while swim- Ireland,
a school-teacher
by tome just like the minstrel hoy of the song, who
originally
ming from the eastern side of the river in vocation, who eame to this place from
“-returned from the war
the direction of the steamboat wharf.
With spirits as buoyant us air.”
Monmouth, Maine, and died here in 1815,
There was quite an excitement in our aged seventy-six. Mr.
There has been great lack of rain this fall,
Downey, who was
village early in .January occasioned by the never ot vigorous health, commenced the anti the ground is very drv. Mr. Kaler tells u«
arrest of one of our business men on a
study of medicine with the late Doctor that his mill stream has not been so low for
charge of passing counterfeit bank-bills Hollis Monroe but after a while abandoned
and the sudden departure between two it and studied law in the office ol the late thirty years as it is now.
A lady bonnier in one of our private boarding
days of two others who were suspected of Judge Johnson. After being admitted to
being his accomplices, or, rather, of being the Bar he opened an office at Frankfort houses, in whose bed a broom had been placed
wholesale dealers in the commodity which where he remained a lew
years and then I by a couple id" sportive girls, got even with the
he disposed ot only at retail. He was returned to this place, lie
occupied, sue- i jokers by an entirely new proee».
taken to Boston, tried, convicted and sent
eessively, the office of llegistcrof l’robate
l’lie launching way> are being placed under
to the House ot Correction.
The parties and Clerk of the Courts for the ommtv ol
in whose hands he was a mere tool escaped Waldo, and afterwards the office of Col- the new sch. Win. Frederick, in Carter's yard,
and she will launch in about ten day*. She
well merited punishment; but both touml lector ol Customs for this
port. For man\
before they passed beyond the reach of years he was a member of our Board ol will be sparred and rigged on the stocks
earthly tribunals that the way of the trans- -Selectmen. He was never fond ol the
I lie janitor of the Gustom House recently
I'lic business had been
gressor is I«ard.
practice of his profession, and is best re- found a hag of chareotd in the vestibule of that
carried on in tins county to considerable membered as an active, earnest, inlluedifice. Probably an intimation that Black Kr
extent, and very successfully, as the coun- ential politician of the Democratic school.
publiranism is bagged—Harnabus included.
terfeits were so well executed as not to be
1 lio rote he played
was not
an
asWe arc having large accession* iu our subdistinguishable trom the genuine, except sumed one; he was l>\ nature antagoby the practised and skillful e\c. The nistic to any and every tiling that was scripiiou Ji*t. Ail the Democrats who didn’t
crime was reganieil, ami
very properly,;* tinctured with aristocracy : it ma\ he said take I he dourual before land thev were few)
ns one ol‘the deepest dye, the counterfeits
of him, truthfully, that lie was lioru a want ii now. And a good many republican*
being ot the smallest denominations, such democrat, and that he never sold his birth- arc taken iu the >ame wav.
as were most in circulation among the
right for a mess of aristocratic pottage.
The bigg'**-! load of hay ever hauled tu*thi*
poorer classes, who were the least quali- There lias never been in this county a
fied to distinguish between the genuine political partisan who exercised a more city by a team came on Monday to Woods,
Mathew s a Baker. It was hauled by George
and the eounterleit.
eontroling and extensive itilhienec than he
In the same month and the month lid- did. I le died at his residence on Church Maker, of Waldo, and contained thirty bales,
lowing there was an extensive religious street, purchased by him of Fellowcs and xveigliing lix «■ ton*. Three horse* did the pulling
revival prevailing here. It commenced in Simpson, the ti 1st
George Lewis, on Waldo avenue, raised the
publishers ot the Repubthe Methodist Society, then under (lie lican Journal, now
occupied bv his widow, pasl season, from an ungrafted apple tree
’1
11
charge of Lev. heodore ill, a very earn- on the tenth da\ ot Mu\ ls.V<, aged lilty- eighteen bushels of fruit, eight of which were
est and effective preacher, and extended seven.
jKiirs. Not pears, but twin or double :t;.
to all the religious societies in the place.
Mr. Haynes was born in Durham in this tbal grew iu all deseribable
shapes.
Prayer and Conference meetings were State and came here to reside in 1 s_■/,. He
'The railroad woodshed in this city lias been
held in all of them, and a universal solem- was by trade a shoemaker, but abandoned
nity pervaded all classes in the community. that vocation after residing here several for a long time empty, the engine beiug supNo one. not even the most faithless or ob- years and engaged in business as a
drug- plied at Burnham and along the line, bringing
durate, manifested the slightest disposition gist and apotheean ; he occupied the enough dow n to last them buck. They think
to ridicule or east any obstruction in the
northerly store in the old Nesmith Build- the wood lasts longer than by lie old method
path of the movement. The boisterous ing. on the site ol tlie store now occupied
The Portland Packing Go. have ommenc-and ribald songs with which our streets
by J. C. Thompson. He was tor several to can clams at the Pool. About um hundr 1
had resounded nightly gave place to the years in succession amemberot our Board bushels
per'lay is now dug.
K\change.
equally enlivening but more spiritual ones ot Selectmen, was at one time Master of
This i- a business for which Belfast has suof “We shall see a light appear" and Phmnix Lodge of F. and A Masons, and
perior advantages. Who will be the tirsi
“When the Lord of (Hory cometh." Large at all times one of our worthiest, most
make a fortune by going into it?
additions of membership to the several highly respected and esteemed fellow
The new sell. s. M. Bird, of Rockland,
churches were made as the fruit of the townsmen. He died at his residence on
seed sown during the revival, < hi the first Church street, built by him. now occupied eentlv launched from Garter’s yard, has the
Sunday in May, liity-ouo united with the by Ids widow, on the >i\th ot January nicest and best finished cabin of any of the
North Church, then under the pastoral
The paintmany schooner- built in this place.
1801, aged litty-nino.
care oi Lev. Mr. Cutler; more in number
Mr. Lothrop was the soil of Ansel Lo- ing i* very superior, and wa* done bv S IL
than during the whole six years next pre- throp, Esq., who resided in this place in Gillum.
the early part of this century and removed
ceding.
A radical ollice-holder of this city says be
In the atlernoon of February li/th oc- to Searsmont, when it was
part of Greene too l»iis\ now to indulge in grief; but when bis
curred the first lire ol the season. A house Plantation, where he died in 183-1. Mr
w
owned by Mr. Benjamin Brown, at the L. was for some years engaged in trade in grounds are all lived for inter, hi- vegetables
laid in. and •*v« ry thing made snug, he is going
corner of Market and Pleasant street, octhis place alone and as a member of the
on suckclolh.
cupied by three lamilies, was discovered iirm of Lothrop A: Woodman l or many to st apart, a week for putting
twinkle in the
Bm all the while there x\ e
to he on lire. The lire was extinguished years he was our town clerk,
coldeputy
corner of his ey e.
but not until alter considerable damage lector of Customs for this Port and Kegi
had been done to the building and its con- ter of Deeds. He was a member ot the
'This paper owe* an apology fit Burkett »v »
1 tents.
A one story house on Miller street, Exeeutive Council for the
That firm sent in an
ami to many ladx renders.
year 1 >>:>7 winIPbeyond what was then called “Jail Hill," Robert P, Dunlap was Governor
adx eft isenieiil uttering ladie* underv: *ts at lift v
Abiatliar
was
burned
Smith,
died on the 2i)th ol May, 1849, aged thru
occupied by
rents each.
By an error it was printed undert hi
in the night of the tweltth of July,
one, and was buried with the honors ot -kin*, and their -tore ha* been
thronged by in*
the night of July JSth ail extensive tan- the Odd Fellows, of which
Fraternity lie 'piirers after thos<- skirts. <iill it wa* not all
nery at the Head of the Tide, conducted was a prominent member
iw
:n x a.ti. tor they
very fine -lock of good*.
Sir.
owned
Mr. South-

connected it with the barn. The
zeal ot our people so far outstripped their
discretion in mi'inr/ the furniture in the
house that it might have been about as
well for the Colonel had the whole been
left to the tender mercies ot the tlnnies.
While on the subject ot tires it will not
be amiss to mention that at a town meeting held on the eleventh of December a
vote was passed to raise two thousand dollars for the purchase of an engine, fireapparatus Ac, and our now venerable fellow-citizen, Major Chase, was appointed
sole agent to make the purchase.
Washington's birth-day, the i’j,| day ,,f
February, was celebrated throughout the
country by the Washingtonian Temperance Associations.
The celebration in this
place was at the Unitarian Church; the
ground Hoor and galleries were crowded.
The house was beautifully decorated with
flags and floral ornaments. The exercises
of the evening were introduced with
prayer by llev. Mr. Hill of the Methodist
Church, followed by music front a selected choir, and an address by lion. Alfred Johnson worthy the occasion.
It
was listened to with the most intense interest and was replete with classic wit
and sound argument. It was subsequently published in pamphlet form and had a
very wide circulation in this and other
States. A republicatton of it at this time,
although its doctrines might not be in accordance with the popular sentiment of
the day, would be productive of benelit
to the cause of temperance.
The afternoon of the isth was devoted
by a large portion of our population to
gazing at a luminous body in the sky,
apparently in close proximity to the sun,
which was subsequently ascertained to be
It was visible to the naked eye
a comet.
until about sunset; and for some minutes
after the sun sunk below the horizon a
luminous strip was visible, apparently in
its trail;. The advent of this wanderer of
the sky had not been predieted by the
astronomers and its unexpected and unannounced appearance furnished occasion
for many fearful forebodings.
In the month of March, Bradford S.
Foster became landlord of the public
house at the foot of Main street on the
site of the store now occupied by L. A.
Knowlton and Co. It had been occupied
previously by Hiram Bittlelield, professedly as a Temperance House. 11 was aft ctowards occupied by John Hussey and by
Josiah -N. White, now of the Huenix
House, and was long known as the Farmers Inn.
A new ami in this locality unheard ol
method ot contributing to the support ot
ministers of the gosptd was inaugurated
this spring under the name of Donation
Parties. .Since that time they have be-

nearly

of

occurrence;- but the

the month ot .'larch the throat
am! scarlet-fever prevailed here
and proved fatal in many eases, especially
maamong the young, although tins,.
ture age did not in all cases escape.
On
the thirteenth of the month the Hon.
Bohan l’rcntiss Field, father of our fellow
citizens Charles 1)., Buhau 1’. and B. 1lie
Field, dieil in his sixty-ninth yeai
was horn
in \orthlield,-Mass,, graduated
at Dartmouth in 1710, and pursued his
legit] studies ill the otliee of lion. -'Uinuel
Dana at Amherst, N
li.
SSoon alter his
admission to the Bar, in 1799, lie came to
Maine and opened an otliee at North Yarmouth. lie came here to reside in the

During

year following; he was the iirst lawyer
who established his resilience within the
territory now constituting the Comity a
Waldo. The otliee lie occupied, built by
him ill the year he came here, stood on
the site 6i the store now occupied by S.
Sleeper and Son ; it remained there until
it was burned in the tire of ISbb. He was
married in Bit>7, and built flic Imuse oil
the hill, long known as Field's Hill, now
occupied by his son B. F. Field.
When the county of Waldo was organ
izod, in 1Sg7, lie was appointed chief
Justice of the Court ot Sessions and held
the otliee lor ten years, when the Court
was abolished, performing the duties of
the olliee during that time faitlitully and
impartially and to the entire satistaction
of the people of the county.
Ilis associ
ates on thp'bench were Joseph Shaw of
Thorndike; and Thomas Kastman ot Palermo. Ite "’ns a well read law y or, a safe
and sound counsellor; he was never an
enthusiastic practitioner of his protession.
finding, like many of his professional
brethren of that day, occupation mon
congenial to his taste in agricultural pursuits.
He was often selected by his fellow
townsmen as arbitrator between them in
their matters ut ditlercnee. and speaking
of him in that capacity Air. Willis, in his
History of tlie Haw, Courts and Lawyers
of Maine," very truthfully remark', that
•‘no man entered on the investigation of
the
rights of parties freer from passion or
prejudice, and no one exercised a sounder
judgment. Such was his known integrity
of character and singleness of purpose
that lie received a thousand unsought
tokens of public favor and confidence.
Few men ever died more highly esteemed
and respected by all who knew him."
Mr. Field retired from the practice ot
Indore ins
his profession some years
decease, but. the high position ire held to
the last in the estimation of his profession*
al brethren appears in the resolutions
adopted by them at a Bar meeting held
immediately alter his decease ; they constitute a most truthful eulogy of the man
and tlie lawyer.
“Resolved, that we
cherish the highest respect for his memory,
for his talents, industry, moral worth, and
gentlemanly deportment: that we hold
him up to all as a worthy example of disinterestedness and laithlulnes.' in the discharge ot tlie duties of his profes.-ion;
that we honor him as the one who first
came to practice law within the limit.- ot
the county, and as tlie father ot tlie Bar ;
and that we will attend hi- funeral amourners."
The remaining annals of this year will
lie found in our next chapter.
A

Fearful

frequent
Typhoon.
question then raised, whether the money
\ i.w Vouiv, Nov. 0,
Addditionai ail
ot
a ham is not of
tor
the
purchase
paid
vices from Macao ami llong Kong report
more value to the pastor than the ham is
the typhoon and tidal
after being eaten by his parishioners, all that the damage by
than coniirms previous reports
but the bone, still,remains an open ques- wave more
come

Jacob GunniiiLrliam, •>!’ Swanvillc, fell dead
in his field on Friday forenoon. He wa* engaged in plowing in company with In* sou.
when the latter *ax\ hi* father tall to the

distemper

It is estimated that a total of _o,oou lives
tion.
cfThere was another important question were lost. At Macao the typhoon was ol
tlie most terrific character. Tlie tidal
on which the public mind in this
locality wave broke on the shore with awtid viowas much exercised about this
time; and
it.
that was whether the artic-le ol female lence, sweeping everything before
liredress denominated a bustle was or not con- When tlie tempest was at its height
broke out in six dill'erent places, maliciducive to the health, or beauty ol the sex.
flic
box will still be Male physiologists were down on it in ously caused by pirates lor.spoils,
ballot
local
of
the
purity
church of St. Antonio and a large number
the
the
severest
medical
manner;
looked after.
faculty of houses in the neighborhood were burned
unanimously denounced it; artists failed
Many people lost everything and
to discover in it the “line of beauty.” down.
The Press says that about two weeks
were
rendered homeless. .Macao was
No
one came to its rescue save the “artand the misery ol its resiago a man named Jim Perkins died in less
in a “paroxysmal” parody laid in ruins,
Lebanon, as was supposed of Bright’s dis- of bard,” who
fearful, while the loss of life is
dents
is
Moore’s, ‘Sl’.liis world is all a, lleeting
ease of the kidneys.
While the body was
It is computed that over 10,show” broke ijfevrth in the columns of the enormous.
000 lives were lost in Macao alone.
Four
being prepared for burial, a wound was Journal with
discovered in the small of the back, apdays after, the ellluvia arising from thouare not an empty show
“Bustles
sands ol decomposing bodies was so great,
parently made by a buckshot. How the
For man’s illusion given ;
wound came there is not for certainty
soldiers revolted, and refused to bury
They’re tilled w ith bran, or stuffed with tow. the
known, ltumor has it that just before his
any more bodies. The Governor fearing
They stick out’'bout a feet, or so.
And took tirst rate, by heaven!"
death lie called in a physician and stated
that the plague would follow if the bodies
to him that while in the act of entering the
The poet came off victor in the conflict: were not disposed ol, ordered them burned.
premises ot a gentleman in Rochester a Physiologist, medicine-man, artist to the Four thousand bodies were cremated, the
charge of buckshot was lodged in his contrary notwithstanding, the article of troops tirst covering the corpses with tar
The
back, from the effects of which he re- dress still has a name and a place. All and then setting the heaps on fire.
ceived his final quietus. Perkins had a efforts to curtail it will be unavailing so loss of life aroundIlong Kong will exceed
bad reputation. He served one term in long as woman sternly and steadfastly 4,000. A large number of Europeans
the Rhode Island State Prison for horse asserts her inalienable right to imitate were among the killed.
stealing, and was considered a dangerous in her person the pattern of the symmetAnother dam disaster in Massachusetts See
rical bumble-bee.
character.
election returns. [Cleveland Herald.

York, Independent, promoving up the mountain in the direction
fessedly
religious paper, has long been ot that cave. But as
they have since been
Church ol the Asumption in the same an auxiliary for the republican parly. The
seen in the haunts of men, it is probably
Both
these
churches
were
suit
erected creditors ot Jay Cook have brought a
city.
not true that they went into the cavern
by him and are magnificent monumentsot against the publisher for a large amount and
pulled the hole in after them. The
and

said.

—Mr. Blaine’s

are

a

pledge 'up- United
fidelity to the

By these signs we shall conquer. Respect for law and the constituted authorities ; liberty, justice, peace and a common
country. Discarding sectional bigotry and
the religion ol hate, the
Democracy will
assert their purposes in a platform so broad
and liberal and national, that it will be

1) E I. A W A K E
1C E N T U C Iv Y
A1 A R Y L A N D
T E N N E S S E E
Y O R 1C
N E AV
CALIFORNIA
.1 E R S E Y
N E AV
C O N N E C T I C U T
V I R G I N I A
AV E S T
R E N N S V L V A N I A
A1 A S S A C II U S E T '1' S
H A MI'SHI R E
M E AV
G A R O L I N A
N OR I II

The ladies

for

The Democratic newspapers of all secThe law which will go iufe
tions of the country express the same pa- tirst of
January obliges all newspaper
triotic sentiments. There is not one dis- j publishers to
pay the postage in advance
cordant voice.
on their entire circulation outside the
Since the extracts alluded to were made, counties in which the papers are publishwe find reported a portion of a speech by ed.
This throws upon them a burden
Senator Gordon, of Georgia, which so well hitherto unknown, and will act as a reillustrates our point, that we copy it.
duction in the price of subscription, un-

on

oxford, Miss.. Nov. b, 1*74.
Mississippi rejoices in your great victory, regarding it a* the harbinger of honesty in local
government, confident* and good will in the
national government f«rr every State ol the
nion and every class in every State, and protection to even human being in the land.
L. iJ. < LAMA It.
Democratic

the valor of those, both north and
south, who met in the deadly conflict.
save

ANNALS OF BELFAST FOB HALF A CENTURY.

lengthy editorial, draxving infer- use i> at funerals. In a
procession the other
to the Democratic parly.
day the corpse slat out 40 of them tilled full,
But the Journal knows that the quotation averaging (J to a hack—‘240 mourners at f>0 cents by
Amosl’easlee,
by
it makes is from the New York Herald, per head. “Who is there to mourn for Logan? wick of Danvers, Mass., was entirely dexvltioh is not noxv and never was a Demo- —notone." We would sav that the procession stroyed by lire with a large quantity of
hides and leather; the estimated loss was
cratic paper.
Does the Journal call it was not mourning for a man by the name of about
1 lie lire
eight thousand dollars.
L< »gan.
honest to do so?
was supposed to have originated Irum
For cheap transportation, the horse car otters
friction of the machinery in grinding bark.
lion. I.. I>. M.Sweat,ol Portland,member the best inducements to the weary pedestrian A barn owned by Col. Watson Berry, hither
who'has six cents in his trowsers that he is of our fellow-citizen Mr. Franklin W Berof the Democratic National Committee,
anxious t«> spend. The Metropolitan II. II. does
ry. at tile I'pper Bridge settlement, with
to
the
telegraphed
rejoieing Democrats at the largest business, and one cannot tell how its contents, about sixteen tons id hay.
mil' ll he can endure, till he has taken a ride in
Tammany Hall, as follow;
was burned on the evening of the second
The result i- glorious; worthy ot the cause one of these ears. We are told that frequently, of December,
ilis dwelling-house was
am! "f its untiring, curugeous supporter*.
saved by tearing away ashed which
a voyage to Europe ride
barely
persons
contemplating
We hail it as a deliberate,
a

ences

ever hope to lift his head
again among the people, lor the odium the
party has incurred will fasten upon its
individual leaders just as those individual leaders fastened upon its spoils.
publish extracts from some of the congrat- The
Republican party will follow its old
ulatory speeches made by leading Demoprototype, the Federalist party, into hiscrats in different portions of the
!
country, torical
infamy, its name will become a
and brief sentiments telegraphed to meetof
be
that,
should
synonymic
everything
ing-. The party can point with pride to slimmed in
political lilc and banished
the just, generous, discreet and assuring
from political affairs.
The men who,
utterances which these gentlemen have
like lilainc and Morton and Conkling,
emphatic expression
b\ the people of their eimilenniatiou of tile aets
maut in the hour ot their
triumph, when, staked their personal ambitions upon its of
the National aihninistration.
This great
il ever, the true leelings of the heart rise
and clung to it even while it victory, almost without a precedent, is full of
perpetuity
promise for the future, and if used with modto the lips,
from Gaston and Tilden in
was going to pieces, will sink
ith it into eration and wisdom, will insure the eomplete
the North and Last, to MeKnery and Lamar
overthrow of the present faithless anil eorrupt
places "where oblivion will be kindlier administration, and
the permanent establishin tlie South-West not one objectionathan
As for the lower and mean- ment in power of
statesmen, who will

ble

Cambridge

us

and one can hardly realize what a wannparty. Be- tire,
Boston had, to see her now, nearly all reing
refusing seats to built. Some of the
are

the

Crs

let

such imitation of the discarded

persons entitled to them, it must be borne
in mind that, with a majority of seventy

heritage which Greeley and Sumner
lelt them, that’New York and Massachu-
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Cameron, of Chandler, of Williams,
of Pomeroy, ot Harlan, of Patterson, of
of

men

14
lo

Louisiana,.o
o
Maine,

44m <
]».
ci

u
o
u

2
2

Maryland.4
o
Massachusetts,
Michigan,.(.

Minnesota.o
Missouri,.y
Nebraska,.o
Nevada,.1

lcr,

When the man said that “if he must either
to Boston by ears or boat, that he would
walk,” he made a safe but very slow remark.

so

can

...

land grants and

Boston, Nov. Oth. 1874.

Now we prefer a boat; there is more chance to
say, however, that the move, and sea-sickness does not come within
result is even more complete and over- our gifts. Let us once get a meal into our
whelming than was at first reported. The stomach and it cannot be hoisted out with a
on the
great states of Pennsylvania and New government derrick. We left Belfast
and never in summer could one find
York have been carried by the Democrats Katahdin,
a pleasanter day.
The water was as smooth as
and have Democratic Legislatures, insura life insurance
agent’s story, and the boat aring two U. S. Senators. In all, twenty- rived here early Tuesday morning. A short
five or twentv-six states arc now Demo- time since a person representing a newspaper
cratic.
published not a thousand miles from your office,
In the House of Representatives of the took passage on the Katahdin, and in the next
issue of the paper, thanked the gentlemanly
next
the Democrats will have a

prevent.

party ol bribery and forgery and perjury ;
the party of dragounades and midnight
Georgia,.7
raids upon defenceless citizens; the party Illinois.5
ludiana,.:i
of Shepherd rings and custom-house rings; Iowa.u
Kansas.o
the party ol Sanborn
moiety swindles and Kentucky,.lo

the states, and will control

ol

detect llaws in the policy or mistakes
m
judgment, with a view to profit thereby. flic people, w ith the outrages on the

I mow

of its

Republican,

in its power.

to

marks uf

causes

Louis

We intended to publish this week a report of the result in the^tates that last
week held elections. But the delay of the
returns in the more distant localities will

Violent, rapacious, venal; Wisconsin,.2
ci
ii
A book which h:ul a
no policy but expediency, and
run
some
knowing
great
2
si 187
1
171 102
no
What
years ago, had the unique title
principle but that of self-perpetuation ;
in lour cl lin- stairs, vi/.
t_:ilitorma»
will he do with it :
The subject which appealing to no motives save those ol
Mississippi. New Hampshire amt Connecis now uppermost in the
public mind is popular prejudice or ot individual greed : ticut, elections lor members of Congress
the recent, astonishing
victory which lias its support was simply an army ol mer- are yet to be held, which will not matericome to the
Democracy, and the question cenaries ready to desert its standard the ally change the result.
oftenest asked is what will the now domi- moment the pay-chest was empty and
A Washington .special says ihc Democratic
nant party ill the
country that tin* people tin* coinmisary without supplies, together leaders there openly boast that they do not into seat in the next. Congress any of the
tend
have turned to, do with its
great legacy. with a horde of fanatics whom one deteat Republican
Congressmen who are elected by
Inat there will hi* jealous
was
certain
lo
I
ill’ll into a panic-stricken
\ cry small majorities.
They insist that the arwatching of
bitrary poyyer of parly discipline rvill be used
the party which lias come into
power in rabble.
to refuse such

republicans

Yolk held a

St.

however, indulges

suscitated

sent ,Miir

Shall

the House ot

YORK.
New

What

<

to be excused.

o

to

A Belfaater Looks Around the Hub.

Elections.

The

mense
hollow shell, needing but the
«<rs. 11. Niles, No. G Treuiont Street. Boston, is
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts ;
ot a lew holes in it to crumble
punching
and orders are always recognized.
Wliw. 1*. Howell it Co., 40 Park How, New
into fragments. It is not too much to
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
assume that the
Republican party of yes-

two-thirds

William Hastoti, («u\onior elect,
was expected to be
present, but a messagv w as received saying tiiat lie was so
’utiedi exhausted by tlu: labors of the earn
ii.

that lie

ly devoted

American

next

b-ign.

a

WIRT WARREN.

«•.

H

A fraction of

Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
advertisements.

introduced and received with three
routing cheer-, at the conclusion of which he
M;id that a> far as could he ascertained
up to
hat hour the pc"p'. had chosen for their next
ernor the Hon. \\ n i.ia.m (Iaston.
[Trei1 !* odous
cheering, j This, he said, the itopilbi. an
party had united with the I >eniocrats, and
troin Berkshire to ('ape ('oil the
people had by
di«
votes declared in favor ot an honest administration of State aIVaifs. He said that if
'•
1 later hour, the
glad tiding- were verilied.
to o
would have calls? for rejoicing, as their
old and loved Ma—aohusetts would have been
full} redeemed. Mr Warren then said that
a- there remained
vend more gentlemen to
"I'vaK. he w ould retire by saying tiiat he joined
in the iiuiv, r-al
congratulation of the evening,
and thanked («od that at las! .M- —aehu.-t tis
had PKCI.aKEP toll HIE liklHI.
a-

MORNING

—BY—

I'kllow Citizen's I am delighted to meet
von to-night and will talk but a few
minutes,
•l> ,ll.v voice is used
lip in bringing about what
u:i.s happened
to-day. 1 am toldtli.it 1 am elected. but that is of little
importance to what has
taken place. \\ hen the edifice ot
corruption,
which lets clung so
long around the neck of
Massachusetts like ail old man of the mountain,
begins to crumble, you mav feel sure that not
tbe first bell, but the last bell has stru k. When
of the defeat of Butler, of Ayer and of
^Vv hear
liliams. and of the election of Banks, whether
1 am elected or nor is of no manner of import'J’he triumph lias been such that 1 can
hardly take it in. and can youv It seems almost too ’much to be believed that we are to
have a Democratic Administration, and that all
ihe trumpery of the Prohibitory law is to be
dune away with. It is not a victory of
party :
the Mate lias nut been saved by
party alone,
hut by the pn.plc. We are greatly indebted to
honest Republicans for this favorable result. 1
did not consider myself to be tlie candidate of
a
party, but ot the people. 1 mean in refereurr t«i all the measures which
may come be:>uv me in m\
public life, to act in that wav
uiucl, st ems to be best for the
good of the
In this hour of our triumph we must
country.
iu»t forget
magnanimity. In conclusion, 1 have
mly to -a\ that I am delighted at the vote of
the North End. because ir puts an end to the
-lander that the North End could not be depended upon to votv as they believe.
Ik
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WILLIAM II. SIMPSON. victories, that but little has
the Republican
Editor and proprietor.
party or the

cheering. J
HON. JOfil VII

EVERY

The Late Republican Party.
Since the recent elections the columns of
the Democratic papers have been so large-

lb- raised him up. but In* hid • ••asbreathe. Mr. ( uutiiiigham w a* a xvell known
and very worthy iti/«*n of the town, who-.*

ground,
to

«

los*

ill

w

u.*

deet'lx felt.

W.-.liK

< mi

I.i'

-•

noon, l\n

•»

Drunken

men

took

J. Y. Mck'lintock's horse aud wug“ii, staniliiii1 in front of his house, and started
off on the Xorthport road. one d them was
so drunk that he fell out in a few minute^.
Pur-

jHissi's-ion

»t

mad. and the other "te- who had
with the team, w as euptu red in North11.
port, brought, hack and lodged in ail.
>a\s hi" name i- .John 1! ..rhiand. of Poston.
suit

was

kept

on

\\d

“!»s.|

\

paragraph

t

e

II

the l*rseivl

New's, published al "ail l.ahci ity, that a party
of eastern men. among them t ipt. K H. H
iman ot lid last. Were at that famous place in
Now
its peculiarities
October, investigalin
that they have trot home, their fellow citizens
w mid likwould each d.
know i -w tie
to be a saint, w ith ten w i\
apieee and a fain
•’

e-

ilr le.-ord like that

.John Io*..-<t>.

“l

a
11
vei v tew. of
radical fi len :*
inclined to make a fuss about the Memoeratie bonfire in the s.piare on Thursday eve-

few

\

were

ning. and to have it stopped by the authorities
The nigh;
»i danger by tire.
on the ground
It never occurred to thewas very calm.

gentry in years past that therefrom republican bonfires—oh.

w a<
no

any dang,
And it

hard for them to realize that the boot, i*
on the other leg*.

■

now

«'apt. Tlenry Wyman lists d' late 1- n making
many needed iitfffvovcments in the v it in it \ •(
the depot. and is building a little village of blown—ha\ lug eight buildings already, and propose* to ere* t more. His latest addition is
very neat tenement house

on

Pleasant street,

opposite the shoe factory, titled up in excellent
style, w ith every needed convenience and im
piovcnient. 1'
four families.

high elevation gives

lie

commanding
ted hv the tenants.
most

v

i<

w

toi

;i

a

and nnisi be appivc.

Attention is ■■ailed to the notices of Hiram
He has lab
jew dm- and w ateh malei
new stock “t gold and silver good*,
lv added
lam y articles. Ac.. and is offering great bar
(

|

c.>od accommodations

^ives

base,

*
gains.—Head Yndrew *’ notier he is offering t
purchasers d his goods premiums ot sheeting

and flannel.—( y Mavis continues to roeeivi
Kiver oyster f',
those delicious Provuleiie
everv boat—M. W. Mver A *011 advertise *200.
DUO feet of hard pine lumber for sale.—Kphraim
to his friends that he has
Maddocks annuunc.
a new boot and shoe store in Peirce's
Pluck aliifju epa red io gi\e e rellelit bargainW
new —i all at M
His stock i*
cork's and examine a new lot organs which lie
Those contemplating the
w ill sell very low.

opened

of >u.'h will do well by giving him
.John i. Locke, furniture dealer, succesI >. Field, ha* finished his improvesor to *
ments. anti now presents a line stock to the
public, and at reasonable rates. Head his adv
—Henry Lord, tailor, has now the latest fast*
ions in fall and winter goods, and alvvay-give*

purchase

rail.

satisfaction.

Set1

his notice.

The local Democracy were '■ ry jubilant ovei
the election new* <»f last week, ami indulged in
«>n \\ ednesday
velum
some demonstration-.
houses and shops were illmiiinaled exU-iisivelx
Among the ni***l e.nis| u mnis wa- the dwelling
M. < lint"i k. FAq.. on High street
,,f .1. \
Hlinds wen* thrown back and a flood of light
tilled from every window, while the cupola
wa< f:iirl\ abla/e with lighted candles in even
In tin* distance it looked like a huge
pant
lantern, <*r the beacon light of Democrats.
*•1 re

hair dressing saloon on Rheinv
also brilliantly illuminated, and pre-

Sitlelinger'Row

was

sented a ver\ showy appearance. Thursday
afternoon 'wu brass pieces wa re put into position on the vacant lot of the Hon. A. (J. Jewett,
opposite the resilience of the Hon. Nohemiuh
Abbott, and belched forth their applause in
democratic rounds, to the great de-

fifty good
light of the participants. The church hell*
rang out their joyful peals simultaneously with
the tir-t blast of the cannon, and the music was
kept up for hours. In the evening a huge bonfire in front of the Custom House lighted up
the Square, and was kept alive by the willing
train of wagon bodies, drawn by
with boxes and barrels, was constantly moving until a late hour. Hundreds
Later in
were present, including many ladies.
crowd.

A

boys, heaped

the evening the Band came out and enlivened
the scene with music. Altogether it was pronounced the best celebration for years, and was
1
enjoy" *'V all.

The Indians have gone.

Supreme Judicial Court.

!
silver half dollars uuder the masts
of new vessels in this city, for luck!

They put

Webster is confined to hi» bed by slow
paralysis, which lias deprived him of the use of
his limbs, and is likely to prove fatal.
(.rn.

Kielrlier i- occupying the Haraden house,
our orticc.
His office is over Kurber
A Roan’s. in (lie old location of the
Savings
Rank.
Pr.

opposiu

Th*- new ship Frank Pendleton finished load>atuada\ and was towed into flic stream

ing

Monday, v ;fi,
W ednesday.
1 her*-

Pioneer.

»’,:un

Mie sailed

famiies in this city ready to
mo\
when i|,e i «»■ •!
willing—Henry Lord
w<- mean.
On his rt pi cun lit from Mrs. Rich's
^'*nsc, in*.
-n\r number will
change quarters.
FI-.i
l''

are -;x

i' 1

Last -ecuiday Walter Tobie.
Otis Tobie. had the first two
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M. of Till,
-listed :•> Past Masters 1>.
1
Igi and 11. M.
ad W II. LlUlt.
AfM a mils and lady friends

!
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M
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Liberty Lodge K.
Thursday November
of
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i »|><-1

at

the Hall of

suit.

<

Israoi R. Li rant. Assumpstore in Knox ten months from
vs.

sit for rent of a
Jan. isos, $4() and interest.
Defense. True, I occupied
in Jail. iSGJs not ten months,

store

a

in Knox

you say, but
goods in a store then
occupied by F.lliott. and shorti\ before by your
>ou. your tenant at will, tenancy not terminated: so that there i> no implied promise.

three weeks.

as

attached

1

Reply. But you and 1 conversed on this
matter while you was in occupation, and you
expressly promised to pay me rent, it was
ten mouths before the key was returned to nn
No such conversation, no such promise.
Verdict for deft.
Johnson.
Williamson.
Belfast A Moosehead I ake Railroad VS. <>eo.
W. t’olirell.
This is one of a numerous brood
of suits against, individual sub *cribei*s to railroad stock, who have failed to pay. By agreement the testimony in the cas* is t<> be taken
in recess, and go up oil report to the full coni ’,

overseer; could not give
a legal notice ;and an answci to an unauthorized
notice does not bind Morrill. But if it he said
that it is immaterial to Morrill how she gets the
notice, and that she is bound bv her acknowledgan

say further that the majority of the
overseers did not authorize Ilayford to
furnish the board. We sa\ that the mayor ami
aldermen were the legal overseers, for she had
elected no other. The by-laws provide tiiat if
we

overseers are elected it shall be done in joint,
convention of the two bodies. The city government undertook to forma board of overseers b\
an order passed by the aldermen and concurred
in by the council, that the mayor, aldermen and

here

w

oin-

case

Pills,
Of

will be derisive ol the whole.

Potions

and Pungencies.

value than the finest gold or the :
most precious diamonds—Adamson's B<>tnni< j
( ough Bolsam.

city clerk should constitute the overseers, li
they had not joined the clerk that would ha\e

more

A Danbury little darkey refused to go to
church “kase’he didn't want to look like a huckleberry in a pan ot milk.*'

|
1

;

A case of chronic Rheumatism of unusual
severity, cured by Johnson Anod} lie Liniment.
is noticed in one of our exchanges.
A large
bunch came out on Jin breast bone ot tin* siiftercr. and appeared like part of the breast bone.
I'sed internally and externally.

Tic- sweetest word in our language is health.
At the lirst indication ot disease, use well
known and appnwed remedies. For dyspepsia
or indigestion, use
parsons Purgative Pill**,
i'or coughs, cold*. .* no or lanic siomacit use
Johnson's Anodyne J.iniment.

deft, town had notice. And for the purposes
this trial, that acting overseers, constituted
as these were, could authorize the furnishing
ot supplies and the notice.
ot

Well Indorsed.
1 In* li'l't ( oneert in aid of the Kentucky 1Abrary are not at all speculative, the institution
is chartered b\ tie* state of Kentucky. The
tirsi prize in the next drawing, which takes
plae November :»0. is **jr»o,000. It is a reliable institution and someone will get Hie money.
And tiiat there may lie no doubt as to the honesty ot its manag on-mt we cite the fact that
the best banks in Louisville endorse it, and that
(lOV'Tnor Thomas K. Brnmlette, of Loui-ville,
is general manager.
An institution so fathered
is eertainh deserving of confidence.

Fogler.

imuctment lor
Joseph l.arraiiee.
assault and battery on lii> brother, Willard F
Kendall, at Jackson, M*pt. 2od.
Plea, guilty;
vs.

lined #20. and ordered to rind sureties in >loo,
'1
-i t} -ti\
couples ae- to
keej* the peace one y ear.
An excellent snpper
Indictment for
State vs. Michael Battles.
i
i
11 voti-l ii
good time.
may hem, i. e. maiming, pulling out left eye <>i
t’.p
enlivened the even- !
t>
(diaries A\erill, at Frankfort, sept. 12th.
m- •! Pc
music: utter whieli j
Averill testifies, am keeper of a livery stable;
<v is
*n
f»i all who w is lied to, 1
left Winterport about d o'clock in the evening
1.
o
■! the giddy dance.”
Mingo
| with an
express wagon lbr my house in FrankThe j
cry nj«‘\ aide time.
fort Village, o miles, with some half dozen
Morse, W. M;
passengers. Four passenger- ngaged me to
H. « ’argil], ,T. W ; A.
<arrv them one and one-half miles further on
M
;
*. Yr
argiil, See: A. A. the mountains. Before
getting ready to take
1>; II. N. Den- these
passengers down. 1 carried them to l pii •:<
i
Smith Tvton Treat’s saloon, carried them crackers and
cheese for a luncheon; staid there about an
hour; drank two glasses of ale; Charles Page
General itiefc.
was there, ordered drinks
for the company
1

>uri.

Joseph < 'handler

neither justly, legally
technically can recover in this suit, for he had not fallen into distress; was working hard at wood chopping all
the time he was boarding with Ilayford; was
eucouraged to stay to work up a case against
Morrill, and to prevent his residence from
ripening into a settlement, (^uimby. who gave

Mate

showing

Yes. whore horses came in collision
with the defects; but that is not this rase.
Nonsuit ordered.
Murch.
Williamson.

nor

MeLellan.

own

vour

way.

board to John on the Poor Farm; that he was
ordered so to do fey certain officials of Belfast;
and that <>uimhv, the Belfast City Clerk, noti.
lied the overseers of Morrill and received an
answer hack; and yet we say that Belfast

notice, was not

On

you have no case.
lb‘ply. Towns have been held liable for defects outside of the wrought part of the high-

$28.
Defense. We do not deny that Robert Campbell. the father of John, Inul his legal settlement
in that part of Belfast which is now Morrill, on
the 21st March, 1821; that Ilayford furnished

furnished; Ud. that they were necessary; Uh,
that they were authorized, and 5th, that the

a

Defense. The alleged defect was without the
wrought part of the road. And I move a non-

March 20,1S71,

to

old Jersey heifer tor
rtlW-live dollars.

wed

..me

ai

•

January 20

from

fo: buggy or
fine thing, and
into general use.
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OI-

Campbell,

been a harmless order, for without an election
the mayor and aldermen were officially overseers; hut they joined the chirk.
Ilayford notified him, as lie says, and three others; the
three others would not he a majority, and therefore he was not authorized to furnish supplies.
The Court instructed the jury in substance.
that the pit's., to reiuver. must establish live
points: 1st. residen e: 2o. that supplies were

dl;
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J. D. Pulsifer, Reporter.
of Belfast vs. Inhabitants of Morrill.
Account annexed for two months* board to John

pair of twin
ment,
dropped tin? loth of
legal
Ifis dressed.
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BARIIOW8,

feet of the centre of the traveled part of the
road.
It had lain there two months, to the
knowledge of die citizens of Belfast.
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I'ejiiamin F. Butler, with leaves.—
[.Springfield Republican.
(itfUt

rui

Won't people slop coining into thi- office inquiring about the elections:* It is painful to go
through tin lark catalogue day after day and
hour at Lei Is* -Mir
[Kennebec Journal.
Thur-ua> toi' iiooii. in Rockland. Mr. IF
>\ aliivAM.ioieiit!;. hurled from his cardemolnag- 11. d..-li>'o aguitisi ;• picket lencc,
in i in.ii ring him quite badly.
-bT; the r* n

i-sa.iing

\

lVmaquid with porgy

l iit- first instance of a diFn/ and.
;n»m that ancient metropolis to
-Itipmthe old count r> torn* h!- two hundred years.
[< trade.

eluim lot
rect

Tin*
Societ
the
1

srii-ie*

.•Mia!*

ban it

vv
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a

Maine Mate Agricultural
ded $1400 in cash premiums
diibitors at
h of silver ware to
Idle -• »eieT\ i- #4000 better off
the

>

ear

ago.

Lewi-tuii. vve understand, will
'Hie -Li :.ai
be withdrawn from tin route to Aiaeliias the
i.imonth i;i!m>111 one month sooner
!u-t
than n n lofore, on > count of the withdrawal
oi patronage of freight along the route.
»

hief trophy of the female crutie
V an
-aile
in Miio. iu-t v.-ar. has backslidden, like
alt the other ••reformed rum sellers,” and a letter written by him to a < im-inuati concern,
ordering “o Ho/. Bottles of Beer.” is published.
A gentleman was standing in a provision
-tore in Port and smoking a
igar a few days
since, when suddenly his cigar was knocked
out >>t his mouth b\ a bullet, which entered the
wall behind him. Ii is a mystery where the

ball

came

from.

The English t\\ in steamer < a-talia, after sev*-1 ;ti
unsat isfactorv trips, has returned to the
l li.lines,
Important alterations are to be made
in the engine-, v hidi it will take six weeks to
complete. Thi- is tic craft that whs built to
obviate sea-sickness.

as

or

4

months I had declined to let him team-.

After about an hour left saloon for mv -table,
harnessed horse into the wagon, one passenger
in, another to get in. Battles rushing in without hut or cat in company with Page knocked
down one of my passenger-: i ordered him
out and he refusing to go I Jed him mi? : lie
returned, and 1 led him out again: he
clinched, ! threw him and left him; ho arose
cam
upon me suddenly and struck lie* with a
knife or something -harp, makine a clean rut
which 1 didn’t mind at lirst. but the -ear of
which still remains, lie soon sprang forward,
1 grabbed him by hi*' -hirt and he broke away
leaving parts of his shirt behind him ; he suddenly turned turned and said ••there, lake* that you
i
-on of a b-and struck me in the face,
found 1 wa- hurt fearfully and returned to mv
stable; my hostler shut the door against Batwho

wa-

following

about halt an hour and
went for the doctor who

destroyed,

through

cut

1>

1; lllll

1

.111*1

III

111

often:

w as

Att'y. for State. Jewett for d.Ti.
vs. Albert Gray.
Ca-< to recover money unjustly paid.
PI if., a lumber-mill owner in Moutvillc, says
lie contracted with dft. Dec. 2,1872; that dft.
agreed to cut from plf.’s spruce lot all the wood
upon it suitable for staves, heading or fuel, except hemlocks, and deliver the same at plf.'s
mill at 1.3.7 per cord; that they made a second
contract to clear the cellar lot in the same wav
at
per cord; that after these two jobs
were finished and paid for, partly by cash and
partly by notes, before the notes became due

opening the piles that lift,
had defrauded* him by bunking the piles of
wood,
Hunk, is not to be found in Webster,
but among lumbermen means to pile deceitfully,
s<»
a- to increase the apparent quantity in the
survey.) Plf. says dft. hauled cords of rotten
wood and short pieces, and piled them in such
leave great central cavities in the
away
piles; that reckoning the worthless rotten wood
as to

that was dosy. Piling short pieces
among long necessitates cavities more or less.
I didn't intend to bunk.
some

Reply. True, ! was glad to have the stulfnit
on the lot, but the best thing to do with

clean

wood is to burn it where it falls. I should
have defended against the note, hut. dft. sued
trusteed and tied up my funds, so that my only

rotten

l*r. < lark Johnsons Indian lllood Syrup
sold by S. A. Ilowes and < o.
‘Jwis

with

Fogle r.
liosea B. Thomas ,vs. City of Belfast. For
injury on the read leading from Poor's Mills to
Pit', says that on the lstli ol May, IsT2, in the
day time, with a kind, well broken and safe
horse, a suitable harness and wagon, i was
riding on the public highway from inv home, in
Morrill to the city of Belfast. Near Whit-

build vessels as a master builder fifty years
first
ago this year. He built three vessels the
season, and five vessels the year following. He
has continued to build from time to time ever
since, and has owned in and built, 107 different
vessels. Mr. O'Brien is hale and hearty at SI
years of age. and has already made preparations
io build a ship next year.

“Novv then,” said a physician cheerily to a
patient, “you have got along lur enough to indulge in a little <ntimnl food, and—” “No you
don't, Doctor, interrupted tlie patient “i ve
suffered enough on your gruel and other slop.
I'd starve sooner than begin on hay and oats''’

remedy is to -uie him for deceit and fm-bunking.
The jury found tliui dlt. did bunk, :tud :t--e*ised damages therefor #9.45
Wallaci

■Stoj) that cough 1

j

more's house, where the wrought part of the
road was in good condition, my horse took
fright at an object within the limits of the highway, well calculated to frighten horses, and
shied into the ditch; on being reined bac k the

the

defect,

one

head out, endwise tow ard- and within 13

was

hogshead

or

cask

lying

No

i-

ho has ever used
Hr. Morris syrup of tar Wild cherry and
Iloarhound will he without it. Asa remedy
for all throat and lung diseases, cure for < roup
and preventive of consumption it lias no equal.
Relieves hoarseness, and takes away all the
distress of whooping cough. Contains no opium
and is pleasant to the taste. Trial bottles 11)
cents—Wm. O. Poor & Son sole agents) for
Belfast. Ai.t'RKD Hooper, agent for Scarsport: A..I. Joiuiax, agent for Orland.
Mourns A Heritage,

lyrlG

one

w

Philadelphia, Proprietors.
Centaur Liniments
There is

wagon upset, threw the horse, threw me, and
the wagon fell upon me. Neither the horse,
w agon nor harness were
damaged, but I was
wounded and lamed in my shoulder, and laid
up several weeks. 1 claim compensation of
Belfast for loss of time, bodily injuries, pain
and suffering. What frightened my horse, and
a

R. \

Win. For^th Bynum A Son, Druggists, of
Live Oak. Fla., write. Sept, li'.th, 1*74, as follows; “Dr. R. V. Pierce Buffalo N. Y.—Yoiir
Golden .Medical Discovery and Purgative Relicts .sell very largely and give complete satisfaction. as numbers of our eustomeas and friends
( stily with pleasure.
Your Favorite piv>, ripion is indeed the great Favorite with the ladies
ai.d numbers can say with joy that it has saved
them form eking out a miserable life or meeting
with premature death, and restored to health
and happenoss
Thousands of w omen bless tin* day on which
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription was first
made known to them. A single bottle often
gives delicate and suffering women more relief
than mouths of treatment from their family
physician, in all these derangements causing
hack-ache, draging down sensation, nervous
and genera! debility, it is a sovereign remedy.
Its soothing and heaiing properties lender 'it
of the utmost value to ladies suffering from internal fever, congestion, inflammation, or ulceration. audits strengthening effects teinl to
correct displacements of internal parts, the result of w eakness of natural supports. 11 is sold
by all druggists
Dr Pierce’s pamphlet on Disease peculiar
to women will he s<-nt to any address on receipt of two stamps. Address as above.

on

MeLeUun.

Walking Advertisement.

Limestone Springs s- <
Pierce, Buffalo N. \ :
sir—1 am a walking advertisement for
your Golden Medical Discovery, Purgative Peljets and Dr *uge*s Catarrh Remedy, they having cured me oft 'atarrh of nine years’ standing,
which was so bad that it disfigured my nose,
and. while curing it, your Medicines also cured
me of Whnia in it< worst, and most
aggravated
form. Before useing your medicines I had become reduced in flesh from one hundred and
fifty-five to one hundred and fifteen pounds, ami
I now weigh one hundred and sixty-two pounds,
and am in better health than I have enjoyed for
twent\ years.
’fours trillv,
J. L. Ll'.MSDLX
The above is but a fair sample of hundreds of
hundreds of letters received by Dr Pierce, and
in the face of such evidence who can longer
doubt that the doctors medicines cure the worst
cases of (’hronic < ’atarrh.
TiiEjGRKAi Favorite with the Ladies.

Co.

with

ex-

Dear

1>. Cram

Kuowiton

are

A

tenced
years.and half confinement in
the workhouse at Wiscasset Jail.

Mrs. Is a re. Mood of M’aierville died, a few
days since, lrom trigh). she hud given a party
tu which a certain one (4 her neighbors was not
invited. He, in eonse<|uem-e. got drunk, went
to her house and raised a disturbance, and so
frightened her that sin remained insensible until Sunday morning when she died.

to

Ceorgie!
you smoking?”
claimed an amazed mother, who came upon her
tittle <uu a- he was puffing away at a cigar.
“N— no ma'am I'm only keeping it liglil -d for
another hoy.

a

Morrill.

Hon. Edward O’Brien, of Thoinaston, who
recently launched the ship Alida, commenced

“Why,

D

no

pain

which the

Centaur Liniments will not relieve, no swelling they will not

subdue, and
_

they

no

lameness which

will not cure.

This

is

strong language, hut it is true,
They have produced more cures
of rlieLimatism, neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy,
sprains, swellings, caked breasts, scalds,burns,
dt rheum, earache, Ac., upon the human frame,
ip I V •~7-

with
i

Having

returned to this city, ami purchased the C.
D. Field Furniture Store and Stock, would announce
to the public that he intends to sustain the
past favorable reputation of the establishment by keeping
constantly on hand a new and nice assortment of
such articles as are usually found in a

PIP ST

At the

Ladies'

GOODS ALL NEW.

Walnut Chamber Sets

1ST !

In

lii

Fl.uir,
Corn M ai,
Rye Meal.

1.lOaoujMutton per

lb.,
per lb.,
l.oMtOO Turkey per lb.,
LiaOU'Chieken per lb.,
: >0a.< uo Duck per lb.,
1 .‘'oal.-Litieese per lb..
.'•a(i" 11 ay per ton,

sLLkiOOjLamb

Rye,

Coin.

Harley,
Beans,

Marrowfat !Vn
tats,
1 etaroe
new,
Dried Apple-,

l.iliH',

17alSI.Sheep Skiic,

Lard,
Reef
Baldwin

Veal,
Dry Cod,

rToal.d,

18M.

HALL’S
SUBSTITUTE FOR CASTOR

Custom House

Hayford Block,

«

GREAT BAR<

A

House

ii-ML

Sq.

j

FIX/.' SILVER

East Indian Remedies.

I-■

Introduced via San Francisco. California. thence to Maine, and now Sell-

ii M< HI

$9 00

city

GOOD CLOCK FOR $1.50.
large stick ot !• INI li W: i l.A and
(dnjl)S. lVrsoi.nl atteuiioi, aifii t-» r*
pairing Watches, clocks and I. w
Aim*
KAMT

|

ORGANS!

HI It A \[ >11
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A

Opposite American House, IVlia

Al.l. AMIM'.I

l

1

No
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RUSH !!
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MANHOOD, eti
-u).piling fu- nwunt"/ Self( nr,. V* ritten b> omwho cured ii i Hi -ell Sift el' undergoing C./itsUh-rubfi
pi acker; uml -cut free on receiving a pu.-.t pMd .ii
reded envelope.
Sufferer :u invited lo nddres- the author.
X \ I HAND I. M
FAIR,
f-uiolo p
1*. o. Hox Kd, Brook I > ii N ^
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I
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at
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inch
tlannei
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ure

I,•

I'l'.-tu have

■SoilI N. K
M will'
1 I’ll.!
nedicim-- thsit will cure Pulmonaiv
t ‘onsunip: i .no
li*'po-ntly medicines thut -tup a
cough w ill occsi ion the death of tic pat lent tin
lock up the liver, -top the circulation of the blood,
hemorrhage fulluvcu, and in fact, fh< y clog the ad ion
of the very organ- that caused tic eon on.
j.l.tr
Complaint and Dyspepsia are the- causes of two
third-of tin ea-»■■-"l < on-umptiou. Many persons
complain of a dull pain in the s
mstipat >i
coated tongue, pain in the shoulder-blade, leelingof drewwine. and restless ness,the food lying heavily
on the -tomueli,accompanied with acidity and belch-vintoms usually originate
ing up wind. I h.
from a disordered condition of the stomach or a
torpid liver. Person- -o affected, if t hey take one mtwo heavy colds, and it the cough in these cases be
suddenly checked, will find the stomach and hv*r
clogged, remaiiiin#. torpid and inactive, and almo
before they are- aware the lungs are a mass of sore-,
and ulcerated, the result of which 1- death.
vchencR’.- Pulinoni. Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain opium or anything calculated to
check a cough suddenly. Sehcnek's Seaweed Tonedissolves tiie food, mix. s with the gastric juice- of
the -tornaeh. aiu- digestion and creates a ravenous
appetite. When the bowels are costive, skin sallow
or the -ymptom- otherwi-e ol'a bilious
tendency,
Sclenek's Mandrake Pills are required
l'lie-e
medicine.- are orepared only b\
J. H. SCHEXCK & SOX,
X. 1 corner Sixtligand Arch streets, I’hih..
And are for sale by all druggists and dealer.-.
Dr. Sehenck will he at the Qpini v llorsj Boton, on the following Ui. >\i -n.wOctober;:':
and Mst. Nov ember 1th and 1stli, and December
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LATEST STYLES!
J. M. FLETCHER, M. D.,

PHYSICIAN A:

«

PROVIDENCE

RECEIVED EVERY BOAT

G. T. FLETCHER,

MUSIC !

Vn

At all

PINE LUM
BER, consisting of Boards,
/I
Deck Waist and Outboard Plank of all widths and
thickness, Timber Masts and Bowsprits.
D. W. lO ER &, SON.
Belfast, Nov. it, 1874,—4wifi.
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Western Market*
.,ud Novelties in

again,

in

FULL LINE !

at

Sale!

of the new houses with
one acr«* and a half of land, situated on BelTerms F.asv. Enquire of
mont Avenue.
GEO-G. WELLS.
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announce :o

tin- Ladies that ill

Paisley Shawls, Sacques,

CHASE’S.

Sc,

They will oiler to the trade

RARE BARGAINS !

WORSTED
W
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Shoos & It libbers

JACKETS !

li:iv
m:i*\-arrangements w ith ail experienced
K N1 T 1 t ill, and will be enabled to show our customers, the neatest WOK>TLD .IAOKLTS
ve.-u in the market.
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BANKRUPT

a

In the matter
Ill

Stock of Leather

always

on

hand, also

Bags
Trunks, Valises andW-Traveling
T. COLBURN
Belfast, Oct. V, 1*74.—Hwl7
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tremendous

String Hand!
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H.

HAVENER,

Maine.
>•!

Ql ARTEKS

&-c.

Prompter,
A I

HAVENER S OYSTER SALOON !
PIERCE S BLOCK, Belfast, Me,

t'nital Stale* for the

N'fsMl III

^

,,

Buukrupts.
hereby given

>

nipic\ in said District, (or tin- purposes named in
the :;tli ami J8th section- of the Bankrupt Act of
March 1, 1807,
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.
2wU»
Belfast, \ov. \», 1".' h

Freedom Notice.

BUTTON BOOT!
good

< <>urt

NOTICE”

1,1 Bankrupt,}.
VTOTIi E Is
thnt the second and
aA 1 Ui1 gem-rai meetings of the creditors of said
I husk runts will beholden at the Custom House, in
Belfast. in said l>istrict, mi the seventeenth day of
December, A. D. 1874, at two o’clock. P. M.. before
ciiarb
Hamlin, Es.p. one of the Registers in Bank
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as

BOOTS!

»N li A \

>F

BALLS, PARTIES,

In Hn hist,;
district oi

<

<

F1KST CLASS Ml SIC FCRNI'IIED F< »K

MKN’S BOYS’ & CHILDREN’S

CALF

any part of the City

BURKETT'S

Havener's

SHOE STORE.
give

at

We invite our old friends to call.
C alvin .i gray
v
i»a i iekso.-,
Belfast, Aug. 20th, ls?L—tlT

W. T. COLBURN S
I have a
manufacturers and am prepared to
gains as can be found in this city
stock of

us

LOW PRICES I

anr

CITY BLOCK.
large portion of my stock directly

of

free of Charge.

Is

TRUNKS £ TRAVEUHG BAGS!
prime -lock of tin
price--, call at

"STORE!

A Team will deliver all ai’ticles

LEATHER & FINDINGS !

li you want to see a
tide-, and at very low

MARKET

UNDERSIGNED hav e purchased the stork
JL and trade vf the Meat and Grocery >i re ter
merlv occupied by SAN lb >1\N & S I APllE.S in Tele
graph building, corner of Main and High streetwhere they will keej ever} thing in the meat and
vegetable line that the season aJlbrds. Also gro
ceries of all kinds.

purchased

And -how them the Largest Assortment oi -he-e
tri.o'l- ever •seen in in I last, the nrice will rang
•Voin $8.00 to 350.00

<

-a,---—

MEAT

tttf

rpui:

respectfully

1 Inn-

CUTLERY. POCKET KNIVES
sriss'ons, ufa /;s\ a\/j na/a
II IK AM < II V-d!
all warranteil.
<
»pp. American Hou

hard

or

AND REAiL

H. H. .JOHNSON & CO.

GROCERY

FINE COIN SILVER SPUONS
NEW PATTERNS
‘JEWISH ANTIQUE'

H

For Rent

GEN T L E IVl E INT

pyOur Su.ii‘It in nil Departments is
l arge and Attractive, and prices will he
made Low to Cash Customers.

Principal.

prices
Violins, Bangos. Tumborines. Accordeimc, v>ncer
tinas,Flutes, Fifes,Flagoletts. and all kinds <d musiUennine Italian V iolin
cal instrument trimmings,
I11RAM UlA'-K,
String warranted by
Upp. American House, Belfast.

Sq.

Lumber Eor Sale!
QAA AAA* FKKT

in this eity.

ever

j

tM

MUSIC V.

NEW STOCK !

(J. R, J > AVIS'.
Block, Citatom House

«'T

And other popular manufactories

-•

am'

'•pill.

RIVER OYSTERS! COWHIDE,

Hayfortl

TO' K

Sheeting, Prints,
Blankets. Batting.
House-Keeping Goods.
Cassimeres from Warren,

CASTINE, ME.

SURLEON, Boots,

Belfast,

23d uit., Capt. Seth Curtis, aged 75
years, 5 months and 2(5 days.
In Camden, Oct. 24th, Mary Ellen, wife of Frank
E. Russell, aged 25 years and 10 months.
in Thomaston, Oct. 25th, Donald McDonald, aged
bl years and y months.
In Appleton, Oct. 31st, Joseph G. WentwoMh,
aged (38 years, (3 months.
In Cushing, Oct. 31st, Mr9, Susan A. Miller, need
37 years, 10 months and 12 days.

j

'•

Will titnl as ( uij ete an Assortment nt
floods for underwear as is usually
Rockland Me,
11 und in a Furnishing St re.
-I

Robinson, City Drug Store,

Owing

Also tine

-Hi

1S7I

Ill this city, Nov. Hit. In Rev Albert A. I <u i, .Mi
Mas-., and M.
lJavhl II. Mago*>n. of Luwrenc*
Josephine M. Littlefield, of Moutv ill*.*, M*
In Lincolnville, by Fred R. Dunton, L-ij Mr. A! J
i
bel t R. Young and Mi'S Tennie G. Lovert, both of I
in Camden, Oct. 2bth, Edward D. Harrington <d
Camden. and Belle F. Pendleton of Lincolnville.
In Rockport,Oct. 24th, Georg* A.Dtr. is, and Mi
Marne.
11. .Mahoney, both of Camden.
M. (‘ >l«*ni:iii, and
In Lincolnville, Oct 21st, 1
< ’dice over Furber .Sc
Ht an
store. Residence on
Annie R. Rowe, both of Lincolnville.
114
hurcli street. t»ooo-ite tin .Journal Office
-md
In Rockland.nct. 27th, Mr Georg** R. lieu*
Miss ..Lizzie L. Wentworth, both of Cauiden. U t
21th, Edgar 11. Ingalls and Jennie A. Robert*-, both
NEW STOCK
of Rockland. Oct. 24th, Isaac M. Hatch of Brew eg
and Laura Green of Rockland.
ELEGANT SILVER WARE.
In North Haveii, Nov. 1st, Mr. George S. Brown
Just received by
of North Haven, and Mi-s Abbh* S. (^uLin of Eagle
Island.
HIRAM CHASE.
In Yinalhaven, Oct. 2bih, Mr. Joseph N. Robbins
IU autilul I a Service. 0 pieces, only $46, also Urns,
of North Haven, and Edna S. Banks of \ inalhaven.
1 ’itoilers, Castors, Cak< Fruit, Preserve, and Butter
In Yinulliaven, Oct. 31st, Mr. Very E. Libby and
Dishes, Card Receivers and Vases, Fickle .Stands,
Miss Lucy C. Smith, both of \ inalhaven.
t ups and
Syrups, Toilet Setts, Jewell Caskets, NapIn North Haven, dst ult., Mr. I avid B. W. Mon
kin Rings, Knives, Turks, spoons Ladles &e-, of
d
roe of Lincolnville, and Miss Ida ,C. Wooster
s and workmanship desirable Tor presdid
stvlt
spier
North Haven.
Please call
ents and wedding occasions.
In VinalUaven, 17th ult., Mr. John Bunker ami
opp AMERICAN HOUSE.
Miss Lydia Ames, both ot Vinalhaven.
In Vinalliuv* n, Dt inst., Mr. Charles A. I\av and
Miss Mary E Colby, both of Vinalhaven
In Ellsworth, 1st inst., Mr. John R. Clough and
Harriet V. Darling, both of Bluehill,
In Gouldsboro, list ult., Mr. Joseph V\ Staples
and Miss Ellen .Stanley', both of Swan’s Island. Mr
Simon M. Gorden of Franklin and Miss Abide A -b
of Gouldsboro.
In Bueksport, 21st ult.. James \V. Palmer and Mi
Charlotte K. Holt, both of Bucksporr.
A 1

son, aged lb years, and H mos.
In Prospect, Oct. 20th, Robert ( lark, aged 77 vr*.
In Gouldsboro, .Sept. 20th, Mi-. ID* t*r Ann
Weare, aged (52 years. A worthy wile, uit tlier and

Is the very 11.■-1

LARGE TRADE

WINTER TERM will open Dec.
JL continue ten weeks. Tuition and man
Books T ret-. Board in families and chib- >--:i
For particulars address,

~

Ladies’ Underwear,

1

NORMAL SCHOOL! G. W. Burkett & Co.
j
:«'H

I'.ellhst, Nov. 11,

>1’ It

Belfast, Oct.1, 1^71.

|
To

and at Bottom Pi.ti t

!

(;l\n

At reduced Pries at VI1 \SL’S.

Obituary not ices, beyond tne JUtie, A teme uvd Aye
must be paid for. j
In this city, Oct. 28, .Mrs. Eliza L. Haves, age V
Jn this city, Nov. 2d, Win. IE, son of J G. Ander

*

|

A. ANDREWS.
Hid bring it with you
:t

la all varied*

j

\

B!k.

CLOAKINGS !

i

I..!

Main St

STATE

OV EU< (TAXINGS

in

DIED.

j

a

or

uly

J. E.

|

j

V.isal Y.rToliek.Momudi
l*<uia w ith bou';li or Atiluua

*s 4 s

lull assortment of

a

JET TRIMMlnG GOODS.

88

mivtiirev

sroclv ol' Dol' Bl.I
& > IX111.1
and single pistols just rill be sold niix\per than ever bv
HIRAM CHAsi:.
Opp. American House, Bella-d.

A i’KKSll SI PIMA OK FINK

housand-

Iiruggist
lyspStf

Without exeej lion the \i*ry best made.
We offer

would

MARRIED.

neighbor.
In Bucksporr,

$

CLOVES!

IS rail

Duns.
Vl.ARC.ii:
Revolving

JUST

KID

ijiiem M a«*i».

inediniie for infant*

Hayforii

illllHSO.X'S SKVMKSSaml MUM

AT WHOLESALE

!

(.1 \s

II A

i* of all others

olil b\ ..11

.tcute

in

<

Clothing

4*r‘ in tlii
imoalo

H. L. LOR D
—

1

OPPOSITE THE POET OFFK I

.v-51

se no i. n

i.mi.-s r

in

fll

.41*!*' BS 8 EXT

■

Bo9tcn

WOODCOCK’S Bookstore.

lvv!-

Ij

I)OX' T FORUET THE FI. ACE

attention.

the

Li.n

complaints

LI HI MEN I,

we

\

:•

MENS

extend our invitation to
tiiooe that hare not got ORGANS but
those that ha ve, as 1 w ish to to make
my
Organs popular, and you will all be

Pain in the back,
or

K('|.|?VC

is<!

« -ids nix ion. n<iina 1,1
lro'.il(h v. eueiioo or defiriv nci«**
thereof. Nahouer of inflammation of
levilill o(“.ms. dcm^ei of life allv>
viator ad«»i»f»*d for ronn^orolil.
Tii A R USifi: A mimI 111 %E.4T^in

■

piNL

oiilv

not

stomcuh, Bilious

-ay, the Ifoi
I'anai a
and

\ |,

in

a

-•

U

lo all persons suffering
from Rheumatism, Neu-

ralgia, Cramps

<

is

-.

You

3iu

orC

BLAVI it < >VLB< < V T
i $20.00
i $16.00.318.00
s Vi SBC B V
I11M till.LA *\ Li.' -A I
Bound with Silk Bin lug. onl\ u. "i
1
cti and
!
vd- of colton cloih or tlanm 1 fn-e of ,-liii'/*
ALT Wool (. HIM. II! Li -A A Vi 1.1 {
OX L V $1.90.
1MM. ALL Wuof. WuRsTl.l) v 1* V e -\.\1
OA Is x VF.s l v. 1 atest style, •.i. 1
I"
i;
|" DOZ. SHIK T> AND DIxAU
• J*
ceived
Selling at 30 t~ each.

doing

!

Of
-»r ■

,|

a

w

One Hundred Oozen

{

nr ATSlUTK for Liver 4 tfVrfioisft
uerall*
S'jnlejrkv !onV of Tlriuorv.
«V c
A»

35-00

'XI.

niM'.UKOHX

Before purchasing d<> not lail to make me
a
all as jon will saw join money b\

BIROPi Y

i'ft

36 00

charge.
KM XL 14LI L M< »>> <>\Y BhAV Eli t»Vi-.R<
m. and
all wool, only
14
x..:
1
•lot!, or flannel free ol charge.

.it;,,

ii Hr. I 55 ft ?.«- 8
or SSejs*.

1

Iv. Hr XXI.: "VI i!l (l.x

X-

free
hai
ill.AI K BLAVKR

ards

u

■

>

o'

(’i;s :
I-K> "A i

\x

I^INL
flv’.j'r mill
of

ONE THIRD LESS

re*N.<r MOTION C-VX HI. CPKEJ'.
III N< I-■ 1*1 I.MONK -YKl r*,
->
III \< K
S] ,\\v i;i.l) I INK
>n 1 y

Selling for

j

1,1

cloth
ohai ye.

cotton
tree ot'

■

j!

*k.

■

'ST. ic.ih* «*r ( Inoiin
BUR R* n ,4'» ■ <
(UnrMIVTft
or
luroilic

■

any

rti:"
;
:

i

lict'

n-i -'i;i^ ot about .'.on
shirting il.inmd
I
orrh
go
person purchasing .•?'■
the toll'.•wane' price- ud reeeivi 4 •.d-. of

ol our

I'o

><

s t < >rk,
Koakland, Me

1

7'

iO.()(M
lei\d-.

13i<

;

ii •:. I H-i.mmIi*
R;
rejit. enTc'l in
I VI
1*1*1 l><
? V I-RKJMREl#,
A
•ucli “in Imvlujf j11;jiiric
nml principle* innately
iii
ii.'!
name !•<
Ii-tin-ei'h ‘ali -f them,
n lien
i. 1- ;i number •ienotinu
:il" I- I “’! h*- b et !■
■n-'ln
t '“!■••• Mini r.i
t:ik* ii, mi*I nr*- to: the re-

BOSTON CLOTHING STORE

nil

<

\'civet, Felt and Straw Hats, entirely n<
in tashiou
Feathers. Birds, Flowers
.V Laces fi r Tkimmix*.. at Wholi
sale and Retail

for the State

Agent

!.

r|^HI-

ORGANS! GRAND

i >i:i
St

Main

28:7

a

AT MIL

w ahnix
ll I i.

Will
Suffer ?

J. E. ROBINSON.

’\

A

ORGANS!

MILLINERY GOODS.

Commercially by

ing

25.00.

LEVER

"M.v

OIL.

Mi.n \N:
Dl.P.iLi rV,

In all the latest Nos cities. Designs, 1
rics and shades. Also Colored MerinoBlack Thibet, Black Cashmere, Brdliantines and Mohairs, anil at price
much lower than ever hct'orc ■.•liered

4 A I NS

S UK OUR

Why

Dress Goods

I

Sq.

LADIES’ GOLD WATCHES !

O. !R. DAVIS’.

A

Are the

Wish to call tin* attention of ( n-noii is
to thi-ir Kxtkx»ivf. Srm K of ,\ \V and

GPIASE'S :

A T

1".

,..

II. H. JOHNSON*CO.

A T

I

o

BUSHED

Footprints.

Sfasoxaiii.i:

—

The most reliable and salt egt table substitute
<'as»or <>il ever compounded.
Instantly rHievrolio, ’ramps. I)i»rrh-ra and all diseases of Cliildi en
Let hiug. Cuu.-e- natural ami healt'hy -h-ep, lm
re-t io mother and child, regulate- ihe bowels, a-siutiilates the food, and build- Tin- child right square
up from iifering, puny weak lie s, to strong and roIm-t health. A perfect Ml’.DK INE ( HE-I’ 1 »• K
< O, is, bv all
Ul'R LI ill I.
».M S
oNI.\

n

Observe These

RECEIVED EVERY BOAT

LOCKE

Hayford Block, Custom

Opening!

elsewhere.

purchasin';

RIVER OYSTERS!

RECEIVED EVERY BOAT

>

stock ot

iOFlIAS!

&

Autumn

RIVER OYSTERS!; Watches Hi'aliminical .Moonplant

TRAVELERS.

our

ttjrnh'.ui:\rnrii rm: place.m
TO Main Street, Belfast Mo.
A. B. MATHEWS.

r( i:

Smo-lu.

....

dealt

tf!S

PROVIDENCE

PltOVIDENfiE

or

attention to

U. \\. Ill I!Kl.l l & CO.

HIRAM CHASE
Opposite American H-a

•

NOTICES.
TO

In,

Xov.

..

special

To those who have to purchase 1 would say I ha\e
them all grade-,* from Uie lowest price that th**y can
possibly he sold lor, to the nicest WALM 1 and
K< )SK\Vo01>.

1

leave the City of NEW 5<>KK,
save aunovance and expense of carriage Dirt and
<>
\
at
the
II1
!S l\IO\ liom.
stop
posite the tlRA.Mi CENTRAL DEPOT, it has over
•TiO elegantly furnished rooms and is titled up a: an
Elevator, steam and aii modexpense of $900,000
ern improvement-.
European Plan. 1 lie Ml;i
T Al II
tfT*. 1 -urn-h < uunter and Wine lb-mnare -applied with the best tin markets can fiirni-h.
1 In- cuuine is unsurpassed. Room- fora single pm
i
son, $1,7.0 and $-7 per day, rich mitt < foi tamiiii
proportionately low, so that visitors t" tin Ho and
travelers can live more luxurimislv. for less mom v
ut the (..RAND I
than at am other tir-t
Hotel in the city, Mage- and Curspn-s t ie lime,
< i’y.
(.. E. X W
every minute for all parts of ti
I
1). (i A RR i■-< >\ Managers.
| C
?;

you vi-it

J. L

M.OOaC
4
.fs.« c.‘»

ao straw

IMPORTANT

■rpHK

Caskets I

£lj.O( ms Co

Still1 Hard Wood.
'.a.t'Ki Soft Wood,
7u" Dry Pollcck,

A; of-

SPECIAL
Win

Wool,

Hides,

Url'niv

AT CHASE’S.
LA R< KST >T<)( K in ••very variety of nine
JL and adapted to all conditions ol the KYI-..
Particular attention given to lifting. .V v Cl."-<s
St t in Old Frames, tine SCOTCH PLBB1.F u.dt.er
man Lon.-e* in Cold, Silver and Steel bow.

Sa9
Ida IS
Ida Hi
Both wood and metalic
any style, and t Or'FIN's
IdalO
constantly on hand, or readily obtained.
Ida 15
MB. il. 1* Hankerson an experienced cabinet nut
Id
£ Ida
;
1. -,’UaO.U) k*ir and first rate- upholsterer is always oil hand
"hero work in his lino is required to be done with
f.aOO
neatness and despatch, for lie is one who well un::>a00
derstands ail the detail of the business.
T.'iatO
it o“ Rem ember tht place and number, old Stand
7aoo
of C. I >. Held, No. 11 Fhurilix Row Belfast.
1 ia"o

C

'.Oad-tjPulled
.'al3

SPECTACLES!SPECTACLES ! I

nice assortment ot

a

CASKETS

BLANKETS

Best thing in Market of the Kind.
Brackets, Picture Frames, Tables of all
Kinds, &c., &e.

Burial

1 would call

!,Oi>K AT OH! STOCK OK

Wire Net Mattress !

PRICE CURRENT.
for the Journo!.
i.i Asr, Wednesday, Oct ‘.'I, I>74
luaou
"iial.t.oOdbiund 11 og,
^ I.loaOUideur Salt Pork,
: J*'a-S

Also

BLANKETS!

Spring

OF

KINDS

prices.

our

!^71.

>XsTAXTLY (>N HAXI*.

BEDSTEADS.BUREAUS. &c.. &c.

CATES & STICKENY.
lfust, Now

B'

including

tl

( <

our

can

We are now prepared to mend rubbers without
l‘A iCUIV.. by a ne.\ process.
We are the only
"nes in town w ho hold the right to mend rubbers by
11 si new iio tuition. Bring in your rubbers and try it.
under .lot rnai. oi I 1-;. Custom Hou.m-

EPHRAIM MADDOCKS,
Belfast, Xov. I,

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !
ALL

goods only of tin- best makers
'<11 them as low as any tirm
in this city.

purchase

and ask

Is^Pleasc (.’all ami K\amine_£.;

IN ATIO 1ST .A. Tj

rc> !<

ni

CALL AND EXAMINE

—

•

<HAMBER d PA L OR S VI TS.PATil. OR
TABLES MARBLE d WOOD TOR,
HAT TREES. WHATNOTS, WRITING DESKS. WORK TABLES
mal LOOKING GLASSES.
EXEX SION TA B L ES
d SIDE BOARDS.

Boots

English Walking

SCOTCH EDGE. Till- is something
tirely new and cannot fail to suit

the stock which he
living prices
♦

to

*

Ware's Best Button Boots !

P.

and

_

the lowest

at

-SUCH AS-

Griershon’s best French Kids.

We

quality

making large additions
will sell

IIA it la AI AS ! Rubber Goods of all Kindsf

Furniture Store I 1UMHI

BELLAS!

And Is

Best Hand Made, Boxed Toed calf Boots!

above mimed, which will be
sold at

place

MAIN STREET

70

MEN'S & BOYS THICK BOOTS !

ogk|[

s t

BLODGETT & CO.’S

STOCK OF FURNITURE!

to

Boots, Slices & Rubbers,

CLASS

What-Nots,

A

goods

-O F

ih«-

incurable disease. Lassitude, Weariness, Sadnc>'. Aching of the Limbs indicate nervous disarrangement, the forerunner of many organic
and runetional diseases. The early employment ot Fellows Hy popln.-pliites will effectually ward off .such maladies.

in capable

lect* it now or not. The jury in twent, minSenutes returned a general verdict-of guiltv.

plf. discovered

m

man who heeds not the
warning ot pain
suffering, which always precede** maladies,
often becomes, through indolence, the victim ->1

as evidence on the question of intent; that it is
li
not a question of memory, but of intent,
he was iii a state* of voluntary intoxication, as
he claims, that is no defense; if, at the tine- he
struck Averill, he intended to put out hi- eyhe is responsible for his act. whether he recol-

Ira

ard from the *c.-iv?ai

The

intention; that lie knew nothing
bmiiing
of wind took place there, and at most should be
held only for assault and buttery.
The court instructed the jury, in substance,
that an intent must be proved in order to a
conviction; that tlwy might consider his act

Fogler,

*

or

an

to two

luliow mg

JlsOcKe

111

“Will you take a kiss?” asked a young beau
his swt etbeart, as In passed the plate- of e«»dIeetioneiv at the table. -Why Augustus''' e\elainn-d lb* 1»1 u«I)i11;fair one,--not la-fore* all
these people!”

do not remember when I finally left the

ot

>

ot

saloon, or anvthing that occurred nfterw anls.
Complainant denies tiiat lie «.*;• Patties w-re
intoxicated.
Jewett contended that Hatties

kept p<ofv| 1 v dry
spring in a ait the

Relief A >soeiali<ui speaks for itseli.
I’h.- drawing will take place without doubt
uptick Masonic Relief Association. )
Norfolk
a., October rtutli. 1*71
\
At :! meeting oft be Board of Directors of the
Ma*■ onie Relief A*-sori:ttioii, held t<»-nig:it, the
following resolution' was adopted:
Resolved. That we give to the public our
official ..S'lirm;
that our Grand tiift Concert
will positively be held on the 19th day of N«»vember. 1*1-1.
previously appointed, and will
under no circumstance.' bc'postponed*
llem y \ Moore, Sfteretarv
[Signed],
Norfolk Virginian October 31st, 1*71

IS

was

long terms.

In the famous Lincoln County divorce suitof
Emma G. (.all, libellant, vs. Dr. Moses (.all, in
which a divorce was decreed eighteen months
ago, Judge Dickerson after two days’ hearing,
awarded to Mrs. Cull #13.450. This amount
included the support of a minor child, the custody of whom was given to Mrs. Call.

l !it

years of age; was arraign. <1 for
drunkenness the night before; vivv Averillat
Treat's saloon, drinked twice, lb was intoxicated, as were most of the party, i drank
lie

it that i- alwayliiep
t- a running
V w at. ii.
is

Card to the Masonic Fraternity and the
Public in General.

M:

II Ismail

Tin Fniuii >il W -i k< at. South Bristol are
be -ol ! tie -e kid.h r- at public auction
unless previous)' disposed of at private sale,
IT
<»wiug t*. great expense,
Thursday, V
r pai»i and the stockholdthe work- ha*&
:»t almost any price.
1“
ers are deterxnlN

The Bangor jail -orksbop ha been leased by
Messrs. Blake A Dole, proprietors of the Huriow street planing uml moulding mill.
The
price- to he paid the minty In the lessees of
the laborers is fifty cents a ihiv for short terms
of imprisomn-ut and eighty eeiits a dav for

A

ment.

haul

■Hue

time

up: remained there
the crowd dispersed:
found that my eye \vuwith a -harp instru-

The Salem t.azette saw- that almost everybody is Miti.-ii* -i with tin* result in that district,
including those who voted for Butler “The
feeling i- general that a heavy yoke has been
lifted fr* m the n* 1;-of tic peoph—that a heavy
iken
*m the public mind.”
-ad has if en

The Austrians hav< had something new—a
)><
show. Eighty persons competed fur the
|.ri/.»- offered for the most extraordinary nasal
prominence, in form, size and color, first premium went to a Vienna man, possessor of what
b stated to be a gigantic nose, of a deep violet

What

j|n e w

Cattle 1302. Northern Cuttle and Working Oxeu and
Milch Cow
3G3. F.a stern Cattle,
A I REASONABLE RATES.
Prices of Beef < attic, per 100 lb*, live weight, t vtra quality 87 23a7 70, first
SO 00u7 oo;
Among tin- many articles that may he mentioned,
second quality 80 OOaO 37 ; third quality $3 23a3 70, 1° " hi oh special attention is called- are new, nice and
poorest grade of coarse < '\en, Bulls, Xc\, 83 00:.o oo. rich
Brighton Hide- 8U3.1 ze per lb. Brighton 1 allow
dad 1-2 per lb.
u*c per lb.
Country fallow
Country Hides-7
3 l-2a6c p* lb.
A N 1)Calf Skins lnulbc prr|lb. Sheep and 1 amb sk''i«
73CU$L83.
Oxen
«*
V\
Working
quote sales of lpr, gtli ft f r
f pr, e. It. !o in
•s in. *1
8103; I pr,; i'i. iu‘o0, 1 pr,
1 pr, >■ ft.,
0 ft. d in.
in., 8 hit*.
Chamber set." in
bestuut, Ash and Pine, with
store ( at lie- Yearlings $1 la 14 ; two year olds sjC'»
rich ornamentation, or plain, as may tv d>
ui7 three year olds 82-'*a
per head.
sired; Sofas, of various patterns and
Milch Cows We quote extra at sVnf. o. *,:vdnar\
tyles ol upholstering. Chairs of all
8‘-3a3u per head.
kinds, Walnut Sideboards, &c.
sheep and Lambs—front the West there was a
light supply, all owned b\ butchers costing, at
Brighton, iVotti ! '.’an !-4c per lb. f rom Maim- om j
Mirrors, Bedsteads,
butcher had lsoo head, which cost, front 3aC per lb.
j
Beds of Various Kinds, Mattresses,
From the North there \va> a lighter supply and jirices !
full as good as last week.
the
1
Swim- store Pigs wholesale,—7aSc per lb
re.
tail, 7 i-’Ja'.U'. p*-r lb Fat Hogsj'.y'soo at market; 7 14
a7 I2e per lb.

!

although

me

and the cavities, there should he a deduction
made of forty cords from the spruce lot and
something for rotten and small cedars.
Defense. Plf. instructed me to cut clean and
T did so; didn't intend to haul rotten wood; did

to

n«» I'a-t, no West, so lai as the ojiportu
desire- t.! afford to all a chance io sreiMv
fortune.
V.
part ii-ulars address II
Mo 0*0 Srct.j \i h‘ A Norfolk Ya...'»r Pram-li
( dlii e. is ami so Bro.mwav N. ^ .(
iiy.

angrily

ik

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
Wkonksday, .Nov. 4
At market for the current week— Cattle JZOtilf, slat p
ami Lambs 8,474; Swim- I4,00o; number ot Western

South,
n;t\

:

store and examine these

—

New ami Fresh Stock!!
J.

our

HAS BOUGHT OUT

We ha\e an entirely new stock on hand for the
Fall ami Winter trade comprising among many
other-

The subscriber respectfully announces
the public that he has just put in a

—WITH A-

the bow els, cure w ind-colic and produce natural
sleep. Ii contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not cr.v and mothers ma.v rest.
lvl-S

ujaOO Calf Skins,

Southern Outrages.
.Southern outrages are uvpientiy mentioiieti
m politiea! newspapers, but we
b w <iftlio.-t
papers calling atitention to the fact that tben- is
an Association chartcretl by tbe
legislature- of a
Southern State
n
the purpose <»t building a
Masonic '1 emple in the city .»t Norfolk \ a.. oy
giving a (• rand (.it! Concert on die Puli of No\
inliei m xt.
I’lii- Association in endeavoring
to accomplish its object, know
no North, iu

CMIITRC 11 STI1KET.

STORE!

LATE OF Tin: FIRM OF

FIELD & MATHEWS,

don't fail tovis.it

•XT/

OL D

A. B. MATHEWS

pronounce

MECHANICS,
WORKINGMEN,

No. 2. Peirce's Block.

—OF AN

one

KMEllS,

FA

OPENING

NEW

regulate

I

>

s.

CAsroitiA !• more than a substitute for Castor Oil.
It i* the only safe article in existence
which B certain to assimilate the food,

Rutter,
Chees.

Pikk's Tut >ti!- At ’it k 1 »uurs—Cure in one
minute.
It has been di-covered that the jointed ri-hi n g rod w a- invented because one an'l bide a
long :ine pole under Ids coat Simduvs

treated and I was dissuaded from pursuing:
saw deft, there: had no words with him; he
was not on good terms with me because for
•»

>

da\

to the number of urinks.
who offered to refer the question to me. Page
said that he would not leave it to that son of a
b- any wav.
I started to go for him, he re-

disputed with Treat

BOOTS & SHOES!
and with liardiv:*n *-xv. -ption every
them the best stock in town.

Sells. A. W. Ellis, Ferguson, Bangor.
Malabar, Welch, Fall ltiver.
Janies Holmes, Ryder, Ellsworth,
Helen Maria, Prince, Portland; Geo. P*.
Ferguson, Ferguson, Ellsworth.

4.

7.

.,

Eggs,

at*
'•uttering from Coughs
and other throat and lung diseases, could read
iln letters continually r-'cieved form all the
ountrv, giving the details of eases similar to
their own that have been cured bj Malk's
Honkvoi HuRKUor.Ni. aNI T vR. the demand
for that life-saving specific. \ a -t as ii i-, would
be doubled.
It never tails
No cough can resist its traiKjuiliziug influence. it strengthens
weak dings and prevents the possibility "t tubercular eou-ump'ion.

Nov.

gratis, to any one requesting it. One
bottle of yellow w rapper Centaur Liniment i>
w orth one hundred dollars for swoenied horses
and mules, or for screw-worm in sheep. Stockowners—these liniments are worth your attention.
.No family should be without them.
“White wrapper for family use;" Yellow wraptn)
Sold by all Druggists,
per for Animals.
cents per bottle; large bottles, sjjl.oO. J. B.
Rusk A: Co. 53 Broadway. New York.

cipe. An

celebrated

1ST E W

SAILED.

1000 certificates of remarkable cures, including
frozen limb*, chronic rheumatism, gout, running tumors, Aie., have been received. We will
send a circular containing certificates, the re-

ju;\ci, n
and ( olds

sron

( 'oriii

vi.

Sells. Gen. Meade, Patterson. Boston;
Cameo, Peachy, do,,
Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, New York;
Columbine. Lake, Windsor.
4. Malabar, Welch, Bangor; Jas. Holmes,
llyder, Boston; Lizzie Poor, Dicky, Portland; Eveline, Bagiev, Salem.
<».
Lillian, Byan, Boston; Helen Maria,
Prince, Portland.
A. W. Ellis, Ferguson, Bangor.

:t.

sutler from rheumatism, pain
to sutler if they will not it <•
Centaur Liniment, white wrapper. More than

Wear-

are

uns i tmnrs

Nov. 2.

now

OoaOo Washed Wool,
-tOa.Vi Unwashed Wool,

Alt-mi.

ARRIVED.

-wvlling deserve

Cooking \pj.le-

s**x.

ant

Those who

or

OF BELFAST.

PORT

wounded are healed without a sear. The recipe is published around each bottle. They sell
as no articles ever before sold, and they sell be
cause they do just what they pretend to do.

People
ing

Thousands of

SHIP NEWS.

edies since the world began. They are counterirritant, all-healing pain relievers. Cripples
throw away their crutches, the lame walk,
poisonous bites are rendered harmless and the

f!;, female

tim e sects, the male
and the insects.
were

I.M»’ot:
ail who

<

I

bright boy who told Ids (atelier that

was a

tiler

and of strains, spavin, galls, &e., upon animals
in one year than have all other pretended rem-

C to give notice that 1 have given to
my
1. minor son. Chandler R. Merrill, ,Jr., his time
from and after this date, w ith full authority to act
in
all matters. 1 shall claim none of his
for himself
wages, nor be responsible for any debts of his con
t raiding after this date.
C HANDLER R. MERRILL.
Winterport, Nov. 0, 1874.— :t\vHP

BURKETT’S
—STOCK OF—

PAISLEY SHAWLS
Are attracting the atieutiou of the Ladies.

PRICES FROM $7
TRAPPERS LOOK

TO $40.00

HEReT

rpms

WISH TO TRAP MINK SUCCESSFUI
lv I have the greatest scent age ever vet tested it
has been proved to entrap where all others haw
failed. .Sent by express only. Price

1FYOI

81.00

H. G.
■*« w

DETCHEON,

Marlboro, Sturk County, Ohio.

Trouting.
j.

nr

The Great Explosion In London.

Trowbridge.

r.

I'rom the London

Wit!, -lender pole, and line, and reel,
And leather fly with sting of steel,
W hi ping the brooks down sunlit
glades.
"
ii'.ig the -tre ms in woodland shades,
I .■one i.> the trouter’s paradise;
The lla.-hing tins leap twice or thrice:
Then idle on this great boulder lie
A1 v 'Tinkled line and colored
fly.
V' hi.-.' in the
loam-flecked, glossy pool
1 ;i
sin trout lurk secure and cool.
V roek-lin« d, wood-embosomed nook—
I bill cloister i.f i]|,- ihanting brook!
A chamber within the ehauuelled hills.
Where tic e -Id crystal brims and spills.
Hv dark-brow. 1 caverns blackly flows,
1
alls from the «left like crumbling snow-.
Ai.l pil' d and plashes, breathing round
A -oft, suffusing mist of sound.
I'mler

belt of sky
<ii .-af boulders in the torrent lie,
Huge stepping-stones where Titans cn»s-!
Quaint broideries of vines and moss,
at every loveliest hue and shape,
With tangle and braid and tassel drape
1 t beetling rocks, and veil the
ledge.
And trail long fringe from the cataract*-edge.
A hundred rills of nectar
drip
From that Olympian beard and lip.
a narrow

And. see 1 far on, it seems a- if
In every crevice along the clifl
'-cm* wild plant grew : the eye discerns
Vn ivied castle; feathery ferns
S-d from the frieze, and tuft the tall,
I hsinautled turret and ruined wall.

strange gu-ts from deeper solitudes
A

pungent odors ot tin* woods.
1 ht- -mail bee-haunted bass-wood bloomie p in the g» rge their faint perfumes.
Hen- ill Fm* wildwood flowers
encamp,
1 iia! lo\e tin dimness and the
damp.

1' i. h overhead the morning shine-;
I -i- glad breeze swings in the

singing pines.

m where aloft in the boughs is heard
In line note of the Phbe-bird.
In the ald'-rs, dank with
noonday dew-.
—s eat-binl darts and mews.

"

■

world: let summer tourists range
i;
V "ir tm at highways in
guest of change,
a
-ivk N .ugara and the sea,—
i
a!e it
■>. smiiceth m« :
ar

lV *-h, so solitary.—
> m..-- ill Its
g';V» 1: -anetuaiw
'nd ;■« ;th into my innio-t sen-.
-w
•. ih rilling ini’ none
"
A
'"ii inn *eent -port would
Aii : ■!
Walton’s art profane.

<|-

--

-•

»

slain,

!i- wind- that vi-bt this lonely glen
i "'the the souls of sorrowing men—
it- water- ov• r these le« tees curled
:
: tin- heart <•: a levered world'

■

*

■

Long, Long Ago,
\

1 ■ > 11

ih*-

rP.ASKK.

N

kv above

head*.
under our foot,
be flower- tSu ir sweetest perfumes shed.
An
’wi-hed the rose from stem to root.
w..>• :
.<
waudered, baud in hand,
n
u:r> l ine-and fragrant walk-.
nii'
:■ Mr. dim, enchanted land.
:
and light and happy talks—
i'he land, you know,
• »f Long
Ago,
h
u
were bell*' and I wa> beau.
y.
\\

i■ .1.1

m-

our

usses

*•

'■

-mi.*-. t!ie bonniest face,
flushed at touch of lip.
_M* ii..* -t form iu ail the place.
;.
a hope >f nvalship.
Hr ueatc-t foot tliat ever brushed
!
d**w t om <*!l tli* mountain heather.
< larette. what time we cru-hed
i t
lrple grape- of liie together—
That time, you know
Long. Long Ago,
"►ail wi re belle and I was beau.
-ur.Le-t

!’

.:•

t C\f!

:

>.

i, w fast the years have rolled!
than thirty, dear, since then.
A
you—ahem!—are -tout and old.
At.
1. the goutie-l of men.
v., have beeu all these years apart—
You did m* cruel wrong, Clarctte—
Hut -till a flattering at uiy heart
I *lo not quite forget
The love, you know.
t »f L
ng Ago,
_>li a
belle and 1 was beau.
v.

I-

An explosion of gunpowder yesterday
cost at least three lives, as well as the de-

A NEW CHROMO FOR

FALL AND WINTER

1875.

GODLY’S LADY'S BOOR.

i.

in .re

Vesta.

MRS.

F. WELLS

TOY DEALERS; Millinery

Department!
WELLB,

A NEW

HANDSOME

LOT

—

CROCKERY
—

mm hue

PEL LO W HYPOPHOSPHITES.

SELLING LOW

.n-t

v

«»..r

i

t

wn

-t

p
l ake

>

i

>.

WHITT IKK.

1! whose lift and death

avc

icTiy,

•

reconciled,
tenderly

ne'sT

home thv -tar-numed child !

her patient eyes,
w rd- are on her tongue;
,'i
Hie verv 'ilenee round her seemA- it the angels sung.
grace

i- in

ri*-r smile »s i- a listening child'?
Yi.at hear- its mother's call
lilies of thv perfect peace
Ab ut her pillow fail.
lean- from out our clinging
rt -t hei -e!t in tlfine;

aim-

Tc
\

ne t*

dear Lord, can
i 1-1 *•-loved resign.

tnee,

«.*ur we

wc

her 'ban for ourselves,
w our heads and pray:
••tting star, like Bethlehem1-.
e -ball .--ad the wav.

U
XVr

--

lor

Persian

A

Love

Song.

\
they who know not love,
r.ut. far from passion's tears and -mil*'-,
1> pi d-Avn a inoonle-s sea, beyond
1:i*.
ry *•<*:i-t- <*1 fairy i-1**.-.
l*-r th* v wh'.'-e longing lips
iv." mpty air, and never touch
warm mouth of those th*-v lo\>—
'•x
mj. wa-ting. suffering much.

.:

amber, tine as musk,
io tliose who. pilgrim-wise,
o •: in
band from dawn to du-k,
b morning nearer Paradise.
•ur a-

i-

HAVEGOODHEALTH-

J. C. THOMPSON’S.
“Help

ROBERT E.

Fpcc

soon

fast

asleep,

awakened in the night
v a
upon his chest.. At first
1 it was his brother’s hand,
o p
but,
>ve, and becoming nervous
ad aiarule.1. he raised his head, and was
Lonvi to find a large mountain rattleed upon his chest, with its head
nestled down iii the centre of the coil. *Jt
■’•'as rear daylight, but Mr. Stralev was
so
paralyzed with tear that lie could not
make a noise and dared not move. He reisence of mind so far as
to
•••
:•
‘raw the blankets over.
This
in it startled the reptile, which
glid1 from him to his brother, who
was
with
him
The
snake passed
Sleeping
:n his breast to his brother’s
face, when
a a fatal moment,
Henry Straley raised
it
tear
to
hi- hand
away. There was a
;' ■: •£■ rattle and a loud cry from the
halfaw akened b<y. and the monster
buried its
•■•ngs in his right hand and a second time
There was a loud scream
.a his cheek
from Henry as the poor boy jumped to his
while the snake glided from the
manket to a large Hat rock near the emMr. Jenkins fired his reers of the tire.
iver at it and tiie second shot brouo-ht it
°
down
F or young StraJey was soon
sufferin'*
the most intense agony.
Ilis brother at
his request, cut out a
large part of the
heek in hopes tliat the poison had not

.straley was
heavy weight

■

■

■

penetrated

very

deep,

and a

tight ligature

bound around the wrist ot the
bitten
hand, which was bathed in cold water
But nothing the horrified young men
could
do availed to save the poor boy.
He died
.n less than two hours in the most
terrible
Had the party been supplied with
agon;.
a
plentiful supply of whisky his life might
have been saved, but they had none with
them
The body
changed color within
three hours after the accident. The
young
men conveyed the
corpse to Fort Steele,
whence it was shipped iiome to
Chicago
for interment
I he snake measured
four
feet in length and had nine rattles, which
were shown to our reporter at
the corral
last evening
[Denver (Col.) World.
was

Mr. Augustus Flits, a peculiar citizen of
Waldoboro. died iast week at the age of 7s
He was somewhat of a hermit,
years.
always
living alone. The bouse that he lived in for a
long time was burnt two years ago, he escaping
with his life bv leaping from the chamber window. He lost at this time a valuable record
which he had carefully kept, noting down
everything of interest tliat came under his
observation from day to day. This was in fact
his business, and it was some time before he
could be pursuaded to commence a new work.
He was a son of the Rev. Frederick Augustus
Rudolphus Benedictus Ritz, who was settled
oyer the Lutheran church in 1795.
[Globe.

EAR 14

The WYOMING STOVE

YARNS!
—

entrance

panic.
a pane of glass was blown into
where the attendant stands, and

At the bridge the smoke was at first too
dense for anything to be seen, but when
it cleared the
bridge was observed to be
entirely destroyed. A main ot gas and
another of water crossed the canal with
the bridge. The gas caught fire and shot
out a great tongue of flame above the
stream Beside it the water from the main
came pouring into the canal.
The telegraph wires also crossed by the bridge.
Of course, communication "was cut oil'.
The boats were about twenty-three
yards
long, and they were attached to each
other by about twenty yards of
rope. It
is probably due to this distance that
only
one boat besides the
Tilbury sank. That
was the boat next behind her, the Limehouse, under steerer Hall. The Tilbury exploded under the bridge, and it is conjectured that a spark from the steamer,
kept
by the bridge from rising and so beine
carried far away, fell upon her and caused
ignition. A pipe-light may, of course,
have done the damage. There is an account, depending upon hearsay evidence
twice removed, to the effect that before
the explosion the
Tilbury was observed to
lie fuming and
smoking, and her crew to
be making ineffectual efforts to
extinguish
the combustion.
first
The
effect of the explosion wan utterly to destroy the bridge. The bridge
was a substantially built
composite structure, supported upon two strong Ionic pillars of iron. It had a roadway of about
25 feet in width, and pathways for pedestrians. The suddenly-expanded gases then
rushed in two directions from each side oi
the bridge.
A watchman who had been
upon the bridge all night had fortunately
left to call a person with whom he had
made that
arrangement. Close by stood
a cottage, the new North
lodge, iii which
the aged gate-keeper, Mr.
Edwards, a man
aged 75, lived with his family. The house
was completely ruined.
Another heard
nothing of the occasion, but awoke to
find one wall of his room gone. Ot six
people in the house the father alone is
seriously injured and the account current
throughout the neighborhood is a series of
wonderful escapes.

Belfast, Oct. 1.0th, l$r-L-tflo.

BURKETT’S !

Said the plaintiff in a divorce case at Augusta,
to Chief-Justice Appleton:
“I don't want to
say anything agin the woman, Judge, but !
wish you could live with liar a little while:
you’d think 1 had told the truth!” The judge
was willing to take his word for it.
The Sunrise says that on Friday
Mr.
timer J. Tarbox of Perham had last,
his barn
burned, and also fifteen tons of hay, eighty
bushels of wheat, with other
grain and his
farming tools. The fire originated
by children
^ playing with matches in the barn yard.

prices,

goods

or

which will be

WORSTEDS!

Office and residence at the house ot J. L. Havner
*
corner of Cedar and Franklin Streets.
tl'4

the counter.

D ENTIST!
Office in Gordon Block, Main St.

SEARSPORT, ME.

of the

call,

lrylO.

Boston

IN SPLENDID SHADES FOR

i

at

and most

examine for them-

selves, learn prices,

md^pur-

—

A T

Custom

LOOK !

They Do Say

-1 _\

A T-

determination to more than ever merit
the reputation so
?T
generally accorded me, 1
hav.* added new ami improved facilities for
doing
good work in my mills, amt am now prepared to
grim! ill sorts of grain in the best manner at short
uoiu
W heat, corn and rve meal for sale.
WITH

Among

the many articles too numerous to mention
you will find
FLOUR of even grade bv the Barrel or Bag, MOLASSES, FORK, EAR'D, SALT, SUGAR, TO
BACCO, CHOICE TEAS, PURE SPICES,
(11T RON, ENG LISH CUR RAN TS, BO LT
ED MEAL, GRAHAM FLOUR.OAT
MEAL, CRACKED WHEAT,
&C., &C., &C.
Also a good assortment of

also

head and

one

white hind foot.
prove property, pay

them away.
Waldo Oct.

-si, isrq.-diwi;

Excess.

The

is re
and take

owner

charges

The

MILL PROPERTY FOR SALE
The subscriber offers fur sale at a i.ow i*k' k, and
reasonable terms of credit, their Ste»..i Saw,
Grist and Plaining Mills, together with stun-.
Dwelling Houses, Land, &c., situated near New hern,
North Carolina. The mills are in good
running order, the store has u good run of custom, and the
whole offers rare inducements to parties w
ishing to
engage in the lumber business or merchandising.
Full particulars cun be had bv addressing
4wl.s
DEAN LUMBER CO., Ncwbern, N. C.
oil

sti11

Belfast, October 15th, 1ST4.—tf 1.0.

*ouml

Dp. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates.
given to making and inserting

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

A VALUABLE REMEDY!
DR. CLARK JOHNSON'S INDIAN

IILOOH SIRUP !

B.

No*- 16 1-2 and 78
Esse* St., Bouton.
LAMES' ENTRANCE, 7G 1-2.

Sr\IUYS

BANKRUPT NOTICE.
of

the United States

for

Ill tile matter ofl WILLIAM y. I
,ln Bankrupt!!}.
R„„kruntcv
SPINNEY, Bankrupt.
(
DISTRICT OF MAINE, S.S.—At Belfast, tile 28tli

day of October A. D. 1874.

undersigned hereby gives
apTHE
pointment
assignee of William Q. Spinney,
of Stockton, in the
of
and State of
notice of his

as

Waldo,
County
Maine, within suid District, who has been adjudged
Bankrupt upon his own Petition, by the District I
Court of said District, filed Sept. 25th, 1874.
I
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.
3wl8

sidling at very low prices at
C. HERVEY S.

KTotioe 2
SAVINGS

BANK !

Kl*OS 11 S recei\ ml on terms as liberal andfuvororable to depositors as any Savings Bank in
the State, and dividend declared on same the lirst
of May and November, office hours from 9 to 12 A.
M. and 1 to 4 P. M.
.JAS. (». PENDLETON, President.
tirnoslG.
ClIAS. F. (TOBDON, Treasurer.

Trimmings,

Jet

tf If

Savings Bank.

PURE DRUGS

cloth.

ing

l iie

Fringes,

dress

establishment announces to
its customers and the public that since the tire he
of this

has leased and fitted up the Wilder
Foundry, at the
Head of the Tide, Belfast, and i- supplying it with
superior tools of every description, Lathes, I’laners,

&c., and is

to Fill all Orders

promptness and

to

FIRST Cl.ASS

turn out

Abbott, Mr. Chase, and all the well known
supervisors and workmen of the establishment, will
new

place, ready

to wait upon

cus

We

over

sumo

is

nothing
sex

on

Physiology

shafting

up to l»i

—

AND

every

Style

iiml Size

on

hand and

before fell

to

the 1«»t of

—

AT

SHORT

inches, and turn

NOTICE

—

AT

Prices

ni

Libraiy of Kentucky,

NOVEMBER 30. 1874.

DRAWING CERTAIN AT THAT DATE.
LIST OF GIFTS.

Reasonable.
One

One
One
One
One

ARABIAN

OINTMENT
CURES

OTHER rEI.S OF

AND

vm oi

—

THOMPSON'S.

€.

Grand Cash Gift,
Grand Cash Gift,
Grand Cash Gift,
Grand Cash Gift,
Grand Cash Gift,
5 Cash Gilts,
10 Cash Gifts,
15 Cash Gifts,
20 Cash Gifts,
25 Cash Gifts,
30 Cash Gilts,
50 Cash Gifts,
100 Cash Gifts,
240 Cash Gifts,
500 Cash Gilts,
10,000 Cash Gilts,

*

.’50,000
.loo,000
75,000
50,000
25,000
$20,000 each,
100,000
14,000 each,
HO,000
10,000 each,
150,000
5,000 each,
100,000
4,000 each.
100,000
3,000 each.
00,000
2,000 each,
100,000
1,000 each,
100,000
500 each,
120,000
100 each.
50,000
50 each,
950,000

20,000 Gifts, all cash.
PRICE OF TICKETS.

Grand Total

Whole Tickets,.
Halves,.
I enths, or each Coupon,.
II Whole Tickets fur,

SORES ON ALE

Witness the

names ol
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The world-renowed author, in this admirable Lecture, clearly,proves from his ow n experience that
the awful consequrnces of Self-Abuse may be effectually removed without medicine, and without dan-

gerous surreal operations, bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of cure at
once certain and effectual, by which
every sufferer,

no matter what his condition may be,
may cure himself
privately and radically.
Jt&This Lecture will prove a boon to thousands
and thousands.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to address,
on receipt of six cents or two postage stamps.
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W ill leave

WANTED!

ty that he intends to keep

to
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CASKETS

THE undersigned having purchased he stock and
A. trade of the above store formerl) occupied by
W. F. BEAN, and added to it a fresh stock of

to

a

STEAMER

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,
apt.
KOIX,

Ld

1

W.M. S. Fl'LI.FH.

l-'th, 1874.—Owl:..

!

Crockery, Stone,

■STEAMER
t

a

freedom Oct.

-AND SEE THE—

to

2

-15 and 00 cts.

Grinding Hills

NO. 8, MAIN STREET.

would say

Ld

I-

it Beats the World,

$5000 Gold for

per Week.

Trips

(t

Fit KEDO? I, ME.

Belfast

LOOK!!

$2.00 each.

Store No. 1 Hayford
a. ANDREWS,

Smosis

the 1'nute! Four

OF 1874.

z

a

C. HERVEYS.

—

BURKETT’S

engages

chase if satisfied

Prepared by

For

Clothing

un

<

4WCut this out and bring it with you.

good

Rooms per day, fifty cents to one dollar for each
person, or by the week on Reasonable Terms.

JACKETS & LEI.CINS

It is sufficient to
goods

largest

Block.

SCISSORS and SHEARS

(||>K\
r'

carefully selected STOCKS of
goods ever offered for sale at his
place of business. All are invited to

Special attention paid to extracting
teeth. Artificial Teeth Manufactured.
Tc-eth filled in the best manner.

ON EUROPEAN

say that he is daily receiving,
by boat and rail, additions to
one

M A G 0 0 N

Two Steamers

-1

IlLAt Iv ALT, 1,1 NED FA NTS, only $2.50 nor n iir
MEX’S R E A FERS, only $4.50 each
HOY’S CHINCHILLA OVERCOATS, #8.0C each
MEN’S BLACK BEAVER OVERCOATS, only
$0.50 each.
MEN’S EXTRA HEAVY BLACK BEAVER
OVERCOATS, only $12.00 each.
MEN’S SALSBUKY
CHINCHILLA
OVERC< IATS, bound very handsome, only $15.uo each
MEN’S ALE wool, CHINCHILLA REA FERS.
only $8.00, $10.00 and #12.00 each.
MEN’S GRAY MELTON OVERCOATS, onli
$0 00 each
FINE BLACK & BLUE ALL WOOL OVERCOATS, selling very cheap.
Constantly on hand a fine assortment, of TRICOT
DIAGONAL & WORSTED suits at very low prices.
ALL WOOL SUITS only
$14.00 per suit.
Call early if you would secure
great bargains. Remember the place.

Maine.

Selected from the host makers.
article call at

at

perfect undershirts and drawers

All

PHYSICIAN & SURGEON,
M. L

>-

all wool knit

THE CHEAPEST YET!

FLETCHER, M.D.,

ESSEX

quote

given

Selling

THE™SEASON

AUKANGKNIENTS FOR

Block.

large invoice of

a

CARDIGAN JACKETS

*S~All business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

Belfast,

Hayford

received

.lust

BOSTON AND LOWELL.

Clothing Store,

No. 1,

at Law!

The

for the fall and winter trade.
It is useless to attempt to
enumerate

Boston

HARAD1N BLOCK, Belfast, Me,

J. M.

-FOR-

prices

Boyle,

WALLACE,

Attorney

Suford’s Independent Line.

Muss.

CLOTHING,
low
at the

—

■

wen

Help

STOVES

the room
driven into a door with a force which
would have severely injured the usual
for them shall angels pra> :
*mnl in **\crlasting light ;
occupant of the room it the hour had
walk iu Al ah's smile by da\,
been later,
fortunately the plate-glass ,
?
-tie in his heart by uight.
before the reptiles was not injured. But
about a score ol the society's birds eseap- ■
ed, their cages broken, and i.';3(>0 is the
A Torrililt' Suake Story.
glaziers bill which the society anticipates,
.I) J\-rkins. Joseph Straley i he
cages ol the beasts were fortunately j
:
i Mein rack. a party of Chicago
: >! ,J
unimpaired in efficiency. Mr. Bartlett,
••anted yesterday from a superintendent ot the
gardens, lives on
tlfs trip through Park, Summit tlie spot, and lie heard the concussion,
NOTICE. T. W. Pitcher takes
ii
(unties, relate a terrible lie tried to light his gas, but there was
.ike st : v
They were encamped in Elk no gas in the pipes. It was at lirst dark;
pleasure in announcing to all
!i ad >i .’itains, in the North Park on but in a few minutes the
sky was lit up
•'
: :
last September, when they bv a
great blaze, and other persons also purchasers of DRY & FANCY
ft
:i mislortune which cost one ol
were directed to the spot
by the blaze ol
The party arrived in tire. The
ie
ism ids ldc.
petroleum and sugar must be GOODS that himself and his sis
nr night from a day's hunt and
in ;■ ate
held accountable for this great radiance.
the hills. Alter a hearty sun- Men going to work at Fulham saw a dit- ter have just returned from
thf parti lay down in their blankets ferent sight—a
great ball of smoke rising the Boston market where they
ii, ■.
lire, which iiad lieen built in in the air and bursting, they said, into a
tne cleft of some large quartz rocks, and
have been making purchases
flame.
ill

Try

K.

wdBBmStIuSHS^S:

CLOTHS, FLANNELS, FURNISHing Goods, Hut* and Cap,., &c., Selling at very

STREET, BELFAST.

GEO. E.

Flowers, Silks,

CRADLEi

IMPORTANT NOTICE!

at Law!

formerly occupied by E.

Office

PRESENT

■r

n.tlN

o.

14 MAIN

MILLINERY!

Felt Hats!

DOLL’S

-JOHNSON,

Attorney

struction of a great deal of property. T wo
matters—the conveyance of gunpowder
and the state of the barges, which often
carry disease as well as danger in other Will give to every subscriber, whether Single or in a
forms through great towns—have recently Club, who pays in Advance for 1875, and remits diattracted discussion; and the discussion rect to this office a copy of “THE RESCUE,*'
the handsomest chromo ever offered bv a publisher.
will be terribly emphasized by the exploTerms $.‘5 per annum. For Circular, containing
sion of yesterday. At about 3 A. M. a Terms for Clubs, etc., address L. A. GODEY, Philatrain of six light barges, ot which the first ! delphia, Pa.
We have just returned from
was a steamer, left the
City wharf ol the
rtOK AGENTS WANTED
Boston with a Splendid AssortGrand Junction C anal Company, in tho
MAltY CLEMMER AMES’
City road. Next after the steamer, the
ment of
new hook “Ten \ear* In H niihlii|;l«n."
It
Heady, was the fly-boat Jane, whose steerportrays the inner life," wonders, marvels, mysteries, secret doings. etc., of the Capital, as a "im'/eer or captain was named Boswell.
Next
It is the raciest, brightm ake H oman sees them."
est, and beat new book out. actually overflowing
toiler was the Dee. the steerer Edwards;
STRAW. VELVET, AND
with spicy revelations, humor, pathos, and good
things for all. One Agent took 444 orders in one
and next the Tilbury, whose steerer was
township another has averaged 8H each week
or 6 weeks, it outsells all other books, proved
Charles Baxton of Loughborough, in the
by the sale of over U0.000 copies already. It is splendidly
illustrated superbly bound. We want 5.000 more trusty
country of Leicester. The Tilbury was
agents MOW—men or women-and we will mail outfit
followed by the Limehouse, steerer EdFree to those who will canvass. Reader! do you want to
make uumey ? Then rend for our large pamphlet.-, with
ward Hail, and by the Ilawksbury, steerer
full particulars, extra terms, etc.- they will tell you how to
doit. They nre Free to all. Send for them.
Address,
Blewer. The Jane “had a little gunpow
’a. D. WokthidiGTOW St Co., Hartford. Conti.
der on board;" the Tilbury’s lading is
F'Bl ATHE FLS,
thus described by the company: “The
A
cargo consisted chiefly of sugar and other
miscellaneous articles', such as nuts, strawGET A PATENT
boards, eoft'ee aud some two or three barrels of petroleum, and about live tons of
CHICHESTER
gunpow der.” It is stated to be a common
AND ORNAMENTS.
practice to send gunpowder and petroleum
in one and the same barge.
Most of the
gunpowder was in barrels, but there was
Every Little Girl Should Have One
one box which was probably filled either
Name C hichester on every eradh
For sale by all
w itli
powder in canister or in flasks. W hen Toy
and Furniture Dealers' Send tor Catalogm to
the Tilbury with her inflammable freight G1«!o. T. COMINS, 151 North st., Boston
and
B.
was under the North-gate bridge which
Pearl St.. New York.
Will
take charge of tin*
spans the Regent’s Canal, making a way
from the Outer Circle in Regent's Park to
the Kegent's-Park road, she blew up. A
few minutes before live in tiie morning
most people in town heard between sleepIT vou want an entirelv New Toy. and one that will
Ami all work entrusted to lu r cure will In* math
sell on it* merits, send for a ( atuloguw of the ('lii<h• n
ingand w aking the sound ot an explosion. hr
GF.O. T. COMINS,
noils < 'nolle a ml ('hair.
and tastefully oxacohd.
It was heard and Celt at Chislehurst, Ber- 154
North St.. Boston, and itU-'l pearl St., New York.
monsdey and Peckliam-rye, as well as in _I
the central districts.
The concussion was
Charees for obtaining j
Patents unless successlu..
B. F.
telt on the high ground beyond PrimroseJJV V JiDI llFlto Pamphlet free. C. A. Shaw.
TO1•M•■•7Ts^rrrT,/^■T>rJ
Tremont Street, Boston.
j\n/|/t_lTLAAAn
liill, along iiaver-sloek-liil! and up at
BH
11 Main Street.
Hampstead. All along the northeastern !
side of the high road up Haverstock-hill I TEN PER CENT. NET.
about one house in even six or seven has ! The Iowa Loan and Trust Company. Des
lost a pane ot glass.
A pant was broken
Moines, Iowa.,
money for Eastern lenders at ten percent,
>in
Hampstead-green, and one or two I invest*
interest, net, payable semi-annually at the ( liemictd
others in the neighborhood of Kleetroad. National Bank, New York. All loans secured on im
At Entield it was thought to he an explo- j proved Beal Estate, and the collection in full guar
sion of the rifle factory or at the Waltham ante* .1 by The Company. Lenders subject to no ex
pensf. Full abstract of Ti»le, Coupon, Notes, Mort
Abbey mills. At, Woolwich, where they gage. Sec., made direct to lender,i forwarded on
AND
New York and New England reference*
are used to these occurrences,
people sup- completion.
and full information sent on application. Sami mi
posed that a magazine in the marshes had Mkkiiii l, late Governor of lowa.j Pres't; ,1 \s. B
exploded. The shock was felt as far as 11 r \nr\s i.i.i., S'-c’y. Des .Moines, Iowa.
Gravesend, and at Aveley in Essex. In
the northwest, lor a radius of two miles,
it was accompanied with the
shivering ol
glass in the windows or on the walls. The
glass of the refreshment room at tho St.
1’aneras station is destroyed. In the closer
OF
neighborhood ol the explosion beds rocked
to and iro, doors and shutters were burst
open, plaster fell from ceilings, furniture
was shaken, broken, and piled
together in
the middle of the room, and at a distance
a
of
mile from the Regent’s-park people
rushed as they were into the streets, lest
what they took to be an earthquake should
AND
make ot their houses their graves.
In a house quite near, an
ladv
and
ailing
her children ran lor more than 'JOU yards
to a lriend’s in their
panic, it is no'wonder. for this house is completely gut led as
W. W. Whipple & Co., 21 Market Sq.
if by lire.
In the garden ot it a great
Portland, Wholesale Agfa.
of
torn
and
twisted iron from the
piece
bridge lias been cast, the stable has been
stripped ot its roof, and the coachman
sleeping in the upper story narrowly esTHE MENATAL RENOVATOR
caped with his life. The great curbstones TUI YSS IS I'A.N T 1*0 TIIK TOII.INc STT'DKNT,
which fringe the towing-path of the canal
IT RELIEVES Tin.
were thrown up into the read.
Pieces ot
PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN HEART,
clay were hurled by the force of the conAND CIV ES
cussion out of the canal bed over the threeBUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN
storied house, against the ivy-clad wall
1HK HAKR.YSSED MAN or Hl'SLNESS.
A Tof the outbuilding behind, and into the
room where the coachman
was sleepTO
ing. A chimney on the roof is in a periI'iic* Liver must be kept in order.
lous position, and threatens to add to
the destruction by tailing into the house. SANFORD'S LIVERINVIGO RATOR
This is une ol the worst cases, but the has become a staple family medicine. Purely vegetable—Cathartic and Tonic—for all derangements of
Baptist College, close at hand, and the Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Will clear the com
Those Who
to
houses for many hundreds ot yards and plexion, cure sick headache, See. Shun Imitation.
in many streets have suffered
Try %an ford's Liver Envi^oraior,
Themselves."
similarly,
far down Albany street the bouses were
sample bottle of Iditnuon*
with
broken
in
streets
pitted
windows;
U LL
Uoiunic llaUnin at all drugI
like John street, close bv, sashes anil all
ists’. Pleasant, and an unfailing
remedy l'or
Asthma,
Coughs,
Lung Complaints’, See.
are blown out,
shop trouts destroyed with Large buttles, .V» efs. Colds,
Having recently purchased tin- -t.u k and trade of S.
l»r. F. \V. Kinsman, Pro
the shutters or in spite of them'. Doors prietor, Augusta, Maine S.Amjo for a case it will not >. HLBSL^ vsillk' p ri.ii-tantl;. on hand a large
assortment ol'
and furniture aic turned into torn and eun-! Irrit. sOUk In oil Druggists.
shattered planks
(Jocks, ornaments and
CK C COf) I'or day at home. Terms free. Address
looking-glasses have of course suffered.
«ii.'>. S itn><»n N. Co., Portland, Me.
Heavy coach-house doors, lirmlv secured
Ol' the be-t manufacture, Also l-’urnace Work
with large iron bolts and locks, have
Tin Ware, Lumps, oil, &c.
BBS BEJ A WKLK guaranteed to Male and
M
M Female Agents, in their locality.
been burst open. A wall with iron railaIH £ £ Costs NOTH1XC to trv it. Particings on it was blown down for about six- ^8^ £ £ ulara Free. p. O. VICKKRY, Aufrees on the canal bank were gusta, Me.
ty yards
Made a specialty, t ome and examine the newest
uprooted,, and their branches blown to
and best store in the world.
long distances. In the Zoological Gardens
the glass is broken in the elephant-house,
J O B "W ORK
l he monkeys appear to have
Of all description promptly attended to.
successfully
avoided the lading glass
The giraffes
Hi" People who contemplate purchasing stoves
were
found huddled together in great Of ail Shades. Sizes and Prices ! and tin ware will do well by calling on me before gotear.
The elands and one little deer, reing elsewhere. Having had large experience in the
business am satisiied that I can give satisfaction.
A T
cently presented to the Gardens, have
R. F. CLARK.
suffered, as from their
At the main

FOR

F.

G.

^frhertigemtntg,

Jgcto

11

mg :•< ,i Ltli this leaning tiv,
-oft bank, it seems to me

tie

■

Times, Oct. (». |

ficial intercourse.

CHARLES MASON,

ComVr of Patents.”
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and trustworthy and more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure for them an early ana favor
uble consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.”
“Mr. R. 11. Eddy has made forme over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads nietorecommend
ali. inventors to
apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure ot having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very
reasonable charges.
JOHN TAGGART.”
Boston, Jan. 1 1874.
lyr-f?.

1

li emoval!

j

INI EW

LIVERY STABLE!
bought
Henry Dunbar, Jr., haformerly occupied b> Fred Kim

/

the stable

Washington Street, near Perkin*
Carriage Shop, vv here he lias
opened a livery stable, stocked with
First-Class Horses, New Carriages,
Harnesses, &c.
Teams furnished for all occasions and at all times.
Good and capuhle drivers furnished when required.
hall,

oil

Brother-'

it#

<

Jive

me a

call and

trv mv

teams.

H. DUNBAR, Jr.
Belfast, July tiSth. Ps74.-tt4

PORTLAND

Business
STUDENTS

ADMITTED

College

!

at any time when there

All parties interested are invited
are vacancies.
to examine into its merits.
For full information uddress,
P. A GRAY, A. M., Principal.
iimosy

